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Chapter t 
immmouon 
GENERAI. StATEMENf 
the mining and extraction of Iron has been practised In 
India froa the time Inmeciorlal, India* e aaaessiaent of total 
Iron ore reaerves 1$ about 210,000 million tons l*e.» about 
2§ Vo of the total world reserves. But 00 far a» her output 
la c<meemed she is the sixth iron ore->produclng country of 
the world. 
Some of the well •known Indian Iron ore deposits and workings 
are located in the states of Bihar, Orissa* Madhya Pradesh* 
Slysore and 0oa. ^hese deposits haire been drawing special 
attention of the Indian as well as many of the world's consimers 
and natural resources imrestigatore since independence. 
Iron ore deposits In the present Indian Union territory of 
Qoa are also known for a vexy long time. But they were of 
little interest to India till the territory was freed from the 
Portuguese in 1961. 
The earlier Portuguese government did not take any interest 
to carry out systematic geological surveying and mineral 
prospecting in C^ oa so long as it remained under their occupation. 
As a result* neither any previous geological map nor any official 
useful Information regarding the geology and mineral resources 
of the territory was available. About a year after the liberation 
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of Ooa, tooth the QeologieaX Survey of India and Indian Bureau of 
Mines extended their activities in the territory In order to 
survey and aeeess for the first time Its mineral resources. As 
soon as the adinlnl strati on becane nortaal after the llheratlon 
novement* the present worker availed of the first opportunity 
to enter doa, with the purpose of investigating one of its 
largest and important deposits of iron ore. 
The present wortc include® the study of geology* structure, 
mineralogy and genesis of the two well-lmown Iron ore deposits 
vis., Bieholie (15^3S»1S" ; 73®57*> and Sanquelim (lg®S4' : 
74®30" ) of Blcholitt taluka < « subdivision) , Goa. It is hoped 
that this study alght be useful to coatpare the iron forsiations 
of Goa with similar other forisations oecurJclng elsewhere in the 
cotintry. It may even be of great help to the future workers 
partieularlyt those who stay wish to work on the structure, 
% 
raineralogy and genesis of similar other Precaobrlan iron ore 
deposits of Goa and al«to of the adjacent state of Mysore, 
IiOOAflOH AHB A00ES8IBILITT 
Goa is situated on the west coast of India, about 360 Ka 
south of Bombay, between latitudes 14®83* : 15**48' north and 
longitudes 7S®45* ; 74®84* east. It has an area of about 
3,600 sq.kn. The territory is partly bounded by the states of 
Maharashtra on its north and northeast and Mysore on its south 
and southeast, the Arabian sea demaraates its entire western 
boundary (fig.l). 
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In north ther« is a amall town at Bichollm where 
the present h«A€ quarter of Bieholla ta^iakft. Is located. She 
town is al>out 85 Km northeast of fanjla* the capital of 0oa. 
In the Londa-Tacso-de-Oaaa section of Southezn Hallway^ , Colea 
Sanvordem and ttargao are the railway heads of Bicholiis. fhe 
other possible approach to the area Is by sea from Boabay to 
FanJiiB and then the remaining distance by road.. 
jopooRABrr m n SHAIHASB 
?hyslographioally» ^oa e&n be divided into three well-
defined regions ris. f 1) the hilly coastal belt with a few sandy 
stretches facing the Arabian seat S) the hilly sub*dhat* which 
occupies a greater part of the country and 3) the isoimtaneotis 
region of Western 0hats along its northern and eastern boundaries, 
the area under consideration falls within the sub>0hat region. 
It has a Taried topograpi^ consisting oainly of highlands and 
low hills. The hills are gener^ly woody and ruggedt more or 
less flat*topped and scattered. In contrast to these low hills 
there are a few well-defined hilly tracts of which Sirigao 
(161.54 ra) is the one whose northern side rises abruptly froa 
the plains while its southern side gradually slopes into small, 
flat-topped and isolated hills (7ig.S). !l!he Sanquelim hill 
(97.03 m) also shows similar topographic features with the 
exception that its southern slope abruptly mergos into a wide 
plane which extends upto the main drainage basin of the area 
beyond Virdi (18®33' t 73®54'30" ). Other significant higher 
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topographlc f«aturee In the vicinity are Mulgao (136,70 m), 
J>udonea (147,68 a), Sanquella (135.42 m), Maullaguem (131»67 m), 
Porlcm (181,68 m). Rest of the area Is low-lying. The relief 
of the area is approximately 130 meters. 
The drainage network in northern Qo& ia considerably 
denoe (Flg»S) due to the fact that it lies on the windward side 
of the Western G^ hat eserapraent and hence a suitable eite for 
heavy monsoonic precipitation. In the greater pert of the are^ » 
howevert there are two distinct directions of drainage» some 
flow more or leae at right angles to the general strike 
of the hill ranges and others # laore or less paredlel to them, 
fhe third order meandering etreems of the area vie,t 3ieholim, 
Valvota and Anthem are eluggish and flow more or lese across 
the ranges. All these three streams ;}oln together on the 
southern bounfery of the area, near Mati {15®33* : 7S**S8*30" ) 
and flow southwards for about a distance of one Kilometer before 
joining the main riverf ^ dei. She smaller streams and nalae 
( « brooklet ) are mostly seasonal and more or less follow the 
regional strike of the hill ranges* Aooordin^yf the stream 
courses have developed a trellis pattern in the topographically 
uneven portions of the area. In the flat-lying coastal belt the 
dominant stream pattern is dendritic. 
CLIMATE AHD RAlNFAMi 
Goa enjoyes a tropical climate with an average temperature 
of 27®0 and an annual rainfall of about 3,500 mm. About 60 °/o 
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of the pr«ciplt&tion is received from June to August, Ithe 
climate Is very ciuch Influenced by the »oiature-laden wind, 
The Qoneoon breaks in early «rtine and withdraws by early October. 
During this period humidity varies fron 90 ^ /o to 95 ^ /o. In 
rest of the year huaidlty varies from 80 ®/o to 96 ®/o. 3?he 
suiaiaer season lasts from Karoh to Hay when aurcury column 
touches nearly S8®0. $he period between December to February 
is rather cool and dx^ * 
AHEAIi KCfEOf EOCK BXPOSOBl 
Most of the Important workable Iron ore deposits of 6oa 
occur in the northern part of the river Madel (Fig. 2). These 
deposits constitute the Iron ranges of Slrlgao-^ anquellei, the 
OndarV«lguem«*Fale and the Onda-Hssurlem-Vantem. The present 
study Is confined to the Iron ore deposit of Slrigao-Sanqueliia 
range. 
The investigated area extends lengthwise from Sanquelim 
on the southeast to Slrlgao (15°36*16" s 73®64*) on the northwest. 
Its northern and southern boundaries are roughly demarcated by 
the localities, Nanora (15®38» s ?3®B5'30"), Curohire»(l©®36* *. 
74®0') and north of Poriem <16^36*10" t 74®1*30'') on one side 
and Dudonem (15°33'16" : 73®e6'30" ) end Gauntana a8®38*46" t 
74®1') on the other. The total area covered Is of about 50 sq.km. 
The Blcholia township is more or less centrally situated in the 
area. 
The Slrlgao-Blchollm deposit fomea prominent hill-range 
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mhleh txt«nda nortbwtstvards from south of BichoXiai tonn 
through Iiaagao (15®35*30" : 73®66*) <1S®36' : 
7S®66*) upto Sirlgao village. In th« aottth«ast«xn end 
of the areat n«ar Sanquelira town, th6r« Is onotlMr rloh 
deposit of iron oret locally knom as Banquellm depoeit. 
in Qddltlon» there are also some »lnor Iron ore workinge 
at Sanron (15®34*30** : 73®S«'), Hanora and a few 
abandoned pits whioh were aleo visited but not considered 
worthwhile to include in this work, fhe deposit generally 
oontributea three different types of iron ores vis., hard* 
friable and powdery. Oceasionallyt they have minor 
association of manganese ores. 
Unfortunately* widespread and deep later!tissation in 
the area has affected the rook exposures to such an extent 
that it is difficult to Teoogmi&o the original character 
and structure of the exposed rocks. Only in the deeply cut 
Bine woi^ings coaparatively fresh rooks end ores provided 
Bore useful geological data for this investigation. Hoad 
BXkd OilA cuttings with but a few exceptions are also not so 
deep as to expose fresh rocks. ^ general* good natural 
rock exposures in the area are so scanty that they thwarted 
systenatic collection of geological informations. 
fECHHiQUKS OP mVESTlQATlOS AHD PRESESfATIOB 
OF $aE mm 
The techniques adopted for field as well as laboratory 
investigations were all guided by the demand of the problem. 
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Broadljt the present study wa» based on the folXowlag methoda 
of investigation and technig^ ues : 
I. Pield tdchniquea : 
(a) Reconnalsance survey followed by the preparation 
of a gelogical map of about 60 sq.km around the 
area on a Qoale 1 i 2&t000. 
(b) Preparation of a detailed surface geological map 
of Sirigao ffiinee on a scale 1 t et4000 with the 
help of telescopic eaidade and plane table* 
(o) Exaiaination of field characteristics of the country 
rocks and systematic collection of rock samples 
for thin section study, 
(d) Close exaiaination of the iron ores in different 
mine sections and selection of ore samples for 
ore*eticroscopio study and chemical analysis. 
2» l&aboratory techni^es t 
(a) 7hin section study of phyllites, banded ferruginous 
quartssitts* quartsites* and soi&e basic instrusives. 
(b) l^ xamination under ore-microscope of about 60 
selected samples of polished ores. 
(c) ?rlable and powdery ores were run through an 
Xsodynsmic magnetic seperator to separate the more 
magnetically susceptible minerals from the ores. 
(d) Sieve analysis of a few samples of powdery ore. 
(e) The hard, friable an! powdery iron ores and a few 
ferro-aanganese ores were analysed by the 9eo<-Chem 
laboratorles of Boabay. She results ol^ tolned from 
them are used in this work, 
fhe entire work le presented in the following order : 
1) Introduction 
11) Ocoloiy of the area 
ill) Potrograpby end laetamorphlgm 
iv) Ore deposits 
v) Structure 
vi) Mlneragrapli^  and paragenesls 
vil) Genesis 
SuisEiar;^  and Conclusion 
MIHIHG 
'i'he nlning of Iron ores in 8oa w&s Initiated on a araall 
scale in 1900 by a group of French olnlng engineer*. Ihey also 
carried some prospecting work, as could be seen even today In 
a number of prospecting tunnels in Bicholim mines. mining 
activity ceased soon after 1908 end revived again In 1949. 
Since then the mining Industi^ in 6oa has been progressing (see 
Varma sX * 1®®"'') • enterprise enjoyed a boom in 1957 and 
onwards with Increasing demand of 8oa*8 iron ores by the Japanese 
steel Industry. With the help of Japanese mining engineers, 
Chowgule and Go.« a looal mining t^oncem, mechanised their 
Slrigao mines in 1963. 
Both the Sirigao^Blcholim and Sanquellm deposits occur along 
.9. 
the ridge slopes facing northeast or southirest. Initial open 
cast mlalng reQuirea the openlns of the faces of the ridge 
from which the later!te overburden is reffiotred first. In a 
systematic nlnlng operationt feces are progressively mt 
backwards in the fon& of succcieslye benches to reach the ore 
zone, fhe height of each bench varies from mine to mine. In 
the highly mecibyenized Slrlgao ralnes beaches are vertically 
five meters apart with correspondini^ y greater bench width to 
allow laying of mine roads. On the contrary, • i . unsystematic 
prospecting and inadequate information on the extent and reserve 
of ore deposit resulted irregular mining at many |)laces in the 
area. A portion of the Slrigao-Blcholim lease belonging to 
Bandakar and Co.» may be cited as an example of above fact. All 
the present ma^or workings in the area are open^cast. 
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
A review of the few available previous geological literature 
on Goa revealed that the region had failed to receive due 
attention of the earlier workers* probably because the Portuguese 
govenment M not encourage any traditional geological study. 
The Geological Survey of India has not yet published any report 
of the work done by its officers since about 1963. 
Fermor (1909, p.980-985) first referred to the nature and 
mode of occurrence of manganese ores of Oca but mentioned nothing 
about the iron ores. In his account on the correlation of the 
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ancient sohlatose formation of Peninsular Xndlat ^^ ensor (1936* 
p.104) stated that 
®he Portuguese territory of Goa lias never been syoteaatically surveyed geologically so that It is not know® whether the Dharwar rocJce of that tracfe belong to the Castle Sock band or to an additional bend 
Kriehnan (1952, 1955), while dealing with the iron ores 
of India, laentioned only about the occurrence of iron ore 
deposits at Bicholiia, Goa* But he did not enter into the details 
of the sub^eot. 
Dhepe (1953) in his paper outlined the geology of Goa 
giving eome infonmtion regarding the aode of occurrence, grade, 
mining, etc. of the iron and manganese ores. 
D*crua! (1963) described briefly the geology, mining and 
marketing of the iron and manganese ores of Goa. He further 
refezred to the occurrence of Dharwar schists, in addition to 
the pre-Dharwar granite and some post*Bhar«ar basic intrusives, 
laterite, etc., in Goa. 
Sou£a (163) discussed in two seperate papers the mining 
of iron ores in Goa and the geomorphology of the territory. 
Reoently, Yaraa qL* > (1^7) have given an outline of 
the geology, in addition to the physical and chemical nature 
of the iron ores of Goa. 
The publications, referred to above, obviously show that 
the geological investigations done so far on the iron ore 
deposits of Goa and particularly, of Bicholim and Its adjacent 
-11 • 
areas are not only Inooraprehenalve but also have little 
bearing on the struoturet mineralogy and genesis of the ore 
deposits under study. 
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Chapter II 
GKQLQ^y pt m mA 
GMERAL MVIM 
Broadly, epeektng. the geological set up of the Onion 
territory of Qoa does not differ ©uch from the adjacent etate 
of Mysore (see Rama Hao, 1940). As a matter of feet the 
Preoamljrian roclc formations of Goa are Relieved to the 
northwestward continuation of the Mysore Dharwars. One of 
the earliest accounts of the geology of the terrltoiry was 
given by faacoe (1050, p.93) who stated : 
The Portuguese province of Croa conslets mainly of 
Bharwar rocks^ , very largely obscured by a covering 
of laterlte* G^ nelsaoae rocks may occupy some of 
the hills and have been noted In th© railway cutting 
at Pudh Sagar railway station, ^ ong the rocks 
assignable to the Bharwars the following have been 
recorded : quarteltet magnetite* (|uartislte» haematite 
quartsltCt llmonlte <qtuartsltet serlcite quarts schist* 
fine-grained blot I te-quartjB eehlat« phyllltei fine-
grained grey limestone and basic Igneous rocks, fhe 
limestones are thought to occupy the highest position 
In the local sequence. ?he beds are traversed by 
quarts veins* 
JPhyllltes occur over a large part of the area under 
Investigation. Sometimes they enclose banded ferruginous 
quartzltes with occasional workable Iron ores at several 
localities of which* Slrlgao, Blchollm and Sanquellm have large 
deposits of Iron ores. Most of these country rocks are covered 
extensively by a blanket of laterltes which generally vary In 
thickness irom place to place. She maximum thickness of the 
-0.3-
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laterltes recorded from the area I® about 30 m. fhey have 
generally a greater thickness over the phyllltea than over 
the ferruginous quarteites. 5?he other superficial deposit 
encountered at several places In the area Is alluvlam dropped 
Toy a network of elugglah streaias and their tributaries. 
She phyllitee as well as the ferruginous quartz! tee in 
the area under review have the eane Ht.SE strike end north-
easterly dip© aa that of the other Precambrlan rock formations 
of Goa and also of the Dharwar schists of ISysore in the south, 
The rocks are devoid of any such recognisable non-dlastropic 
sedimentary structures as ripple iaarks» current bedding, etc. 
Howevert only bedding lamination is such a structure which is 
retained by the ferruginous quartaites, She phyllltes as well 
as the ferruginous quartaltes are isocllnally folded with their 
fold Bxea trending J3w-SB. fhe ferruginous quart el tee are 
represented by two major outcrops, one at Blcholim and the other 
near Sanquellm, at a distance of about 7 km from the former. 
Both of them have a general HW-SE trend and occupy a prominent 
ridge each at Blcholim and Sanquellm. Only the northwestern 
part of the Bicholim outcrop In the neighbourhood of Slrigao has 
developed an 'S*-shaped bend as a result of drag folding, the 
general appearance of the Sanquelin outcrop is *y*-shaped. 
Besides these, a few more small and insignificant outcrops of 
ferruginous quartsltes were encountered in the area but they are 
not shown on the map. 
The llthological dharaoters of the phyllltes and qxiartzltes 
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indicate that both of them are low grade regionally jsetasiorphosed 
roclce. 
The ferruginoue quartaitea ha<3,howevert undergone profound 
redidual concentration as a result of which large deposits of 
iron ores were formed in these rocks. 
SfBATIORAFilY 
Mewbold <1844,p.l40) was one of the earliest teow;igeologists 
to examine the Preoambrian rooks of Mysore state in South ^dia. 
He applied the term l^pogene i^ries to the crystalline 
complex of South India and included in this series schistose and 
gnessic rocks. 
Later* King (ld70|p.36) studied those rocks and grouped them 
separately with the * * Altered or transition rocks * * and 
crystalline rocks He introduced the fonaer group m 
Kadapah ** and ** Eamul and the latter as ** gneissic 
series * *. 
Poote (1876,p.41) sub-divided the rocks of the ** gneissic 
series ** of King into two, vis., 1) the ** granitoid highly 
crystalline and massive and 2) schistose*', the less crystalline 
and often highly foliated and distinguished five principal 
varieties of the ** schistose group. They are hornblende schists, 
micaceous schists, chlorite-schists, hematite schists and talcose 
schists. In a later work, he (1866) proposed the name Dharwar " 
to these Precambrian schistose group of Mysore. 
It waa Ferraor (I909,p.ll20), who made a general application 
of the term *' Dharwar *' In Indian stratigraphy and stated : 
The term Bharwar la a comprehensive one and can be 
applied to all the sedimentary schlots lying below 
the Eparchaean unconfonalty. it le extreusely probable 
that there are many breaks In the schistose formation 
In different parte of Indlat but we can hardly hope 
to be able to correlate such breaks In different 
parts of India with any degree of certainty, and hence 
must make use of a general term to include the whole 
of this series of schists without taking any notice 
of the breaks. The term *Dharwar' seems to be the term 
to use thus* 
Although, no further account of the geology of Goa Is available 
from the previous literature yet there is a general agreement that 
a major portion of the territory is composed of rocks belonging to 
the Dharwar age. It is, therefore, obvious that no serious attempt 
whatsoever was made to suggest any definite correlation of the 
Precembrian rocks of Goa with any other similar rock formation of 
India. 
The most oomnjon Precambrian schistose rocks in the area of 
investigation are phyllites. Several lentlforro banded ferruginous 
quartaites and some non-ferruginous massive quarteltes are 
interbedded with the phyllites. A number of metadolerite and 
dolerlte dykes occur in the phyllites on the east and north of the 
area. I»ocally, the banded ferruginous quarteites have great 
economic importance because of their large reserves of iron ores. 
The sequence of rock formation studied in the area under 
review is presented as follows J-
Precaabrian : 
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Recent 
Sub-recent 
Doccan Trap? 
Intrusive 
Scistoae formation, 
AlluTluia 
I*ateritee 
Dolerite 
filetadolerite 
PhyUitas with 
banded ferruginous 
fuartzlte and aoiae 
massive quartsites, 
Highly laterltlze^ phyllltea extend from the south of 
Dudonea and Gauntena on the south of area to beyond Hanora» 
Ladpem (15®37'30" : 73°57*30« ) and Porlem on the north of 
Blchollffi and Sanq^ uellm (Fig. 3). 
In thie connection it may be laentioned here that these 
phyllltes belong to the northwestern part of a northwesterly 
plunging regional syncllne which Gokul (1963) mapped In north-
eastern Ooa. The western llab of the syncllne extends from 
Capora riveri further north of the areat to south of ladel river 
on the south (Pig.s), where it joins the eastern limb of the 
syncllne. This eastern limb is narrower than the western limb 
t 
and consists of phyllltes with some Interbedded limestone and 
banded siEgnetlte-guartzlte on its northeastward extension. On 
this basis Ookul concluded that 'western strip' and 'eastern 
strip* of the phyllltes in the northeastern portion of the 
territory form a major syncllne between Mandovi river on the west and 
Nagargao (15°33'45" : 74®9*30" ), Dongurll (IS^ SS'IB* t 74°8*45*'), 
Choraundeo (15®37'45" : 74®7'30" ) on the east. The axle of the 
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sjnticline roughly passes through Zormen (15®34*30'*: 74°6'30*»), 
QueriB (X6®36'15" : 74®4'30'» ) and Slruli (15°37'30" : 74®4'). 
The closure of the eyncllne lies between Volpol (15®38» : 74**8*15" ), 
and Hunuz (ie°30*30" : 74°7*30"). fi|>kul (1963) placed the phyllltea 
with associated banded ferruginous quartzite, massive quartaite and 
limestone at the base of a number of other rook types, the succession 
of which in ascending order is quarte»chlorlte»serlclte schits, 
altered ultrabasice, jfprenite gneiss* pegmatites and vein quart®, 
bcsic intrusivcs, Deccan trap, laterites and alluvium. He further 
classified the underlying phyllites pud quartzites with the Dharwar 
schists. 
Bhepe (1953) and D'crus (1963) have also mentioned a csore or 
less siBllar sequence of the frecambrlan fonaatlons of Goa. B'cruz, 
however, placed the granite and granite gneiss below the Dharwar 
schists while Dhepe considered the© as post-Dhsrwars, which may be 
the correct position. 
LITHOLOGY 
An account of the lithologlcal characters of the various 
rock types encountered in the field is given below. 
Phyllites 
fixtenalve laterltiaation of the phyllites left only a few 
isolated outcrops wherefroa some fresh or partly altered rock 
saiiples could be collected. None of the phyllites, fresh or 
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weathered, show any trace of bedding lamination froia which the 
relation between the schletoslty and beddlng»plene could be 
ascertained. Sohlstoslty la rather well-developed In aost cases* 
The rocks conanonly have pinkish brown or brownish grey coloul?* 
Occasionally* howeve^ p, there are some pale grey to greenish grey 
varieties of phyllltee. 
About a kilometer west of Curohlrem (66*43 ®) a few thin 
bands of pale greenlsh^grey or brownish-grey plyrllltes crop out. 
^he outcrops are mostly fresh In the stream sections but on the 
banks they are covered by laterites. The fresh rocks are distinctly 
foliated but that does not give to the rock a silky sheen and 
moreovert al6ng their foloiatlon they have a little tendency to 
split into thin slices. Joint and fracture planes are all stained 
dark brown due to infiltration of Iron hydroxides. 
Another small outcrop of phyllltes In a much weathered state 
Is exposed imder a thin mantle of laterit© along the Plllgao-
Bichollm road section about 1.5 km noth of Flllgao (15°33*30" : 
73°56'). The junction between the overlying laterites end under-
lying phyllltes Is gradltional. 3)ue to the weathering the rock 
became very soft and rendered ocherous or clayey. Similarly 
weathered pinkish brown or brownish white phyllltes were also 
observed in the tunnel No. 4 of Senquellm mines where they occupy 
the foot wall of the ore body and also In a few other open cast 
mine sections, particularly where the Iron ores have been worked 
out and the foot-wall rocks were exposed. 5!hin bands of powdery 
.go. 
silica or small pockets of shaly or powdeiy Iron ores ar« 
cocuBOaly associated with thesa phyllltes. 
k fen thin strips ol pale to greenish grey phyllitei 
associated with the common variety of pli^ lliteSf laentioned above* 
were encoimtered in the river Valvota near Porle», The rocks 
are hard« compact and finely crystalline* iifchistoslty is 
developed but not so distinctly as the eosimon variety of 
phyllltes, fhese thin greenish phyllites appear to he a local 
variety which is restricted in aceurrence only in the northern 
part of the area. 
Banded Ferruginous Quartsite 
fhe banded ferruginous quartaites do not constitute a 
separate horizon but occur as lentlnular intercalations In the 
phyllites, fheir outcrops range in width from a few meters to 
as much as 80 « and in length from a few meters to even upto 7 Kjn 
as in the case of Sirigao-Blcholim outcrop. Due to their greater 
resistenoe to weathering and erosion they generally form prominent 
ridges on which most of the present iron ore workings of Bicholi* 
and Sanquelim are located. She ridges generally follow the 
HW-SB strile of the quartsites and also of the enclosing phyllites. 
The banding in the quartsites is due to the presence of parallel 
alternate dark ferruginous and white cherty quartaite lamimt-
ions which are attributed to the original deposit!onal feature 
of the rock. Tlw ferruginous bands consist mostly of granular 
magnetite and scaly hematite. In most oases these bands are 
•ery thin, regular end perelstlng. The IndlTidual bands 
varlt8 In thickness from 0.6 to Z vm or slightly zsore. The 
quartEltes which are either bodily associated or occur in 
close pro»;imity to the ore deposits are generally charaoterleed 
by thinner bands (Plate I, fig.l). which even after folding 
have the same thickness. On the contrax^ the qtu<arteltes in 
localities away from the ore»dep08its have either thicker 
bands (Hate I, flg.g) or none, fhe weathered variety of 
thinly laminated quartaltes developed a tendency to breaJe up 
easily Into thin elices along their bedding planes and some 
along o^int planes. Generally the rocks are fine-grained and 
coapact. 
Since the ferruginous quartsltes happen to be the source 
rock of the iron ore deposits in the area, evidences of 
supergene alteration and concentration of iron ores froia the 
initial to the final stage are present in them. Frequent 
preservation of the minor secondary structures» in addition to 
the bedding laminations in the iron ores,is a positive evidence 
of replacement of the par^t rooks as a dominant process of ore 
formation in this ease. 
fhere are some minor bodies of massive or thick bedded 
quartsites which occur impersistently in the phyllltes. A 
few Isolated lenses of such quartsltes occur along the upstream 
course of Bicholim river near Qna (15®37*30» : 73®S7'30" ), 
Nenora and in a few other localities in the area. Their strike 
and dip are generally the same as that of the phyllltes. Mo 
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deposit of iron ores haa so t&r been reported froa these 
quarteltes. The masslire variety of these quart^ ites is dark 
grey in colour* highly siliceous, fine-grained, hard and 
compaot. Colour is variable in the case of thiek-hedded 
quartsites which are lees silioeoua than the isaesiTe variety 
hut greater than the ferruginous quarteites. 
Basic Intrusives 
$h0 sohistoae rocks of the area are intruded hy a nuaiher 
of dolerite dykes. Some of the dykes are over 6 m thick. The 
general strike trend of majority of the dykes range from 
HI£*SS£ to liW«3E and the dip nearly vertical* t£he oontacta of 
these dykea with the phyllites are usually reoognisatrle except 
when completely covered by laterites. A number of such dykes 
occur between the Sanquelim bridge and Poriem on the river 
7alvota* fheir outcrops are impersistent and often concealed 
in the laterites# Two outcrops of the dykes, of which one is 
bouldery, were also encountered about a K« southeast of 
Maulingaem (138.67 n). fhe rock is dark green to greenish 
grey in colour, hard and raedi\m to fine*grained C^ate I,fig.3). 
The suite may possibly be of Deccan trap age* There is another 
suite of dykes that have some effect of metamorphisiB due to 
which they have been foliated to some extent* These foliated 
basic dykes,introduced here as metadolerite which may be older 
than the unaltered dykes mentioned above* 
Lateritea 
The later!t«8t whlcli range In thiokness from a tew 
meters to al»out 30 mi In the &r«a are beXieTed to bo the 
produotfi of supergene alteration of phjllltes and the 
aeeooiated ferruginous <|uarteite8« Howerert the ferruginous 
quartaltee are comparatively less affected by lat^ritieation 
than the phyllites. ®he laterites* which are deriired from 
phyllites, are moderately aluminous and show typical pisolitlc 
and Termieular structures (Hate X« fig. 4). Sheir colour 
varies from light pink to light yellow* cream or pale brown. 
Generally they include small pockets of white or cream-yellow 
clayey materials. Occasional presence ofalimonite crust or 
creating made them harder than the normal varieties. Laterites 
that formed over the ore body are generally briek-red in 
colour, porous and highly ferruginous, fhey frequently include 
small crystals of secondai^ qtuarts. Jiooally the aluminous 
laterites are extensively quarried for use as road and building 
materials. 
fhe aluminous laterites of the area were generally found 
occupying the flet»topped and low-lying hills t while the 
ferruginous ones occur as capping on the iron ridges and other 
prominent hills* as for example their occurrence on the Bicholira. 
Sirigao ridge and Sanquelim hill (97.03 m) can be cited. 
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aENERAL STRUCTUHAZi FEATURES 
The nature of the present work necessitated study of 
some local structural features whioh haire Important bearing 
on the structure of the ore deposits, A fair atteapt Is 
made to present here the author's own ohservatlons on the 
general structural features of the area. 
tfhe hilly tract of Horthem Ooa begins from beyond the 
northeastern boundary of the area. The R.li. of the two 
proffiinent ridges in the region which are located at Salall 
(16®34*45'» : 74®B') and Horleiugod (15^ 36* : 74®4'48" ) are 
616,61 m and 6?3.75 m respectively, fhe trend of these 
ridges is roughly SHW-SSK which is more or less same as the 
region^ strike of the Precambrian schistose rooks of the 
area under study, as well as to those of the neighbouring 
state of Mysore (see Krishnan, 1953). 
Since widespread laterltization has greatly obliterated 
the structural details of the outcropping pbyllites much of 
the useful data pertaining to the structure of the ^ ecaabrlan 
rocks of the area were obtained from the banded ferruginous 
quarteites which on account of their greater resistence to 
weathering could retain many Interesting structures. 
Prom Slrigaot on the northwest, to San^elim on the 
southeast of the areat the strike of the phyllltee is roughly 
HW-SE with northeasterly dips ranging from 30® to 80®. Ihe 
structural trend of associated ferruginous qtuartssites is also 
the same as the phyliltes but laeu^ly they liave Itlgher 
nQTtJmmterlTt dips* 
Therefore t most ot the etudles relating to the etractmre 
of the area were oonoentrated on the ferraginoue quartzltes 
of Blrlgao-BioholiQ md those of SanqueXla area. 3*he atruoture 
of theee Iron-bearing ferruglnowa quartsltee has been deeorlbed 
In greater detail while dleeweslng the structure of the ore 
deposits later in this text, Howeirer» It nay be remembered 
that there are two different outorops of ferruginous tuartgltes 
separated and surroimded by phyllites. She one whloh extends 
froQ Sirigao to Bicholi», Is about 7 Ka long and the other whloh 
oeours about 400 m northeast of the former has a length of about 
1,75 Km. Both these outcrops have a general 3fw»SE strike, the 
general direction of dip and strike of a greater part of the 
longer Sirigao-Biohollm outerop, between Slrlgao hill <161.54 m) 
and Blchollm, remains unchanged except for some local variation. 
2he amount of dip In this part generally varies from 48® to 80® 
H£* She northwestern part ot tiui same outcrop teJces an *S*.shaped 
bend between Sirigao hill and Slrlgao (Fig.S). From the Sirigao 
hill the outcrop swings round from to almost H-S within 
a distance of one Im beyond which it rebends and restores Its 
general HW trend. Flnallyt the outcrop disappears below an 
alluvium at a distance of about 1.5 loa HW of the last bend, 
fhe Bicholim-^irlgao outcrop represents a northwest 
plunging isoclinal anticline, the limbs and axial plane of which 
dip northeastwards, fhe nose of this anticline Is about 0.5 km 
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irest of Sirigao where It plun^ee at an angle of SO*^  NW. fiie 
So^haped outerop of quarteite@ near Sirlgao represents a 
drag fold whloh wae most probably formed due to continuing 
differential sibear moveaents ^ ooompai^ing tbe earlier 
defonaation (eee Harayenaswanit 1959, p.88). The axes of 
the orose-foXds are sub-parallel to the axia of earlier 
Isoelinal fold and their plunges are in the same general 
direction as the plunge of the latter. Harayanaswami (1980, 
1966) also described eeTeral tj^ e© of such drag folds 
affecting the folded rocks belonging to the nearby Dharwar 
rocks of Mysore and siiailar other Indian Frecaiabrlan foraations 
elsewhere in the country. 
The smaller outcrop of ferruginous quartaites, which 
occurs about 400 a northeast of the main Sirigao-Bichollm 
outcrop, appears to be the aaich eroded northeastern limb of 
the Sirigao-Bicholiia anticline. 2?he limb now stands separated 
from the southwestewi limb of the anticline by phyllites and 
irims almost parallel to the latter. Its strike is l^ w-SB onl 
dip Taries from SO® to 60° SW. 
The other outcrop of the ferruginous quartaites at Sanquelim 
in the southeastern part of the area, extends over a distance 
of about km from west of Yalvota river to Oauntana with a 
genera JlW«SE strike and northeasterly dips varying between 
©0® end 80®. 
The 5'Outhem part of this outcrop between the Sanquelim 
hill (97.03 m) and Gauntana bifurcates into two narrow outcrops 
Of ferruginoue quartaltes ©eparated by a narrow strip of 
phyllltes. Aiaouat and direction of dips In this part ar« 
also oonsisteoAt with the rest of outorop, 
S^httSi between Valvota river and Qaimtana, the ferruginous 
quartzlte^ fona a narrow *V*-shaped outcrop whleh also 
represents m eroded Isoolinal antlellne plunging Hw. Its 
two limbs correspond to the two narrow outcrops of quartssites 
between ©auntana and Kaullngieia (15®3S*1S" : 74°1»). fhe 
narrow strip of phyllites outcropping between two anticlinal 
limbs was exposed as a result of erosion of a greater part of 
the crest of the anticline. 
It may now be summarily stated that ell the major outcrops 
of banded ferruginous qusrteites and the related phyllites in 
the area were intensely folded into northeasterly dipping and 
northwesterly plunging isoclinal anticlines, fhe northwestern 
anticline was offset by a drag fold which bent the outcrop near 
Sirigao in the form of *S6. It Is also obrlous from the nature 
and relative position of the two outcrops of ferruginous 
quartgltes that they were folded in an en echelon pattern into 
two anticlines plunging in the same direction. Since, these 
two folds occur in the western limb of a northwesterly plunging 
regional 6yncline» they have been identified as left-handed 
en echelon folds. Similar types of en echelon folds were also 
reported from several other places in the Precambrian terrain 
of South India (see Harayanaswamyt 1959). 
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COHRELAXIOn 
Ham Rao (1940) claseified the Mysore fiharwars into three 
diirlsioae rtz», lowert miadl© and upper, which lie separated 
from one another hy two dletlnct horizons of conglomerates. Bo 
Frecomhrien oongloiaerate was reported from Soa by any one of 
the prevloue workers. She present worker also did not enooianter 
any suoh horlieon in the area mapped hy him. But, the presenoe 
of banded hematite--quarteltes with iron ores, llthologlcal 
homogeneity, structural trends and the grade of metamorphlem 
of the Precambrian schistose rocks of Goa provided satisfaetory 
criteria for correlating them with the Dharwars of the adjaeent 
state of Mysore* On Identical groimde Fermor (1936) and Krlshnan 
(i960) attempted to correlate the Precembrlan schistose rocks 
of Slnghbhum, Orisea and Madt^a Pradesh with the t!ysore Bharwars. 
Krishnan (1960, p.lC^) remarked that the term Bharwar system 
serves to designate the schistose rocks older 
than the Eparehaeasn unconformity and to Indicate 
the approximate homotaxial relationship of these 
formations in various parts of India. 
i)unn (1940, p.308«309) while dealing with the stratigraphy 
of south Slnghbhum expressed that it was inadvisable to 
correlate the schistose rooks, scattered over different parts 
of India, with the little known roeks of Charwar type area. 
He preferred to retain the local names for the Precambrian rocks 
In different parts of India, and to restrict the term Sharwars 
to the schists of south India. A similar idea was also expressed 
by Pichamuthu (1963, p.86 5 1967, p.6). 
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Bama Eao (l96g, p,34-36) pointed out that the correlation 
of widely separated exposures of mfosalllferoue schists on 
llthologloal similarities is usiaally iinsatlsfaotory end 
unwarrmted. Badhakrlshna (1967, p,i06) stated that 
^here la nothing to warrant the supposition that 
the Bhart^ ars.. were very extensive or that all the 
Bharwar patches In the Peninsula were once connected. 
He further suggested that <p.lO§) 
fhe tens Dharwars should be restricted to designate 
the arohaean schists of only Mysore* She tern 
Archaean le good enough to include the succession 
of schistose rocks of different areas like the 
Eastern Ghatst the Satpura and the Aravallls which 
stay represent only a section of Bharwars or may he 
entirely different. 
From the above consideration it is evident that there is 
still some difference of opinion regarding the stratigraphlc 
position of these schistose rocks froio different parts of India 
and their suitable correlation. 
So far as (loa*8 Precambrlan geology is concerned* the 
statements isade by Bunn (1940)« Eai&a Eao (1962), Flchamuthu 
(1963, 1967) and ladhakrishna (1967) do not probably hold good, 
partly because of the fact that the territory of Goa is not 
wide apart from the Bharwars of the type area in Mysore and 
partly due to llthologtcal» structural and metamorphic 
siQllarities between the schistose rocks of <loa and atleast 
those occurring in the northern part of the Ilysore Bharwars, 
A possible ex|ilenation for the absence of any conglomeratic 
horicon in Goa may be that the two horlsons of conglomerate in 
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Mysore are probably of local oocurrencee as they ar© restricted 
only to the Bharwar-Shlmoga and the Osdag-CMteldurg sohlet 
belte of northern Mysore. More u^atiflcstloa for the above 
Tlew w&e given by Ream Eao (1940* p,66<»86) follows i 
We eannot say whether the vhole of the l>harwar system of Mysore cm be correllated with any single series*». fhis depends upon whether the two eonee of xinoonfonsltles reoogxLised in the :Dhanrar Sohists in Mysore are widespread and occur at the same horigon in the other archaean tracts of India or whether they are only local and confined to Mysore. 
Feraor (1936, p.192), while discussing the correlation of 
the schistose fonoations of Singhbhum (Bihar) iaad Orissa» was 
first confused whether the term Bharwar ** should be applied 
to the " old metamorphios ** or to the upper ** Iron Ore-
Series ** • At firstf the question seemed to be difficult for 
hitt to answer due to the presence of quartzitest aica and 
homblends schists in both the series* but later on, he was 
guided by the presence of iron ore formation in one of them for 
the purpose of correlation. Be concluded that 
fhe inportant masses of hematite-quartsite and hematite ore that occur in the Xron-ore series seem to proTide the deciding factor in favour of the Iron-ore series being the equiraleats of the Bharwars of South India. 
He also suggested correlation on lithological grounds of 
the hematite-quartsite rocks and iron ore deposits of Ohanda 
and Durg, Madhya ^ r^adesh with the hematite deposits of Goa, 
Sandur and elsewhere in the Dharwar-Hysore-l^ ellore province 
and the Iron-Ore series of Singhbhum (p. 165). 
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Kriolmaa (1980, p.lS4) r«cora«d cryetellliie llmeatona, 
ittaigftiie8e»bearlng rocks aad Iron ores from several Precaffibrlan 
sehlatose areas of India. Such cussoolatloasy according to 
him» can be satisfactorily ttsed as a criterion for tbe purpose 
of correlation on the assumption that at a certain period of 
earth*s historyt swch special types of sediments were deposited. 
He considered the banded ferruginous rocks and the iron ores* 
which characterise the Iron*Ore series of Chota Hagpur and 
Bastart the Sakoli Series t the Chilpi &hat Seriest the l^ iddle 
Dharvmrs of Mysore and the schistose rocks of Salem as broadly 
equivalent* However* in his concluding remarks he added that 
(p.l56) 
fhe complexity of the Archaeans prevents us from attempting anything more than the above broad indication of correlation. 
In the tabular correlation scheme (Krishnan, I960, p,155) the 
Middle Bharwars of Mysore with the banded ferruginous quartsites 
were shown as equivalent to Bailadila Iron-Ore Series and the 
Sakoli Series of Bastart Madhya Pradesh, and the Iron-Ore series 
of Bihar and Orissa. 
It is obvious, therefore, that in the previous work 
considerable emphasis was laid on the lithology and presence 
of iron ore horiaon for the purpose of correlation of widely 
separated Archaean terrains of India. 
Haaa Bao (1940, p. 37), in his middle division of Mysore 
Dharwars mentioned a number of lithological units of which 
iron atone, limestone* argillites* quartsites and conglomerates 
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predominatu* A number of these roeke is more or less identical 
to the Preeambrlan rock groups of Goa except the conglomerates. 
Among all the rock types, banded ferruginous quartaite Is the 
aoat ch^acteristic member associated with the phyllltes of Ooa, 
and which may be te^en as a marker horizon for the presently 
suggested correlation. 
Rama fiao (1940, p. 67) further mentioned that the threefold 
division of Bhamrar schists can only be recognised itrith certainty 
in the northesa parts of the Mysore state. Therefore, it would 
not be unwarranted to prestime that the basin of deposition 
during the Middle Bharwar period ext4»ided further north of Mysore 
into the territory of Ooa where more or less similar sock units 
were encountered (see Badhakrlshnan^ 1967, p.104). 
The other points of some significance to be stated In this 
connection are the similarities of llthologlcal character of 
banded ferruginous quartzltes, regional structure and the grade 
of metamorphlsm between the Dharwar schists of northern Mysore 
and the Preoambrlan schists of Ooa. 
fhe Bharwar schists of Mysore have a more or less SHw-SSE 
regional strike extending uniformly for about 600 Km from 
north to south. A larger part of the northern extremity of the 
Bharwars is limited by the Becfian traps which corer a large 
part of the country further north (Krishnan, 1903, p.5 | 
Badhakrlshnan, 1967, p.l04). fhe regional strike of the phyllltes 
and bended ferruginous quartslte of Goa is much the same as that 
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ot the BhainrarG of %8or«. Additionallyt th« en eohelon 
drag folds, wMch are so eoamoa in Mysore, are alao reported 
from the area tmder review, 
fhe typlool iron ore bearing Bherwar handed hessetite -
quartxitee* asdooiated with argillitio and claloritio schists 
of north %soret are finely banded consisting of ferruginous 
and eilioeoufi layers (see Rasta Hao« 1940, fhey are 
very ffluoh eiailar to the iron forusatione of Qoa which ooeur 
in chlorite phyllites. 
Further, it is a well-known fact that the grade of 
ttetaaorphiam of the Dharwar schists of %8ore progreosively 
decreases from the south to north. The northern part of low 
grade metaraorphisii! is oharaoterised by the presence of chlorite 
schists, while in the southern part they have reconstituted 
developing Icyanlte, silliinanite, garnet, eto« (see Kama Eao, 
1940, p«S?-S8 I Sristoan, 1960, p.l04)* Complete absence 
of rocks of high grade metamorphic faoies anywhere in »oa in 
association with the chlorite phyllites makes the rooks 
closely comparable to the low girade chlorite-schist facies 
of northern Mysore, 
In the light of above statement comparing the Middle 
Bharwars of northern Mysore ^ iU the Preoambrian schistose rocks 
of Goa on the basis of their lithological similarity and 
comparable grade of metamorphisra, structural units and iron 
ore association, the author has enough justification to believe 
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that they' are not only stratlgraphlcally equiTaleiit but 
also continuous* Hence the phylllteet bandied ferruginous 
quartsites and the associated iron ores of Blcholim and 
Sanquelim should also be regarded as a part of the Bharwars 
irrespective of their territorial limitations. 
QhApUT III 
I^ TRO0RAFKy AHP MEgAMORgHlSM 
laosig metasediffieatary rooks of th% area Goneevn«d» 
phjllitm m e tba most irldesp]*aad* fMey arat iiowairax** In a 
M ^ y vaatharad state and hava largely been altered Into 
laterltea* aoaetimes of considerable tliiiolmese* fhiB was In 
faot a serious handleap in the tleld for any aystei&atle attespt 
to oolleot fresli samples of ptegrllites for petrograplile studies. 
Howevert as far as praotloable, attempts were isade to plok up 
the desirea aamples froa the few outcrops of pliyllite^  which 
were still fresh or weathered partly* Oolleotlon of rook samples 
frcaa other formationst sueh as ferruginous (|uarteltes» dyke rooks* 
eto.t did not however* pose suoh a problem. 
fhe following import^t rook types have been ohoseai for 
petrographle studies I 
1) Ohlorite pharllltes 
11) Calcareous phyllltes 
ill) Banded vr ferruginousi • ^  quartelte 
IT) Basic rooks 
FETBOOHAMlC iSSCaiPTIOH 
Chlorite ph^lltes 
Most of the minerals eomposlng the chlorite phyllltes are 
too small to be distinguished magaeeoploally* tfnder the mlerosoope 
the rooks appear to be schistose and fine-grained with some 
porphyroblasts of quarts and felspar (Plate IX, flg.l). fhe finer 
grained minerals are quarts, felspars, flaky mica and chlorite. 
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Greaular or ecaly opaqut Iron oseiaes ar© raadOB^y 41»tributtd 
tlurougbottt tile ground vrnsn* 21reo» and touznisllziet frot^ ably 
detrital nine^i^s* ooeur fery j?arely* Very lainate erystals of 
apatite and sireon also oeour as iitelueioas in the porptiyroblafita 
of felspars audi Xess coaiaoaly* in quartz. 
porpliyrobXasts of quarts are mostly rounded to 
stttirounded (Hate XI, fig.e) witH sox&e of titem sXlglitly elongated* 
file longer axes of such grains are usually oriented parall^ to 
the foliation direotion of the phyllitea (Biate XX, fig«l)« Some 
of the prophyroblaste are fractured* Sue to reorystallieation 
most of their originel crystal boundaries were obliterated beyond 
any reoognition. Strain shadow is a eharaoterietio feature of 
this quarts* soaetimes aggregates of finer^grained quarts oeeur 
locally* the grains have sutured boundaries along i^oh they are 
iaterlocfeed (ilate II* fig. 3). 
Felsnar.* Albite happens to be the eois&on Tariety of felspar 
in the phyllites* forphyroblasts of albite are q:uite abundant and 
sottetimes their quantity seems to be a little hi^er than that in 
the noraal pe3itic rooks. Both twinned and untwinned varieties of 
albite are present* of whioh the untwinned ones are predoiainant. 
fheir shape varies from anhedral to subhedral. Kinute inclusions 
of Biioast chloritet apatite* etc** are generally abundant in the 
albite and in a few oases inclusions are so auch crowded that a 
sort of sieve stxructure is formed (Hate |X* fig. 4). 
flaky ilinerala*- Aggregates of flafey ainerals liKe miseovite 
chlorite and sericite are so conmon in the phyllites that their 
presence has made the rock cleavages oonspiouotis. Biotite is 
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very :ra7e« OeoasloneH^* these flaky minerals «r« segregated 
along dietinot Dands (Hate XZI» fig*!). Bmt of the flelcy 
Binerelfi m e deformed e^ d bent aromS the porpliyroblasts of 
quarts end ^ bite. Serioite &M nueeovlte aXso ooeur ea Inolusloiie 
eofizmoaly in elbite but r&reXy in quarts* 
Qpaoue Minerals* > ISagnetite and hemetite are the two opaque 
minerals aeaoeiated with the pl^llitee* She shape of siagnetite 
grains ie either oetahedral or elongated whereas heaatite occurs 
either in granular or sealj torn* Both of theia are distributed 
randoffily throughout the thin eeetion« 
2irfeon.«» fhere are a few »iaute orystals of sireon with 
rounded to subrounded shape* whieh indicates original detrital 
nature of the mineral* 
Oaloareous phyllites 
fhis variety of pbyllites is very fine-gained, comparatively 
more compact and hard* and less distinctly foliated than the 
ct0.orite phyllites* She roolc is essentially composed of some 
coarser^grained celcite* felspar and quart® which are enclosed 
in a sub-isicroscopic matrix; composed of finer*grained quarts, 
felsparsf micas and chlorite* Iron oxides are distributed throughout 
the sections, fhere are also a few grains of siroon. 
OelQite* Calcite occurs quite frequently as irregular 
aggregates of crystals which are mostly subhedral to anhedral 
(Hate III, fig.e). Sometimesf the crystal aggregates form 
imperfect segregation bands. Change of relief ie wellnnarked 
In calcite and often its crystal boundaries and cleavage, partings 
are stained brown due to alteration. 
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Qttftytg^  ^  file quarts porpbyrobl&ete are so arranged that 
their na^or axes are pamXlel or subparallel to the foliation 
trend of the phyllltes* The porphjrohlaate iavariabXy diapXay 
strain shadow and are reosrystaXllsed hut without showing any 
sign of outgrowth In thin section* A fan of the porphyrotolaat® 
have retained partly their clestlo nature* 
Felei^ ay** ^hite is the nost oommon variety of felspar 
met with* crystals are suhhedral to anhedral and suhani^ar 
to suhrounded In shape. A few of the crystals show lameller 
twinning but the rest is untwlnned. porphyrohlaste are 
riddled with lainute inclusions of micas» apatite and* rarely 
of gircoa (Plate HI, fig,3)» 
JSlafey Mineralsluseoirlte and chlorite are the coamon 
flaky iBinerals* Sometiisest aggregates of these minerals are 
segregated into iaperfeet heoids* Some chlorite and suscovite 
are also deformed and hsnt around and felspar porphyroblasts 
as in chlorite phyllites. Blotite is rather subordinate and 
shows a distinct preferred orientation (Hate 1 flg«4)# 
t^axlal nlca occurs as inclusion in s^bite and tnarta porphyro** 
blasts* 
(^ p^ Que Minerals Most thin sections hairc patches of dark 
brown iron oxides* confined mostly around calclte grains* In 
additiont thera ere some alnute grains or scales of dark iron 
oxides* 
Barely a few rounded to subrounded nlnute crystals 
of slroon« i»?obably detrltal* occur in the rook. Minute crystals 
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of eireoa also ooour as Inclusioae in the felei^ ar and quarts 
Beaded Perrugiaowe Qiiaj?t«it0 
VsualXy« the bemded tersruginous quartelt« hae alt«]»«tiag 
dairlt: ferrugiaoue and white siliaeons hands (Plate 17, fig*I), 
thin aeetion etudy shows th&t the white hands ere made up of 
©herty quartaite ®a« the darker one© of iron oxides, fhe oentral 
fart of each silioeons hand has very little of iron oxides hut 
as the adjacent dark hands are ap|»roaehed the proportion of irm 
03cides inoreases C^ate fig.g)* 
fhe quarts grain<s in the silioeons hodiids are laore o.r less 
eguigranular» very fine-grained and oeeasionally oherty in nature 
(Hate XV, fig«3). On the averaget grain sise of quarts varies 
from 0.16 mm to 0,4 fhe interlooking grains of quarts have 
Butured margins showing mosaio texture (ilate fig. 4). In 
ordinary light, grain boundaries are hardly redognisahle due to 
the ahsenee of any intergranular matrix. Bowever, in certain 
cases, partial rei^aoemi^t or staining of the grain boundaries 
by a brown iron oxide, helps demaroate individual grains (Hate V, 
fig.l). Strain shadow effect is a oharaoteristio optical property 
of this quarts. Quarts grains also have some dusty inclusions 
and specks of iron oxides. 
fhe ferruginous bands consist mainly of euhedral to subhedral 
aagnetite with subordinate amounts of quarts (Hate T, fig.S). 
In a few thin sections of these bands the amount of quarts is 
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i0 oonslderably high, fhe grain sisse of laagnetite varies from 
0.09 ma. to 0,^6 sra. Scaly and priamatie grains of hematite are 
often oriented parallel to the plane of schistoaity which is 
crudely developed (Hate fig. 3) , 
Basie looks 
fhere are several outcrops of basic iatrusives, including 
some metadoleritest which ocottr along the Bicholim and Talvota 
rivers north of Bicholim and Sanquelim townships respectively. 
Xn pi^sioal appearancet the younger dykes differ little from the 
older metadoleritest except in the grain»8ize« However, they 
differ markedly in their mineral constituents > teactures, structures 
etc., visible in thin section only* It is on this basis that 
they have been classified as 1) metadolerite and 2) dolerite. 
The BBtadolerites are foliated and either epidote bearing or 
epidote free whereas the dolerites are unfoliated and may or may 
not have olivine among other mineral constituents, 
Metadolerite,» fhe rock is commonly composed of plagioclase 
and hornblende with subordinate amounts of chlorite t sphene and 
iron oxides. Caleite end quartz are more subordinate. Frequently 
the rook exhibits granoblastic texture (Hate V, fig. 4) but the 
blastophitic texture was also seen in some sections (Hate 7l,fig.l)(. 
In general^  sohistosity is not so well developed. However, some 
rocks appear to be cxudely foliated due to subparallel alignment 
of prismatic or streaky crystals of hornblende. 
Hagioclase is commonly represented by the variety albite 
which is either subhedral or anhedral. Subhedral crystals 
frequently^  show oerlsbad ana toxelf albite twiimiag. tJnduIatory 
extinetion may ooisfiioiilf be s«ea in tHe felepara. Hagloclasts 
parti/ eXterea Into epidote and zoisit* (]^ at« 71, 
Sornblende is either prismatic or fitorowe witb at pale green 
oolour« faintly pleoohorio frost greenish bro«n to olive green 
colour. One set of imperfeet eleavage in porphyroblastio hornblende 
is more o^unon than two sets of rhombie oleavages. She aotinolite 
and uralite which oeeur along with eoise chlorite around the 
hoiwblende oryetale are alteration products of latter (i^ ate 
fig.S)* At places, intensely clouded patchest probably of 
original augite* are associated with hornblende. Both twinned and 
untwinned crystals of hornblende oay be seen in thin sections« 
Anhedrji^  or subhedral epidote occurs in considerable amount 
in 8<»ae thin sections while in others they are ineignifioant* fhe 
granular epidote commonly foms clusters in felspar while the 
of 
subhedral one, which is coisparatiirelyylarge grain*aise« occurs 
scattered or in aggregates (Hate vi, fig. 5 >. ISoisite is less 
common than epidote. It occurs either as inclusions in albite or 
associated with epidote. Sphene* which is still rare, is granular. 
Bime opaqcues usually form the core of sphene» 
fhe groundffiass is very fine-grained and i^ost submioroscopio. 
It consists of flalcy amphibolee, chlorite, some granular felspar, 
epidote and soisite* Sphene, quarts and calcite are uncommtm. 
Polerite,*. Megascopioally both the varieties vis., olivine-
bearing and olivine-free dolerites are dark grey in colour, ttedium-
grained, hard and compact, fhe rooks show presence of lustrous 
plates of plagioclase and darker pyroxene. 
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Laths of plegloolat© felspars and large plates of pyroxene 
are generally so disposed that they exhibit a typical ophitio 
texture (flate VI»fig.), 
Felspar is generally represented by andeslne whioh is either 
lath-shaped* tabialar or subhedral* Oarlsbad twinning is by far 
the most oommon, A few of them are partially Icaolinised due to 
which they ha^e a clouded appearance (Plate VXI,fig,l). 
^rbxenei when fresh* is repres^ted by subhedral to anhedral 
augite. Occasionally auglte alters to pale green and scaly 
aggregates of cM.orltetformed particularly around its crystal 
boimdaries. Both twinned and untwinned crystals of augite are present, 
fhe mineral has ordinarily one set of cleaTage but in some oases 
two sets nearly at right ^ gles are also seen* 
Olivine* wherever occurs* ie either enhedrel or subhedral* 
Initial stage of alteration is indicated by the appearance of 
serpentine along Irregular network of fractures in olivine. In 
a few eases alteration is so advanced that only a few relict 
patches of olivine remain In a mass of serpentine (Hate ?II*fig,8). 
fhe other alteration product of olivine is iddingstite. 
Both chlorite and blotite are generally associated with 
augite and less commonly with felspars* 
UEfAHORHilSlI 
fhe mlneralogioal assemblage and petrographlo characters of 
the phyllites end associated banded ferruginous quarteites of 
the area reveal that they are essentially metasedlmentary rocks 
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<»rigii!iat«d ae a result of regional netamorpMam of aneient 
sedlnexite composed largely of arglllaoeaoixs aaterlaXe* with 
the ooeasional presenoe of lenses of JUighly tevmsimue paaismltes* 
Pefoxmatlon and ragional atrtee were probabljr rasponalbla for 
cfctamloal aajiistaeiit of th© rooks to temperature aa« pressuro 
(see fumer emd Verhoogeiit p. 669). fhe petrograp)^ of the 
aetamorpho'sed pelltie rooks suggests tHat their grade of 
isetamorpMsm Is low and equlraleiit to the oM-orite sone (see 
Hark:erf 1000, p*209) or qtUQrtsHalhite«ffiueeoirlte-ehlorlte subfaoies 
of greeasohlst faeies (see furaer and ?erhoogen, 196S, p,S34). 
Metamorphosed hasle rocks also testify to the above grade of 
netaaorphlsiB. the appearance of hlotlte in the oalcareous 
phyllltes evidently registers some advancement of metamorphlsm 
to the biotite sone of the greenschist faoles (see Harkert 1960, 
p. SI4)* the bcpaded ferruginous quartsltes are oonsplcuotisily free 
from any iron silicate or other silicate mineral of metamorphic 
origin, fhe rook is typically composed of magnetite - chert with 
some specular hematite, fhe rook owes its banding to the original 
depositlosual feature of the sediment* In some quartsltes a crude 
schistosity is developed on account of orientation of iron oxide 
minerals parallel to the strike of the bands. iO^ l these 
mineralogicedt structural and textural features may be attributed 
to regional metamorphlsm of Iron formation (sec Jamest 1955) 
composed of almost equal proportion of ferruginous and silicenous 
materials. It ie also evident from the mineralogical assemblage 
that the grade of metemorphism is low anS belongs to the chlorite 
divlBion of the greenschist fades (see JPascoe, 1950, p,80). 
Oliaptey I? 
QBE SEFOSItS 
imiAS IROH ORES 
fhe Inaiaa worlcalile lifoa ore deposit® are im&ri&hlf 
associated with the Preoasbriaii Iron tonmtion^ oommly known 
as banded he&fttlte•quartette (aee X934> .^l^ dd) or bended 
heaetlte-Jesper (see Perclral, 19SXf p»10O). fiie aetQmorphlc 
equlir^ent of this rook is usi^X^ designated aa qtiarta-aagRetite 
^ook (see Krislmim» Sneli deposits of iron ore 
oootirs videl^ r in the states of Bihar» Oria8&« Madhya Pradesh and 
to a lesser extent in Hadras* %sore and &oa« 
fhe Precaabrian iron fons&tion of Singhbhm district, Bihar, 
and Keonjhar and Bona! district®, Orissa* are kaaown as lron-0re 
series (Jones, 1934, fhe laajor tfpm of ore derived fro« 
them ore massive, laaainatedf sheli^r and powdery, fhe hard and 
oofflpact ore, which is largely confined to the surface, grades 
doimward into shaLiy and powdei^ ore. 
fhe ore deposits of Salem, friohonopDly and Bellarjr districts 
of Madras and sone of those of Mysore states are considered to 
have been derived froii the aetanorphosed iron fonaations oomonly 
known as quartaHsagnetite schists* They contain varying quantities 
of ferromagnesian silioatesf in addition to mapietlte and a certain 
amount of hematite, ?he other important deposits in the %sore 
state comprise banded ferruginous quartiite which Is similar to 
the banded hematite-jasper of Bihar and Orissa (see Krlshnan, 
p.523,820). 
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In factt these Iron ore deposits of India resealsle 
cloetly each other in many respecte and have nmy equivalents 
in the other parte of the world, Weld (1918, p*468) deaorihed 
the iron oree of India ae follows t 
... they are strikingly like the pre*Cemhrian 
iron ores of Bra«il. In fact one is aliaofit tempted 
to ©pply the Brazilian term itabirite to the 
quarts•ironMOre bed&» .laetttint^ a to the laminated 
end nioaoeoue ores oooiarting within phyllites, 
and to the emrfaee aootmulatlons of ruhhle* 
ore float and rieh laterite* 
So far as the iron ere deposits of Sioholim and San<|ueliia, 
Choatare oonoemedt it may he stated with some certainty that 
they also ©trileiagly reaeaihle the other frecfianhrian iron ore 
deposit® of the country* these deposits prodaoe three »a^or 
types of ores viz,f hard laminated* friahl© end powdery i^ioh 
are obviously easy to reeognise by their physical state, 
mumimnon 
The isaajor iron ore depoeits of Bicholim and Sanc^ tielim , 
north Ooa, are separated from each other by about seven Jcil©meters* 
fhe Bicholira deposit which occttrs on the northwestern part of 
the area under review, also happens to be the richest deposit in 
the territory of &oa. This deposit emerges from the village 
Sirigao and ?oira (18°36'45" I on the northwest 
and after bending like an 'S* it continuously extends through a 
distance of about 7 ICQ in a southeasterly direction upto south 
of Bicholim township ( Pig,, 3 Uhere is another small ridge 
of iron ore, 400 m northeast of main Bicholim deposit, which is 
about 1,75 ion long and known as Redevol deposit. 
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fh» SanqueXim depoelt oceurs on the southeast of the 
Bichollm deposit. It extends from northeast of O^ rlia 
(16®33'48« J ) to Gauntana. The rtehest part of 
this deposit seems to Ije the central region where active 
winning of the ore ie in progress. 
^mmuOi ooifsiDEaAfios 
It has been already mentioned earlier thet the mantle of 
laterites which spread© almost all orer the area provides limited 
opportunity to study the surface geology. The outcrops of the 
ore deposits have also capping of ferruginous laterites of 
variable thickness, due to which the sitse ^ d nature of the ore 
deposits were obscured. As a aatter of fact the low grade 
lateritic Ir^ ores of little eoonomlc Issportance overlie almost 
everywhere the higher grades of ore. fhis superficial ferruginous 
rock is an ohetacle ofteaa encountered by the prospectors to 
reaching the main ore sone below. In moot oasiB particularly 
for a small deposit the thickness of this lateritic cap Is the 
prlma:^ consideration on which the workability of the deposit 
depends. Further, apparently there Is a little physical difference 
between the laterlte capplngs on the ore bodies and those on the 
Intervening phyllltes. As such, excavations In the laterlte sone 
without systematic prospecting become uncertain, fhls may be the 
main reason why many troches m^ d small quarries lay abandoned, 
today throughout the iron belt. 
It is, therefore, evident from what has been said above that 
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a zone of overburden Is InvarlalMy preaeiat over the laala iron 
oro boaiea. 'fhe following later!tes and ore zones could! be 
recognised In the quarry sections of Blcholim and Sanquelim I 
Ferruginous Laterite 
fhe upperaost part of the deposits is highly laterltlzed 
and represented by hard plsolltlc and vermicular ferruginous 
f 
lateritesf the thlclcness of "shlch varies from 3 to 6 meters. 
The ores beloj^ing to this zone have no economic importance 
because of their low iron contents. 
fhere are several scattered boulders and small poclcets of 
supergenlc manganese ores found in the lateritee« Ihey arc t 
however* insignificant in quantity and hence t uneconomic. 
Iron Ore l^ aterite 
Iron ore laterite largely consists of partially lateritized 
iron ores belonging to the upper part of the main ore ssone lying 
immediately below the ferruginous laterite. Its relation to 
both overlying laterite and the underlying fresh ore is almost 
transitional, targe and small blocks or fragments of iron ore 
lateriteSf either poorly laminated or massivef are sporadically 
distributed. At places even the fine laminations of iron ore 
are retained by the laterite (Hate X, fig. 8). But at other 
places* where lateritlKation is complete or reached an advanced 
stage« all such structures were obliterated, this laterite has 
also no ooDmercial importance. 
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•j^he laterlt© hm also come scattered ores which are hard, 
compact and soaewhat porous. Low iii grade, dark t^rom to dull 
grey bronn in colour. Saall pockets or bands of yellowish 
white ochreous end clay aateriala are their eooiBon associatione. 
Sp.gr. S.8-3.4 . Iron content varies from 40 ®/o to S0 ®/o . 
Ore 2one0 
Inhere are more or lees three graditional zones of hard, 
friable and powdery ores generally resting one below the other, 
wMch are economically very important. The continuity of these 
ore Eones is fairly persistent although their total thiclmess 
varies widely from W m to 05 a. Either iron or ferruginous 
laterite is the usual capping over the ore depositis. fhe change 
from hard to friable ore is, however, distinct. 
Hard Ore Zone.* The hard ore »one is almost as a rule 
covered by a mantle of laterite of variable thiclmess. Its field 
relation with the overlying lateritised ore eo» (iPlate V2I, fig. 3) 
end underlying friable ore eone is transitional. As such there 
is no cle^ demarcation between this zone and the overlying or 
the underlying »one. Its thickness varies from 8 to 6 meters. 
The hard ore extracted from this sone is locally known as lumpy 
ore. 
Friable Ore Zone.- As it is followed from the surface 
downwards, the hard ore gradually becomes friable and remains sa 
in a region which is defined here as a friable zone (iFlate VIXI, 
fig.l). With increasing Aepth the friable ore merges into a 
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powdeisy ore. It Is, therefore, eviatat from tH© above facta 
that the friable ores oecur In a zone whloh 1B trazisltlonal 
between the harS ore and the powdery ore «once* Minor pockets 
or bands of ochreow© and olay oaterials are oeeasionalXy 
aaeoolated with this ore. Thlctoese of this «oae irarlea from 
3 to a setera* 
JPowdery Ore « Although the oecurrenee of small poeketa 
of powdery ore in the hard ore la rare, as in Dampo*s 6«fop 
Conoeaalone, yet as a rule powdei^ ore 0one ocoura below the 
friable ores (Hate V12I, fig»8). fhe lower limits of this sone 
gradaally merge Into the footwall rook with decreasing proportion 
of iron ore. fhe thielcnese of the powdery »one varies from 
10 to li meters. Often the powdery ores have intercalations of 
oohreous and clay materials, the proportion of which generally 
inoreases towards the base of the deposit. Increasing proportion 
of such Intercalations provides an indication to the miners that 
the lower limit of the ore horlaon may not be far below. 
Most of the present mining activities at Sirigao, Bichollm 
and Santuftlim are confined to either friable or powdery ore isones 
(Hate IX, flg.l) except in few localities such as Band^ar*s 
Sirigao idlnes, Dampo's 5*fop and 4«»Bottom concessions on Slrlgao-
fiicholim deposit where mines are still operating in the upper 
hard ore sone. 
SAIUHE 0? fHE ORES 
It is evident from the foregoing description that physicg^lly 
the iron ores, mined from the ore horizon at Blcholim and Sanquelim 
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are dlvieible into three types iris«» Mrd* frialtle and powdery, 
file grade of tMs composite ore is however, high ana henoe« It 
Is oonsldered to be one ot the lisportant economic ^ lepoelts In 
the region* 
there are also some aoattered deposits of Xaterltlaed Iron 
ores, eome of which are aaaoelated with lateritic manganese ores, 
fheee oree are encountered ahcsre the main ore horlson at several 
localities in the area* 
fhe physioel characters of the mrious types of ores found 
at Bieholi» and Sanquelim are described helow I 
Hard Iiaminated Ore 
fhe iron oresf which are hard» compact and often thinly 
laminated, are introduced here as hard laminated ore (Hate I3C, 
flg.S and 3). fhey are finely crystalline, daxte grey to bluish 
grey in colour particularly, in the case of freshly broken ores, 
feebly magnetic and consist mainly of hematite and limonite with 
a subordinate amount of magnetite, Sp.gr., 3*0-3.3* fhe content 
of iron is 88 ®/o to 62 
fhe coarsely crystelline hard iron ore with considerable 
amount of manganese oxides, as seen in Bandaker's Sirlgao mines 
is also grouped with this variety of ore. It is rather restricted 
in field occurrence* Locally it is known as ferro-manganese ore 
(l^ ate X, fig.l) which is also somewhat rudely laminated and 
steel grey to dark bluish grey colour, hard, compact and soils 
the finger black, fhe major mineral assemblages in this ore are 
hematite, magnetite and pyroluaite. 
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Prlotole Or© 
Thin or« la eoftt friable aiid finely laminated. It iias a 
greater texMlency to toreak Uf easily thla j^ arallel platea 
(Hate flg.l). Highly o^intea varieties isey fee oalled 
l»l8euity ore wMoh is eoimitoaily admixed with iron oxide powders, 
dually they are fine-grained and somewhat porous. It ia dark 
grey, hluiah grey or reddish hrom iti oolour and eoaposed mainly 
of aa^ietite. 7-3.0, Iron eoatent 60 to 64 ®/o. 
Powdeijy Ore 
With depth friahle ore becomes aore and more porous and the 
quantity of powdery ore in it increases proportionately. Finallyt 
the ore becomes entirely powdery eoad loose as a greater depth 
is reached (^ate IX, fig.l). fhls loose variety of ore is also 
known as 'blue dust' . Its laainationa were also distinctly 
visible in the undisturbed portions of powdery ores. Powdery 
ores presenrlng such struotures as beddis^ laminations # folds 
and even ninor faults were also reported from Singhbhun and Orissa 
(see Sunnt 1941* p.368). 
fhe ore is ooaposed mostly of a fine, dark blue powder of 
speoular hematite and magnetite. Quarts is subordinate in emoimt. 
Sp.gr. • S.e-3.5 . Iron content 68 ®/<» to 68 
following are the results of screen tests of two powdery 
ore samplea from the Bioholim deposit t 
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SanpXe So* 
1 
Above is - me&h 14.12 
Below lg-m®eli abOTt gO^eeh 10,07 
fotel... 99.86 
Sample Ho. 
2 
10.66 
11.00 
. . 2 0 • • , , 4 6 • • 9 . S 8 7 , 6 4 
# • 4 6 »» 6 0 F» 1 0 . 1 8 9 . 4 3 
» > 6 0 •» T* 8 0 11 8 , 9 7 9 , 6 0 
• , 8 0 »» « » 1 2 0 TT 1 6 , 6 0 1 0 , 3 4 
» » I S O F » , , 1 7 0 1 1 . 7 4 A , 7 2 
» • 1 7 0 »T . • • 1 8 . 6 2 2 3 . 4 2 
90,71 
above ore scmpled were also mm througb an IsoAfnmlti 
«afi?vetlc eeperator. fbe ratio of the aoa-waffEietio or feebly 
aagnetlo to etroaiply magaetio fractiojia in the ore ie approiEiaiately 
eight to one. 
0HKMICAI» M'SmB 
Aceordiag to Kriehaaa (196S, p. 103) the Iron ore® of 
BiohollBf excluding Sirigao mlnee, have the following oonposltlon : 
F 
Sib p 
s 
As 
tin 
HgO 
s 
1 
89.70 
1.36 
0,066 
O.OSg 
0.018 
8 
61-6a 
1-2 
0,046 
traoea — 
Max. 0,6 
6 
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fABLE I 
Chemical composition of hard oz^ 
Constituents 1 8 3 
87.26 84.71 90.17 
FeO 0.86 0.70 1.16 
SiOg 0.60 0.64 0.72 
i.ee 4.75 1.79 
MOg mt m 
CaO 0.14 0.06 0.62 
MgO 0.11 0.21 0.21 
fraoes Sjraces Traces 
0.07 o.os 0.09 
traces Traces 0.045 
OOg - «• •m 
V * 9.30 7.58 S.02 
V " 0.07 0.37 0.43 
1 and 2, Sirigao-Biohollm deposit. 
3. Sanquelim deposit. 
flBLE II 
CheiBlcal Composition friafele or© 
Constituents 1 8 3 
89.85 91.98 91.10 
f®0 0.66 1.04 2,22 
SlOg 0,90 0,8® g.4g 
1.56 0.20 0.15 
flOg m . 
OaO 0,01 0.44 0.43 
MgO 0.86 0.18 0.19 
fraces Traees fraces 
0.07 0,05 0.05 
0.03 0.01 0.006 
OOg - • -
HgO* S,62 0.10 3.37 
HgO- o.oa 0.08 0.11 
1 and SIrlgao-BlolioliiB deposit. 
3. Sanquelim deposit* 
TABLE III 
OJnenlcal composition of powdery ore 
Oonstltuents 1 2 3 
92. SO 92.59 95.34 
S.71 4.33 1.23 
SiOg 1.84 1.68 0.70 
AlgOg 0,94 0.24 0.30 
SlOg «• •at «•> 
OaO 0,59 0.38 
HgO 0.19 0.11 0.14 
0.11 Traces 
V B 0.10 0.08 0.09 
SOg 0.01 Traces 0.008 
- - -
V ' 1.S9 0.4S 1.73 
O.gl 0.07 0.14 
I and 2* Sirlgao-BichoXlm deposit. 
3. Sanquellm deposit. 
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Begardlng the or«s of Si3*lg&o he wrote : 
She ore is BistlXer to that of Blcholin 
gM contain 87 to 68 per cen^ iron. 
Xt Slay be pointed out here that the aaiilyeie» presented hy 
Kriehnan (1966)-, w m not eonoemed ©peolflcalXy with the type of 
br>e: dealt herewith^  
In order to determine whether there was slgnlfleant 
variation In the proportion of Iront slllea* alumlnat phosphoras» 
ete.i in the main body of the oree» sets of two samples of hard, 
friable end powdery ore® have been selected otit of the colleetlon 
from Sirigao«3iohollm deposit end one set from SantueXim deposit* 
Care has been talcen to take a partloular set of samples from the 
same mine section* fhe samples were snalysed by 0eo-Chem 
liaboratories (t) Ltd«« of Bombay* fhe results obtained from them 
are furnished in fable It IX and XIX* 
Blsoussion 
ti^he analytloaX results reveal that there is a gradual 
deorease of oert^n ohemleaX oonstiuents and oorrespondlng Inerease 
of others from the upper to the lower parts of the ore body* 
Obviously* these faets not only sijgpolfy the important changes in 
their chemical nature corresponding to the vertical distribution 
of the ores but also* to some esetent the process whioh could have 
possibly been responsible for the differentiation of the original 
pro tore into hard* friable and powdery ores. 7he mximm and 
minimum velues for the different oonstltuents* given below* are 
averages of two samples from Slrii^o-Blchollm deposits. 
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Iron Oxldgf.* ^e^O^ eontent reaches its al&liBua value in 
the hard and maxiautt in the powdery or«. fhis inerease in the 
e^jgOg content from th« upper part to the lower part of the ore 
body aleo holds good for the SanqueXi» deposit. On the other 
handt the FeO oontent (O.S % ) is appreelahly low in the hard 
ore and as high aa ^/o in the powdery ore* the increase 
heing about 7 times that of the hard ore* She FeO value in the 
friahle ore ia ahout 1.7 timee that of the hard ore. It is* 
thereforef evident that alongwith ^ OgOg t ale© increase© 
frost hard to powdery ore. 
An escamination of the BicholiRi ores ahows that 
there ia also a regular inereaae of eiliea frcm 0,72 Vo in 
the clean hard ore« throu^ 0.69 ^ /o in the friable ore to 
about 1.73 in the powdery ore. i'hia shows an appreciable 
rise in silica of about S.4 tiia^ s from the hard to powdery ore. 
Almli^ a.««> i^umina is fairly low in all the ores. 17nlike 
iron oxides and silica the average ^ ^^^ oontent decreases 
unifoifcay frott 3.3 ®/o in hard ore to 0,6 powdery ore, 
ghOBOhorufl.* is very low in all the ores. Xt, however» 
does not show any significant variation in the different ores as 
the average value ranges between 0,06 V® and O.lE 
Tltania an^ llanganeae.* Both of these two oonstituents are 
either absent or occur in traces in all the three types of ores, 
fitania is comi^etely absent while laanganese eicist but in traces 
only. 
Oarbon So COg was detected in the ores, which 
obviously indicates the absence of any pri»ary or secondary 
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ainereO. in the ores* 
Lijie ai^ ^ itftgaeeii^ .- Both line and isagp^ iesla are ooneiaerabljr 
low and ao mt •3cc«ed even one per cent* On thie average th& 
Q&O content In all the •arletles of ere ifi 0.36 V o whereas KgO 
io oa? Vo. 
SSSlBE'* ^^ alaost Inaig^ifleant ana oooura In traces. 
Cottblned Water.- the coint>lnea water showa a definite 
tend^ ne^ r to decrease from 8.44 ^ /q In bard ore* g.36 tn frlal>le 
ore# to 0.86 powdeiy ©»e. 
MlilBRAL COMPOSITION 
fhe mineral composition of the ores by weight per oent 
has heen oalculated froa the results of ehenleal analyses aided 
by a first hand knowledge of their nlneral ooiaposltion. She 
hydroxides of iron is represented by lliaonite and the oiddes by 
hesatite and magnetite* the sllloa content in all the varieties 
of ore is abnoraally low and does not bear any slijaificant 
relation with the satualna. It ISf therefore* presmned that 
sllloa ooours as a free eonstituent I.e., quarts, instead of 
forming any silloate mlner^ of camlna* Xf, this be the ease 
then there is a possibility of existenoe of alumina in the ore 
as ooaaaon alumina hydroxidea. Howevert due to its negligible 
oeeurrenee in the ore no further discussion is necessary here. 
Almost all of H^ O'*' entered into to foim limonlte 
(ePSgOg . 3HgO), Siiallarly, all the FeO also combined with the 
required amounts of PegO^ to form magnetite (^ e^O.PegO^ ), n^st 
of hematite ( PegO^ )* 
mrereige conpoeitioB of two eample« (fabXe I, II md 
III, Coluan 1 and 2-) of various types of om m& their 
eorrtepondii}^  ooiapoeitlon by weight in per eent ie 
given below t 
Average Hard Ore 
SiOg « 0,72 % %iarte « 0.7g % 
FegOg « 85.n Hematite- 84.40 
feO « 0.48 ISa^etitew 1.54 t« 
HgO^ o 8,44 ,, Mmoaite « 58,47 
AlgO^ • S.3X «« Aceeaeary minerele w 4.87 
Average friable Ore 
SiOg . 
PeO o 
0.89 % Quarts « 0.89 % 
f f Hestatite» 57.55 ,, 
0,86 f • Magnetites g.74 ,, 
HgO-*- • 5.36 f» Limimlte « 36.77 ,, 
AlgOg « 0.88 »» Aooessary iBinersl8« 8.05 /o 
Average 3?owdeiy Ore 
SiOg m 1.73 % Quarts » 1.73 V o 
m 98.89 • t Heiaatitea 84.08 • f 
FeO m 3.58 f • Mai^ etiteai 11.34 11 
HgO^ m 0.86 • • Limonlte «« 0.59 t» 
«a 0.59 • t Acoeaeary minerale • 8.38 
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GIiASSIflCAflOS 
Xn an attempt to claeelf^ r the Iron ores, Orose (X9@9» 
p.87) stated 
ozie of tue difflouXtiee in the olaesific&tloa 
of ore deposits le to establisli a e^ rateii that 
will account for @oi&e of the diverse ifitereat 
of the exploration geologiat* the mining engineer 
and the metallurgiBt or mineral econoMst. 
Qhoah sX fil* (1965) clasaified the iron ores of Bii^ , 
Oriaea and Madhya JPradeah on their phsraieal oharaoter®. Handy 
end Dutta (196St p.80, fahle I) also proposed a phyaioal 
clasaifioation for the iron ores of Bihar and Orisaa although 
in their classification they also considered the laineralogy. 
Sikka (1963) made an attesspt to classify soae of the 
Indian iron ore deposits of Bihari Oriesa and Madhya Fradesh 
U ihd± 
more or less on line© si»ilar/as proposed hy Faroes (19S4), 
who classified the iron ore formations of ^ ake Superior on 
the basis of their lithology and fades* In additiont Sikka 
also noted in various open pit iron aines yellow» brown » 
red and blue ores which* according to himt also indicated 
stratigraphic sequence and definite tainere^ ogioal and chemical 
boundaries. Handy and Sutta (1065)» howevert strongly objected 
to Sikka*s views as they failed to recognise any colour scheme 
for stratigraphy of the iron ore deposits of Bihar and Orissa. 
Prom his own experience and observation the present author 
wast howevert unable to recognise any lithological unit other 
than the banded magnetite-hematlte t^^tsite belonging to the 
oxide fades of Janes (1955), Moreover, the iron ores do not 
show any detectable variation in colour. It is* therefore # 
tAHLE I? 
CXas0ifioati<m of tbe iron ores of 
Bicholtai aia«l Sonquelin » Soa. 
Hature of or« Flsysleel properties 
Average mineral oozopoeition 
wt. V o 
Oheaieal 
constituents 
wt. ®/o 
Hard Hard»eompaot and tjilnly laialisiated* liesser 
tendency to break along 
bedding leBinatlons. 
Steel grey to brownish 
grey in colour* 
Hematite: 34.40 
Magnetite: 1*04 
Qoethite: 58.47 
i'e:S9.0^ 64,0 
SiOg: O.S^.O 
All 1.0-2,0 
Friable Soft* usually porous* 
thinly laminated having 
a greater tendency to 
break into thin sliees 
parallel to bedding 
laminations* Appears 
biscuity when highly 
jointed. 
sp.gr. g.7-3.0. 
Hematite: 57.5B 
Magnetite; 8.74 
Goethite: S«.77 
SiOg! 1.0.1.5 
All o.i^.a 
Powdery lioose and finely granu* 
lar. Grain slse range: 
80 below gO-eesh, 
Derk grey to bluish 
^ey colour. 
Sp.gr. 3.S-3.S 
Hematite: 84.00 
]Iagnetite:11.34 
Soethite: 0.69 
Fei66.0.67.0 
siOg: 1.0.8,0 
Alj 0,1U).S 
Lateritised Psually hard and mass* ive. Occasionally 
forous and laminated, nclusions of clay materials are freq.uent. Dark reddish-brown to chocolate ta>own colour. Sp.gr. S.8.3.6. 
Hot determined Fe:40.0.55.0 
-eg. 
evident that neither the lithology nor the ooXour eouid be of 
any use to claeslfy the iron ores of Bichollm and Sanquella* 
However* it is true that for practical reaaona a olaesiflcation 
based on physical characters of the ores has certain advantai^ e 
ove* any other features depending on colourt lithology, fades « 
mineralogy* chesicaX composltlont etc** since it makes easier to 
distinguish the ores through visual easatsination* JQue to simplicity 
of id^ »itification at first sight* the claaalfication may also he 
acceptahle to persons oonca»tt6d with Iron aialng Induatfy* 
Such a physical olssslfication* however* may not suit the 
eoonomic geologists as well as metallurgists because* their prime 
consideration is to Icnow the chemical and ainerc^ oglccO. composition 
of the ores rather than their physical characters, la the fable IV 
m attempt has been made to classify the iron ores by which v^ hether 
a field geologist* mining engineer or a mineral economist can be 
benefitted in their respective fields of interest. 
BOOBOMIC OUfliOOK 
Status of Indian Iron Ores 
India is endowed with enonaous reserves of high grade iron 
ores which csn meet the growing demand of iron and steel industry 
of the country as well as sustain her export trade for several 
decades to come* Hematite is the chief commercial source of iron 
ore in India and it is being largely raised from the states of 
Bihar* Orissa* Madhya l^ radesh* Andhra Pradesh* Mysore and also to 
some extent from Ooa. I'rior to independence there were only two 
smsia. iron and steel plant® In th® ooxaitry« the annusl produotion 
of which was about e million tons. 
Vitality of India's ©eononiy depends eignifieantly upon her 
iron and steel indtastry which is heiz^ given a high priority in 
the p08t*independenee i^oimiag and industrial developDent programme* 
After independence of th© comtry in 1947t Iadia*e mineral resources 
planners have embarked upon a soheae to promote export trade In 
iron ores as well as to increase production of iron and steel in the 
country through proper developsent of some now deposits and install-
ation of four new iron and steel plants within or close to several 
iron producing states. In the fourth five year pliant they have 
set a steel tai^ et of about 16 million tons to be produced annually 
by the present six ^ onts using about million tons of high grade 
ores end another target of raising 85 ffiillion tons of ore for export. 
The progress with respect to both has be^ very slow and rather 
disappointing because the sti^ el production has barely touched 9 
million tons end the total ore output did not exceed 24 million 
tons till by the end of 1969. inhere are various reasons for this 
failure of which, foreign exche^e difficultyt delayed foreign aid 
to complete and expand some plants, intexnal economic instability 
end unexpected rise in the production cost, slow mechanisation of 
the mines, increasing inland transportation cost and limited 
handling facilities of ores at the Indian ports are worth mentioning. 
Reserves and JPresent Position 
According to the last available report of the Indian Bureau 
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of Mines (1963) the total amount of provtd and Indicated reaerrea 
of high gr&do hcaatite orss in India is about 5,401 million tonnes» 
of whioh Ooft oharea about million tonnes with a grade ranging 
froa 57 to 68 °/o Fe. A more recent eetimation of iroa ores 
reoerres in the territory of Qoa, nade hy the deological Surrey of 
India* is about 405 million tonnes of whioht about 94 nillion 
tonnes of ores are hard with 68 Vo fe and 311 million tonnes are 
friable and powdery ores with 68 P^e. Prom the above data it is 
evident that the average ratio of hard to friable-oum-powdery ore 
of the territory will be as near 1 ! 3. It may be pointed out that 
.the_liard_orefi _of the_goa raineg aye now fast getting depleted. Out 
of the totsa iron or© reserves, about 78 oomes from northern 
Ooa, 19 from the Central Qoa end about 6 V o f^ o^a South 6oa, 
Pig, '4 shows that the annual production of iron ores of Goa from 
1968 to 1969 has gradually been increasing and this trend is likely 
to continue in future. 
As regards the reserveiS of Sirigao-Bicholim and Saaquelim 
deposits of north 8oa» it is true that the data published so far 
are not very reliable. Fermor (see Krishnan, 1955) estimated that 
hard ore within a depth of 50 feet was about 3 million tons per 
mile of the Bicholim deposit measured lengthwise. Based on an 
estimation supplied by the looal mine owners, the U.S.A. Bureau of 
Mines in it® Mineral ®rade Note (195B) puts 250 million tons of 
Iron ore for Bicholim deposit (see Krishnan, 1955, p.l04)« ^his 
estimation of the so called Bicholim deposit appears to be exclusive 
of the Sirigao deposit, which is considered here as a part of the 
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Bichollm deposit. XriBbnan (1985), however, stated that the 
claimed reserves of Slrlgao deposit were about 30 million tons* 
following are the more reliable estimations of iron ore reserves 
of Sirigao-Bicholia and Sanquelia depositavilable from an unpublished 
report of the Geological Survey of India (1963) : 
Approicimate reserves in million tons 
Bard Friable and fotni (lumpy)ore Powdery ore ^ 
Sirigao-Bicholim SI.41 65.67 87.08 
Sanquelim 3.01 7.88 10.29 
lotal 84.42 72.95 97.37 
At present all th^ s Important iron ore miacs of (Joa; are free 
ot merchant mines which subsist entirely on the foreign market. The 
economy of (i^oa today depends much on the mining and export trade of 
ircai ores* More than 30,000 people of different skills are now 
engaged in this mining industry, which is a concern of about 400 
big and small owners of mines. Japanese interest is the backbone 
of aoa*s iron ore mining industry. Other big foreign customers are 
West Germany, Italy* Osechoalovakia^etc.. Among the several 
important iron ore producing states of India, t»oa Is the only 
maritime state which has the unique advantage of shipping her iron 
ores conveniently to foreign markets at competitive rates. 
Although the iron ores of Goa are physically and chemically 
variable, obviously for the reason that these are replacement 
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depostts and coraparetlveXy not of very high grade with Iron ranging 
between 55 to 6g °/ot yet tbey h&ve been able to capture a secure 
position in the international maricet because of their cheap f.o.b. 
Rich deposit© of iron ore of N.orth^  Soa are ideally situated 
within a aistance of 10 Im or nearly so from the nearest navigable 
portion of the river iandovi which connects the Marmugao port on 
the Arabian aoa. Proxiiaity of the port from the mines and excellent 
inland waterways are the asain factors that have made the f.o#b* 
of tron ores cheaper. 
Quel-14;^ y-6ontrol 
According to the Indian Bureau of mines iX9BB) tte general 
apecification of the Indian iron oree, suitable for the country*® 
blaet furnaces are aa follows I 
Pe 57 to 63 ®/0 
SiOg 2 to 6 V o 
S to 6 ®/o 
P 0.03 to 0,15 V o 
S ) » below O.Og 
SiO 2 
Ma^atua ratio of 
; Alg^s « I t 1.8 
Coabined SiOg^ j^agOg « 10 ®/o aax. 
Since the hylk of iron ores of Blcholim falls within a close 
range of the above specification, they are suitable for feeding 
the country's blast furnaces apart from their having higher export 
values. 
But a strict quality control of such a variable type of ore 
as of Bichollm is specially desired because the quality of iron 
ore used In tlie blast furnaces greatly Influences the quality of 
the final product in the modem steel industry. Moreover! the 
cost of the raw material Is much dependent on the consistency of 
specifications in the highly competitive internal as well as foreign 
trading, 
According to some authoritesi increase in gangue in iron ores 
hy about 1 V® increases the coice rate by g5-30 kg » flux by 30 kg , 
and slag by 40 kg for every tonne of octal produced. Shis also 
involves a production loss of about 4 V®* 
Therefore, the quality of these ores should necessarily be 
ocmtrolled right from the mine site. For the effective (polity 
control of the iron ores in question, an early implementation of 
the following measures is suggested : 
1) A general assessment of the physical and chemical 
variation of the ores is necessary before mining the 
deposit. 
S) To miniffiise the rmge of predicted iron, the bore 
hole intervals should be closer than at pres^ tit. 
3) To determine thetype and quality of the ore with 
reasonable accuracy» samples should be drawn at 
regular intervals from the available bore holes, 
blast holes and mine faces for physical and chemical 
examinations. 
4) Adequate mechanical facilities should be provided 
for a quicic handling and screening of the jjowdery ore 
as well as the 3wmpy ore round the year. 
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5) There should be a regular check on the aesjired quality 
and specifications of the ores from the mine head to 
the loading station. 
6) Further practice to hlead the ores should he stopped 
and the powdery ores and ore fines ahould not be dumped 
together. 
f) Greater attention should be paid to save the large 
wastage of the powdery ore,particularly during the 
rainy se^on, through tuick shovelling and distribution. 
Future Prospect 
As the lumpy ore of Groa is nearing exhaustion* it is now 
left with large quantities of powdery ore which, as it is, may 
face difficulty to cope with the day-to-day growing competition 
in the world market, obviously because the ore powders cannot be 
fed directly to the blast funiaces. 57he only solution for the 
promotion of export trade, therefore, lies in agglomerating the 
pfiwdeiy ore into pellets since they are now widely recognised as 
a betttr feed for the blast furnaces than the sinter or any form 
of ore. V^ isualising fast depletion of lumpy ores at Bicholim and 
other iron ore localities, in Ooa, added with the recent trend to 
apply benefioiation techniques in the iron industry of our country, 
the Chowgule and Co., of Soa have recently put into operation a 
pelletising plant at their Bale mines with the active support of the 
Government of India. 5!his happens to be the first Indian as well as 
Asian agglomeration plant to utilise the ore fines and powders and 
thus. It Is the first step to conserve the Iron ore resources 
of Ooa, 
fhe oomstieslonlng of this agglomeration plant has Increased 
suhstontiaXljr the deiaand of Chowgule's iron ores for the pellets 
producei3 from it ensiire not only siaooth hlast fuxmaee operation 
but also lower eoke oonsumption and better yield. Howeveri 
pelletisatlon of the blue dust has erne dlsadTantsso that the feed 
jomst have a high percentage of fine concentration in the rsm^^ 
of at least 70 - 326 mesh. TMa obviously necessitates very 
fine grinding of all the fractions of the blue dust consisting 
of 82 of 20 - 170 aesh particlest and this happens to be the 
costliest phase of a concentrating flow scheiae* 
To help boost up iron mining industry and also to procure 
profitable foreign trade« the Sovemment of India has allocated 
to Qo& a foreign exchange of about rupees 27 million. With this 
substantial aid the mining industry expects to reach the proposed 
annual torget of eaeporting 10 i&illion tons of ore in near future. 
Butt with the growing stringent specifications for the shipping 
grade of ore in the international aarkett ©oa would not be able 
to get over her present difficulty of e^ cportlng the powdei^ ore 
unless serious efforts are being made to install at least one more 
pelletising plant and establish an iron and steel industry m 
the territory. 
Very recently* the Clovemnent of India has announced through 
a notification that ^ location of a public sector steel plant to 
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Ooa in the fifth five-year plan is being actively considerGd, 
Obviously, auch a step ie most welcosse as it would greatly 
assist Ooa to build up her eooaoogr through the proauction of 
iron Bteel and the steady supply of & part of the product 
to some of the foreign buyex^ in future. However# the ^ tate 
support for the promotion of export trade in iron ores as well 
as pelleta should eontinue even after a new iron and steel plant 
ie erected in &oa because several foreign countries are now 
keenly interested to have a long-terfa contract to import &oa*s 
iron ores* for this, it is all the more necessary to allocate 
to Goa another agglomeration plant preferably nearer to the 
Bicholiffl toim or at Uligao. fhis i^ant together twith the present 
one, would ensure not only steady supply of pellets to the 
internal as well as external markets* but also optimum production 
at minimum cost in future. 
fhe foregoing review of the facte and figures of Goa's iron 
ore resources provides enough justification to the author*e 
belief that with a planned mining, beneficietitm and metallurgy 
of the iron ores end their eatport promotion, »oa can well become 
an ideal state in the country to utilise its potential deposits 
of iron ores for industrial development and economic progress. 
Chapter V 
STRUCfURE OP fHE ORJE DEPOSITS 
OEKERAI. SSATEMEIf 
eXoee assQcl&tlon of tfes Iroa ore deposits wltti the 
banded ferruginous quartsite in Bicholim and Sanquelim warrants 
study of their structure ae one unit instead of dealing them 
here separately, Henoe» the structure of banded ferruginous 
quartzlte, which le the protore in this ease, has been described 
interchattgeaiiy with the ore deposits. 
Due to their greater resistance to weathering and erosion, 
these ferruginous quartzites generally forts conspiouous ridges 
which extend over a considerable aietanoe in the area. Among 
them, Sirlgao-Bicholia ridge is by far the longest and extends 
for about seven kilometers. She other two, tIz. , the Hedeiral and 
SanqL^ elim ridges are comparatively shorter and extend for about 
1.75 and 2.5 km respectively. Bemarkablyt the strike of all these 
ridges is from Ht to SB, excepting a few local departures from 
this direction. 
Ixtensiv® laterltization has hardly left any fresh outcrop 
of the irffla deposit or banded ferruginous quartzites in the area 
under review. On the contrary, the laterites have greatly obscured 
most of their structursl features on the outcrops. To a large 
measure the data,which were collected from the various open cast 
mine sections, were found to be most useful for this stud^ p. It is , 
therefore, obvious that under such field conditions all other data 
collected from outside the mines were comparatively less important. 
The authort however, made use of all available data from the mine 
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8«cttim3« bore boXta md aleo from tbe oeanty natural exposures 
of the formations. Perhaps a aore eonprehensire acoount of the 
etrueturaX features of ore deposits oouXd have been presented if 
the area had no euoh limitation of their exposures* 
She strueturea of the Slrlgao.Bleholiai and the Sanquella 
deposits hare heen deseribed separateX^ r* A portion of the 
Sirigao-BlchoXiiB deposit # falling vlthln the property of €howgult 
and Co«, at SlrigaOt was loapped in detail by means of a plane 
table becavuie it was found to be a key area for structural study 
of the deposit. 
StaWfimAli FBAfORlS 
For deseriptlve pirposet the deposits were broadly divided 
Into two seetors vle.» 1) northwestern seetor oonslstlng of 
Slrigao*Bloholl8i and Hedeval deposits and 2) southeastexn seotor 
oonslstlng of SacMiuelia deposlt^ t 
Horthwestem Seetor 
Again, in the northwestern seetor* there -are two separate 
deposits of iron ores ooeurring in the eountry rookt phyllites 
(yig.S). She two deposits have a general SW^E strike* «he 
longer one Is the Sirigao-Bicholla deposit which extends from 
Sirigao to Bloholiin and the saaller one, known as fiedeval 
deposit* occurs about 400 a north<%8t of the former. 
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Si3?lieae-BlohQlia Bei>oslt>^  A first hand Imowledgt of the 
etraoture of Slrlgao«>Blcholim deposit oaa l»e gietthered froia the 
topograpl^ r of the ridge of ferruginous quartsltes which exteiide 
from Bichollm«J?lllgao road on the southeast to Slrlgao on the 
northwests Between Its southeiistera end and Slrlgao hill In ^ e^ 
northwestf the rldge rune almost straight for a distance of 
shout 4*5 to and gains height northnfestward^  At Slrlgao hlXX 
the ridge suddenly takes an aoute tursa eouthwar<38 and continues 
In that direction for about a to or nearly so^ . J^ ear the 
boundary between Ohowgule and Bandakar mining oonceselons* the 
ridge again turns to Its original northwest direction. The ridge 
gradually oonverges and ultimately disappears west of Slrlgao 
village, whloh Is about 1*S to from Its last bend* fhe topograpigr 
of this ridge has largely been controlled by the struotural 
features ofthe^pjE deposit as would be described hereafter* 
fh® structure of the Iron ore deposits at Slrlgao alnes 
affords a -rery Intersetlng problem for field study and aapplng* 
for this purpose the Slrlgao sine section was napped carefully 
by a plane table on a scale 1 s S«400* Additional Infonaatlons* 
obtained frois the bore holes particularly* In those places where 
mine® have not been opened* were of s>uch help to complete the 
structural map of the lalne section which ultimately proved to be 
a key area« 
t^he Slrlgao mines have been developed from the northern and 
southern slopes of the quartslte ridge between survey stations 
B and H (71g.6}. Rest of the concessions remain to be worked out. 
o^eallyt tiie ndrtliern and southern woi^lags knowa &a 
CopXegaloHeia Golgonem ooneeeslooe reapeetiirely. 
northeisi dr« bod:^  in Coplegaloliefii eoiKsesalons hme been 
exposed well through oonttnuous end systemAtio ainlng bttweea 
survey fitatlone S ana I. On the eastern part of the eoneeselonst 
ores are g$ner«ll7 harfl and laminated whereas friable aa<t soft 
ores predominate on its western part, fhereforst bett«r 
structural details of this ore body were available from these 
oonoesslons than elsewhere in the isines* Agaln» in the northern 
deposits* between the survey stations C and f i«e*f on 0OM, 35M, 
40M and 48® levels, the workings were aore developed thm on 
SOM, SOU and 68K levels* fhe general strike of the ore body 
recorded in this well-developed nine section is about K 40*Vto 
M aenount of dip, howevert varies greatly raging from 
35® to 50® northeast, fh© attitudes of the joints, whlefe were 
recorded from the faces of 38M and 45M levels* are mostly 
oblique and either vertical or steeply dipping at 80® to 85® SB. 
Minor folds are more conspicuous in the foot wall clays and 
oohreous country roclc than In the main body of the deposit. She 
axial trend of these minor folds is more or less the same as 
that of the general strilce direction of the deposit* On account 
of their small dimension it was not possible to show them oh the 
map. fhe maxima thiclmess of the deposit recorded here is about 
36 m , but it msy not be the true thickness because of the 
presence of a number of minor folds In the ores. At SOM level• 
a vertical fault of some significance crosses the ore body 
Obliquely in tbe direotim S 36® e* liaterltic aaterlale 
ooeurring as faiat gouge glv« the appearance of a dyke along 
tbe fault plane* file fault has not mah affected the ollgmBent 
of the ore body. 
P^toe ores tuarrled at the lower IS^ level on the western 
part of the mine are soft and friahle. fhey grade Into 
ferruginous laterlte towards the hanging wall side and Into 
powdery ore towards the foot wall, fhelr strlfee in this part Is 
ahout H 86®f and dip, 30® to SO® northeast. Minor folds and 
fault® are conspicuously exposed In the undisturbed face of 
level where powdery ore predominates. 
further westwards, beyond the survey station fl, the ore body 
disappears below a laterlte capping* However* its underground 
continuity in this unexposed portion, particularly, west of the 
survey station A, has been proved by the data obtained from the 
bore hole »oe, 046t S47, 268 and gS4 (Fig,7). 
Unlike in the Ooplegaichem concessions» where a thick and 
continuous ore band was encounteredt in the Golgonem concessions, 
there are several ainor ore bands with intervening clay and 
ochreous bands which could be seen between survey stations K and and 
H and particularly, in 801Cy S8IS level workings^ now lying almost 
in an abandoned state. In the bench faces § these alternate thin 
bands of ore and country rock are somewhat well-defined, fhe 
bands generally strike HW to SB but their amount of dip are 
variable as could be seen at the ore bands I, XI, IXI, etc.. 
for example, the strike and dip of band X is H 47®W and 
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aaaa those of band II is K 40®» WJtewlset tke wtdth 
of the bands also Tariable and they are as follows s 
Band width 
I • « • . u meters 
11 . • • * . 80 t f 
Ill . • • * • 10 f» 
IV . • • • t 0 t f 
t . • . • • 11 * « 
A ©lose eaeaaiaatloa of these ore band® indioatee that they 
are the traoes of subeidlary aaticliaes and synolliiee tjmocated 
by miaifig operation ©ad that their axes trend IIW-SE, Widespread 
mining at 3olgon^ workings has left a few synolinal troughe 
from which the ores are being mined leaving the intervening 
anticlinal portions oompoaed of foot wall rooks. Since there is 
no lining activity in the area lying between survey stations 
H and no surfaoe indieation regarding the oontinnity of these 
ore bands westwards was available. However* several bore holes 
(nOB,54A, 158, 1S9» 806, 2S4« SS7, S36 and g39) in this area 
proved the existence of a number of ore bands at various depths. 
A careful study of these bore hole data indicates that the number 
and position of the concealed ore bands fairly agree with those 
encountered on the surface. tICherefore* on the basis of the above 
data the continuity of some of the ore bands ,encountered at 50M 
and 68M levels further westwards below the surface could fairly 
be fldoertialaea* It l8« howevert obvious that their thickness 
nay not reaaln tmlfora over a considexrable dietanoe, Furthert 
it may be deduced from the bore holes (aoe, 246» 1^ 53 and 
S6S) that these soalX ore bands gradually ooanrerge norths 
westwards with dlKiinishiiig width of the interrening phyllites 
imtil t^ hey ooalesoe into a single wide bend somewhere below tl^ 
eurirey station f. I^ he strilce of the countz^ rook recorded here 
is about If 40%. the amount and direotion of the dip are about 
ge®BB. Further westwards # beyond the survey station a soall 
portion of the ore body is exposed on the side of a road leading 
to the Ohowgule's mine office, fhe strike of this exposed part 
of the ore body is about H while the dip is either vertioal 
or about eO®HE. 
fhusf it is evident that there are dlstiaetly two separate 
parts of the ore band with an intervening traot of phyllites. 
fhe band occurring at Coplegalehea and the other at ©olgonem 
oonoeesionst the productive woxkings of 3irigao mines. Since 
the dip and strike of these two ore bands are more or less the 
saste and they converge northwestward®^ the structure indicated is 
an isoclinal anticline plunging northwestwards. 
The intervening portion of the two ore bands at Sirigao mines 
consists of weathered phyllites mixed with clay and oohret the 
pres^ce of which below the surface was also confixaed from some 
bore hole data of this part (nos. 160, 161). However* the bore 
hole no.160 recorded three thin ore bands with intervening 
phyllites at depths of ^ .S »« IS.S m and 14. S m. Xhese ore bands 
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in aXX probability eorreepond to some of tlie isidiv^idtifO. thin 
iron ores eji^ aed at the Golgontm eoncessions* 
S2iere£oref analysing the etruoturol data as stated above* 
it ie evident that the iron ore bands of Ooplegaiehem and 
Ooigoneo conoeaeiona corresi^ ond respectively to the northern 
and aouthexn limbs of the Sirigao pillaging antiolinet whioh was 
folded isoelinally an«3 overturned eouthweetwards. Its plunge 
la northweetwards. At the western extremity of the deposit 
weet of the ewrvey ©tation Af where the two ore bends 
converge end ultimately disappear* the anticline closes on iteelf 
indicating its noae. Accordingly* the two ore bands aay be 
regarded as belonging to one and the sane ore body folded into 
an isoclinal e^ticline plunging M 40®W, Ihe aad® of the anticline 
wo\ild then paae somewhere through the middle of the pl^llitee 
included between the two ore bands. 3?he crestiO. region of the 
anticline has largely been eroded and as a result of which the 
anticlinal liabs appear m two different bands aeperated by the 
foot wall phyllites. Among these two ore bands* the southern one 
at Ooigonem oinee is more ins tensely folded than the northern one* 
®he intensity of folding was Judged by the presence of a nuatoer 
of minor folds whioh appear on the surface as several subparallel 
ore bands. 
A or06s<^ seetiQn along the line AB illustrate structure of 
the Sfirigao deposit. 
At the eastern extrimity of the Ooplegaiohem concession, 
between the survey station © and eOM level* the stride of the 
northern ore body of Sirigao nines gradually cJiaages from 
S $6^9 to about E»V within a diatenee of about S30 a, fho 
aiaoimt of dip at 60K level is about furtfeer aortb, 
at Ba&dakar*8 Btining concession, existenee of the ore body 
has been proved from a number of small <|uarries (Pig. 5), 
The stride recorded in the qtiarry aeotions is about K 30®t 
with aorthweeterly dips amountingfrom40® .to ©wing to 
uneyateiaatie fining or no mining operation in a major portion 
of this eoneession • further etruoturel details ivere not 
readily available frma ti» deposit* Howevert it ia eonduaive 
that the two depoaite, one in 3andalsar*8 property and the other 
at Oo:^egaiohem oonoeasions of 3irigao mines» though seperated 
by a valley, converge towards eaoh other at the oonoessions 
boundary of Chowgole and Bandakar. fhe strueture of this part 
of sharply bent ore body having opposing dipa ^  is that of a 
syneline plunging Hiw« Ita axial trend is HKi^^SE^ which laakes 
an angle of about .18® north of the astial trend of the Sirigao 
anticline* 
Beyond the Bandalcar*s stining concession, further northwards 
end northeastwards there are several small pits and ijuarries 
of Bempo and Co«, froa which ore body was found to be continuous 
and to change its strike gradually to M east of Sirigao 
hill (161,34 a )» In this part, cl^ uiges in strike and dip are t 
H S0®W, K lO®f, » 48®E and S 70®W corresponding to the dips 
38®Sff, 34®SW, 30®Ut and TO^He. Such conspicuous changes in strike 
and dip in this section of the deposit are attributed to an 
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ajatleXine oepiresponding to the s^ rncline on Its south, aieserlbea 
earlier* The axis of this aatiellne is parall«l to that of th« 
adjeeent synelino* 
Froa the foregoing struoturel deseription it iBa3r be seen 
that the ore boay is beat in the for® of an between the survey 
station A in Sirigao mines and eaat of Sirigao hill, Shis 
*S»-shaped outerop pattern of the deposit is due to the preeenee 
of a drag fold affeetin$ the isoolinel anticline vhieh was 
encountered at Sirigao mines* 
fhe portion of the deposit between east of Sirigao hill and 
south of the Bichollia township are mostly well-exposed as a 
result of almost oontinuous mining operation all along this belt, 
fhe general direetions of strllce and dip of this part of the 
deposit remain unchanged exoepting so«e local rariations. 5?he 
amount of dipf howevert varies greatly^  For example at 4-fop 
workingst strike of the ore body is about B 40®W whereas the 
amount of dip varies from 4S® to 60® S£, fhe joints noted in the 
mine faces are mostly obli(|ue and their attitude la either 
irertloal or dipping about 80®SB. At a lower level in the same 
wox^ings where mostly powdery ores are exposedt there are some 
minor folds and faults, 
Slmilarlyt about a kilometer southeast of liamgaOt at 8»Top 
workings and further easlwardst the ore body gradually thins 
out and ultimately disappears near the Bioholia-Hligao road. 
The strike of the ore body in this part is about H 43®». Amount 
of dip varies between 40® and 5 0 ® H E . 
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Reaavftl deoeat^. - fhe KedtiraX deposit fowas & sepcrate 
ot2torop about 400 m nortbeaet of the Slrlgao«BiohoIiia deposit 
end almost paraXXeX to the latter for about 1.70 Icbi along 
a tuartssite ridge- fhe intervmim tr&ot oonaiats ©f phyllltee 
which are covered by laterite© sloping northward»» Both 
northvestvards and southeafitwarda* the ridge gradually loses 
Ite height end width till it merges in the ©oaati?y rock at lower 
levels. 
She Bedeval deposit la being worlced out on alnost along 
the northern elope of the ridge. She northwestern and south* 
eastern parts of the workings are loeally known ao 4^Bottom and 
S»Botton working® respectively* fhe woiskings are confined to 
hard and laminated ore sone olose to the aurfaoe* Structurallyi 
the deposit eeeas to be rather aimple since there ia praotically 
no change in strike and dip along the entire length of the deposit. 
At 4*Bottois workinget <>re body ahowa about !) strike 
and northeasterly dips ranging from 80® to 56®. The deposit 
extends continuously ^ong its strike direction from 4«Bottom 
to S-Botto» workings. She strike end dip of the ore body at 
S-Bottoffi workings are about H 40% and 48® to 6S® SB respectively. 
fhe above structural features suggest that the lenticular 
Hedeval deposit has a general BW*SB strike and northeasterly dip. 
structural relation with the adjacent Sirlgao^ Bicholiia deposit 
has been controversial as could be Judged from the following 
account : 
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Kriehaaa (1955, p.lOs) Mentioned this lenticular deposit 
of Iron ore as the northeastern limb of an isoclinal eamcline. 
Obvlouely, then the other llmh of the syncllne would correspond 
to that part of the Slrlgao-Bicholiia deposit which occurs on Ite 
southwest i.e., between Slrigao hill and eouth of Blchollm town-
ship. 
According to ©okul (1963)« this smaller outcrop of iron ore 
la the repetition of the Sirigao-Blcholim deposit due to a strike 
fault which extends northwestwards from I»asigao. 
It may be pointed out here that Gokul (1963) has not shown 
any field evidence in support of his statement* In the absence 
of any positive field evidence, it would rather be difficult to 
entertain the above suggestion. IWther, the question as to why 
the strike fault is restricted to this part only instead of 
extending further westward and displacing at least a part of the 
*S*-shaped deposit on its northeastern side creates soiae doubt in 
this case. 
In the light of above argument added with the nature of the 
deposit which converges northwestwards and slightly diverges 
eoutheastwards, and absence of any distinct fault valley in the 
intervening country rock, the present worker considers the 
Redeval outcrop to be a case of repetition due to truncation by 
erosion of the Slrigao-Bicholln anticline in this part. 
A cross-section along the line CD shows structural relation 
between the Sirigao-Bioholia and Bedeval deposit with associated 
country rock in between(Fl6.ff), 
- 8 s . 
An overall picture of the Slrigoo-Blcholla and RedeTal 
deposit, the structure of which hare 80 far been described In 
parts Is su&oaarised m follows t 
It is fairly well-established that the part of the Slrlgao-
Blchollm deposit forms an Isccllnally folded anticline with It© 
BxiB trending IJW-SE* C^he eaae anticline was also found to be 
continuing southeastwards with the same general trend of its axis. 
The southwestejai llab of the ^ ticllne, between Slrlgao hill and 
Bleholli&«>Fillgao road. Is wider and also larger than its north-
eastern limb represented by the Hedev^a deposit. Ihe *S*-shaped 
bend of the anticline between the Birigao hill and Slrlgao mines 
represents a drag fold due to which the main anticline was 
refolded and dragged further southwest of Slrlgao. 
Southeastern Sector 
®here is only one major deposit of iron ore' In ^ he south-
eeuBtem sector of the area* It is locally known as Sanqtuella 
deposit. 
Sancuelia Deposit.- fhe Sanqueliffi deposit crops out on a 
tuarteite ridge which extends over a distance of about S.5 Im 
ihe 
from west of Valvota river toy village, Sauntana and follows the 
general HW-SB strike of the country rocks (fig. 6). Prom 
Sanquelim hill (97,03 «) the ridge gradually diminishes in width 
and relief northwestwards and finally merges into the lateritc» 
west of the Valvota river, The deposit is being worked out both 
.34. 
tro» the northern ana southern slopes of this ridge. 
In the mlMle ot the southern worlcinge* the ores are 
represented by all the three known varieties which are well * 
exposed due to erfcenslve mining a c t i v i t y , fhe strike of the 
ore body is about S 4G®W, Amount and direction of the dips are 
not unlfom in a sense that besides the dominant northeasterly 
dip asBOunting to about 60® - 70®, there are a few steep south-
westerly or almost v e r t i c c i dips* fhese variation of dips are» 
howevert local and due to a s e r i e s of minor folds in the ore 
body. 
further westwardsi where the deposit becomes narrow, there 
are still a number of quarries in which the strike of the ore 
body is about S 45®®, whereas tl3^  amount of dip varies from 
70® to 75® SW. 
As compared to the working on the southern slope, the major 
portion of the northern slope of the Sanquellm deposit has not 
yet been worked out except at a few places via., northeast of 
Sanquelim hill and east of Valvota river. The strike of the 
ore body northeast of Sanquellm hill is about H 43®W with the 
amount of dip varying from 86® to 65® HE. a?he same northern 
deposit was again exposed, east of Valvota river, in several 
abandoned quarries, fhe strike and dip for this part of ore 
body ere about H 46®w and 64®HE respectively. 
She deposit bifurcates into two narrow strips on its south-
eastern side between Sanquellm hill and Qauntana. A narrow 
band of lateritlzed phyllites occurs between the two strips. 
Althougil th» amount and direction of aipa in this part are 
locally variable yet the general northeasterly dip is »aintained 
ana th© strike continue© to he 
Considering seperately the structural elesente of the 
northern and southern ore hands of the Sanquelim nines • it is 
eifident that both the ore hands converge northwestwards and 
finally they join up and constitute one deposit, fhus, between 
the river Valvota and Sauntanat the deposit fo«ns an elongated 
'V*-shaped outcrop which obviously represents an eroded anticline, 
the axial trend of which is almost HW^SB and plimge about 30®HI5, 
Ihe dip readings of the limbs of the anticline suggest that this 
anticline is also Isoclinal and somevidiat overturned. 
The nose of this anticline is located about 1.5 km northwest 
of SanguellBt hill while its two listbs correspond to the two 
different outcrops between ©auntana and Maulingiem* Obviously, 
due to erosion of the crest of the anticline on its southeastern 
side a narrow patch of foot wall phyllites was exposed and 
divided the deposit into two parts. 
k cross-section along the line BF illustrates structure of 
the Sanquelim deposit^ FiQ.5). 
SfROC^ORAL OOWfBOL OS BESlDOAL lEOH OHES 
It has been widely accepted that two distinct relations amy 
exist between the ore deposits and folds* A syngenetic or 
primary ore is older than folding while the epigenetlc or 
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0ocon«Jaiy ores are iatroduced after the folding (see Hewhouse 
194S« p.39). In otber words, mineral deposits of syngenetic 
origin would otjwiously b© oubiected to the same tectonic influence 
es the eneloeisig rock and epigenetio deposits will laostl^  lie 
guided by the rock structure (see fermor, 10E4). 
According to the author*© view, which will appear later 
in the text, the iron ore deposits of Bicholim and Sanquelim 
were originally eyngenetic and subsequently, ttj^ y were subjected 
to processes of residual concentration and enrichment. It is, 
therefore, expected that both the primary and secondary structures 
of the iron foraations played their respective roles in controlling 
the localisation of the iron ore deposits. It is also evident 
that the secondary ores were all derived from the protore ,banded 
ferruginous quartzite after their deposition, folding and 
subsequent alteration. Such structural features as bedding 
laaination, steeply dipping liabs of the isoclinal folds, etc., 
were basically responsible for localieing secondary ores Bince 
they make easy opening and channelway in host rook through which 
mineraliBiag solution laay readily move (see Sullivan, 1967). 
Harayanaswaml (1969, p. 96-97) pointed out that some of the 
Indian Preoambrian terrains of intense deformation marked by 
en echelon folds and drag folds along the limbs of the major 
folds may be acknowledged as the structures favourable for 
localissation of secondary iron and manganese ores. For example, 
the supergene Iron ore deposits of Haomundi, Bonai, Keonjhar of 
Bihar and Orissa | Bailadila iron ore deposits of Bladhya Pradesht 
aetaeedimeataxy Iron ores of Mysore and the nanganeee ore 
depostt® of the Sauear series of Kadbya l^ radeeh m well as 
thoae of PanoK Maiials, Jhabua, Sirodi, eto.« are all localieed 
la synclinal troughs or anticlinal ereuts of en echelon folds. 
Another noteworthy fact in the area under studyt Is that 
there is generally a great residual concentration of iron ores 
In the deeply truncated portions of the anticlines than those 
portions where the anticlines suffered liMited erosion. In 
such deeply truncated anticlines* larger surface area of their 
liiahs is exposed to neteoric water to percolate easily through 
the highly dipping bedding planes of the quartsites. A plausible 
explanation for the mode of concentration of ores in the limbs of 
truncated anticlines has been giv^ en by Ade&s (1911» p. 168) while 
describing the origin and secondary concentration of the Guyana 
iron ores of IteJce Superior. Finding a more or lees similar 
relation of the iron ore deposits of Bichollm and Sanixuelim to 
their structures, the author finds logical justification to 
accept the idea of Adas (1911) which can be expressed better 
through (luotlng hlia as follows i 
The circulating waters entered the iron formation 
where the truncated lenses were exposed on the liabs 
of the anticline folds and tended to concentrate in 
the natural channels thus fonaed. At one time the 
actual rock surface was exposed and the level of the 
ground water stood some distance below the surfacet 
and the aeteoric waters entering the exposed surface 
worked downwards till the level of the ground water 
was reached. Shese downward circulating waterst 
heavily charged with oxygen, were responsible for 
the chemical reactions in the alteration of the iron 
formation. 
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lf the above view is acceptable It can also explain for 
practically no residual concentration of iron ore in the 
untmneated part of the Sanquelim anticline. 
Therefore t from the above consideration it may nov;; be 
concliided that both the priaary end secondary structural 
features of the iron ore fomatione have not oisly greatly 
controlled the distribution but also the concentration and 
enrichment of the iron ores of the area,^  
01iapter VI 
M I H E R A G B A H I I C S T U D Y O P f H E I R O K 
a m i ; a s s o c i a t e s m a h q a m e s e o r e s 
amEML STATEMENT 
So far no »ineragrapMc study of the irea ores as well as 
the aeeoolated manganese ores of Bloholim and Sanquellia have been 
made by any one of the earlier workers. The author (1965) had 
earlier studied the mineralogy of the iron and manganese ores of 
the Senguem district of South §oa. Fermor (1909), however, gave 
a very brief account of the laterltic manganese ores of Ooa but 
so far as the Iron ores are concewfted, no such account Is available 
to date. In course of the present Investigation the author, 
therefore, availed of the first opportunity to examine in detail 
the iron and the associated laterltic manganese ores of Bicholim 
and Sanquellm in north <loa. 
The workable deposits of iron ores of Bicholim and Sanquellm 
occur along well-defined aones. Small and scattered pockets of 
laterltic manganese ores occur rather infrequently in these 
deposits particularly, in the hard laminated iron ores. 
As far as possible all the available types of Iron ore samples 
representing laterltic, hard laminated and friable were collected 
systematiccaiy from the different sections of open cast mines of 
Bicholim and Sanquellm, Some difficulty were encountered In 
preparing the polished blocks of some soft and friable speoimens, 
which required continuous oooking in oanada balsam before they 
were finally polished. The powdery ore was mounted on bakellte 
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block for this etudy. About 60 representative eamplee of iron oree 
/ 
including a few manganese ores from the area have been finally 
aeleoted for ore-ialoroscoplc study. 
Through mineragraphio study an attesapt was made to identify 
the ore rolnerale and their aaaemblages, otate of oxidation, and 
finally« their textural relatione and paragenetio aei|uenoe. 
MIHERALOGICAL jDESCRIPflOi 
The siineraloglcal description of various iron and manganese 
minerals, which are identified in polished sections under reflected 
light, are given below along with their characteristic playsical 
characters. Chemical formulae of the iron and manganese minerals 
are adopted after Beer, Howie and Zussman <1962), end Hewett and 
Pleiecher (i960) respectively. 
Iron Ores 
Hematite (fegO^ ).- fhe name hematite was first proposed by 
Theophrastus in 315 B.C. because of its colour resemblance to 
blood, for which the greek word *hftema* was used (see Deer li.* 
1968» p.SI). 
It ooours mostly as granular or platy crystal aggregates. 
Colour « dark grey, occasionally with shining crystals} lustre-
metallic I streak-oherry*»red | hardness • 5.5 * 6.5. 
Ore-microscopic study shows that the mineral is euhedral to 
subhedral martite, a pseudomorph of hematite after magnetite 
(Hate X, fig.3) or specular or platy hematite (Plate X, fig.4). 
Colour • white or greyish whltt usually with a bluish tone . 
Huflectlvity - high, highest of all iron oinerale. Martite 
shows greyish white colour, slightly lower reflectivity ©na 
weelcer anisotropiem then speeul&r or platy hematite. A. plausible 
reason for this diifference in refleetiirity and anisotrophism 
may possibly be due to the presence of ferrous oxide I.e., sub* 
microscopic residuals of ma^etite scattered in oartite besides 
incipient hydration in it (see Brokericlc, 1919, p.363| Gilbert, 
p.598). 
Itoh reaction s 
Segative • To all standard reagent. In a few oases 
HF acid reveals grain boundaries. 
%fnetits (Fe'*'^  •" laineral is either named 
after the locality Magnesia, bordering Macedonia or after Magnes 
who first discovered it (see Dana 1960, p.49s). 
The mineral is crystalline and belongs to the isometric 
system. Colour • steel grey to iron black ) streak • black | 
lustre • metallic \ hardness - 5.S • 6.5. 
Under reflected light the granular crystals cf magnetite 
occur as subhedral to euhedral cubes and octahedra (£late XX,fig.l). 
Incomplete martitisation of magnetite is almost a universal 
feature among the ores. Colour * pale grey with distinct brownish 
or pinkish tinge. Reflectivity « moderate, lower than hematite 
but higher than goethite. Isotropic. 
Etch R«aetl<m ; 
Positive - SjaClg(Sat) • HCl (1 : 1), develops 
grain botandariee. Hot HOX (l : I)» 
darktns and solution turns yellow* 
fiegativ© - All other atonaard reagents. 
goethitc (a • FeO.OH)*. fhc iron laineral goethits is naoed 
after the poet and philosopher Goethe (1749*1831^  A.JD.t see Banat 
1960, p. 604) 4 
fhe ooramon forme in which the mineral occurs ar« massive, 
etalactitie or botryoidal. Colour • yellowish, brownish or 
brownish blade ) streak • yellow, brown | lustre adamantine] 
hardness * S • 5.S. 
tinder reflected light goethite is usually massive or 
cryptoorystalline, sometiiaes oolloform end rarely fibrous. Fibrous 
goethite generally radiates from the free surface of collofons 
goethite. Colour • dark to dull grey. Reflectivity • low. 
Anisotropic. Reflection pleoohroisra * weak, fairly noticeable 
in oil but often masked by orange to red internal reflection. 
According to Haadohr (1969, p.l047) this property of goethite is 
variable since it depends on the content of absorbed water. 
Internal reflection is more conspicuous in the massive goethite. 
Etch Reaction ; 
Positive - SnClg • KCl (1 : 1), at tacts with 
formation of pits and becomes stained 
dark brown after three minutes, 
negative • All other standard reagents. 
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Lepidoerootte (t - PeO.OH),- The name lepldocroclte was 
given after the Greek words 'lepldoo* and 'krokls*, meaning 
scales and fibres due to Its similar habite (see Beer jg^ * 
i963S, pass). 
Because of ita ecanty occurrence in the ores it is practically 
Impossible to ©tudy Its physical charootere in handepeclmens. 
Irepldocrocite la of rare occurrence in the ores exeyt&ined In 
reflected light, ^ez^ careful obaervation is generally re(}uired 
to differentiate lepidoorocite from goethite* 3?he mineral i© 
excluelvely asaoclated with the colloform goethlte (Hate XI,fig.2). 
In certain caaea due to complete enclosure of goethlte by thin 
lepidoorocite rim, an *atoll* structure Is dereloped (Plate XI, 
fig.3). Colour - pale grey to greyish white, often with brownish 
or bluish tinge. Reflectivity - higher than goethlte but lower 
than hematite. Heoohroism - more distinct than goethlte specially 
in oil, usually giving reddish-brown internal reflection. 
Anisotroplsm- strong in shades of grey. 
li>tch Reaction s 
1?08itlve • SnOlg often reveals the structure. 
Negative - All other standard reagents. 
Manganese Ores 
iVroluaite (ttiOg).- The names pyrolusite and pollenlte are 
often confusing and remained controversial for long, though both 
the minerals have identical chemical composition. Hamdohr and 
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Scbneidcriiolm (1931) suggested tlie name pollanlte for the 
coarsely ofystalllae yarlety ana restricted the term pyrolueite 
to th© fine-grained variety (see JDunn 1936) • Oiroel end 
a^vlOTTitoh {1931) on the other hand used the term pyrolMslte 
for the mineral which forms a pseudomorph after manganite* and 
the term poliaaite to the crystalline variety formed directly 
during the process of mineral formation (see Bunn, 19se). Based 
on the X-ray studies ITau* (1937) concluded that both these 
mineral® have identical crystal structure. On the ahove hasis 
tlytenbogaardt (1951) described both the varieties as a pyrolusite 
and discarded the use of the term pollanlte for the crystalline 
variety. Ra»ul (1965) differenciated pollanlte and pyrolusite on 
the basis of their foime and optical characters, ^he present 
worker observed coarsely crystalline accicular (Hate XI,fig,4) 
end noncrystalline varieties of pyrolusite but their optical 
characters are almost identical* except that the ajilsotroplsm 
is stronger in the ease of c:i^ stalline pyrolusite than in the 
non-crystalline one. 
Pyrolusite occurs In maaslve« renif03»it to well-developed 
crystalline forms. It is generally associated with the lateritic 
manganese ores and in a few cases with the hard iron ores. 
Colour • steel grey to iron black* the crystalline variety has a 
shining surface } streak • dark black { lustre * metallic to 
submetallic.. 
In reflected light colour of the mineral Is white with a 
distinct yellow tinge; Reflectivity - high $ coarser variety 
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shows reflecting pleochroism particularly, In ollj Anisotroplsm -
strong In shades of slaty grey sM light yellow, Fln©»graitt©d 
7aristl68 are feebly anisotropic* 
Itch Reaction : 
Positive • SnOlgCsat)* darkens immediately. 
HgSO^ (Co»c«)t stains peraaaeatly. 
HgOg • pemaaently# 
but the reaction Is more rapid• 
Hegatiw - HGl, HHO-, KOH. 
I I I V 
Psi^ oiaelaneiBa RgOj^ g.SHgO.H « tin ||n ).. Psilomelane Is 
a general name used to define two different manganese minerals 
•is.» psiloaelane and cryptoroelane. But the two manganese 
Klnerals cannot be distinguished by their physical or optical 
characters. Haiasdell (1948) by X-ray diffraction study found 
that the so called * Psilomelane* contains 60 eryptooelane 
and about 30 '^ /o psilomelane. Ohemicallyt these two minerals 
differ only in two of their minor constituents« namely, Bao and 
KgO, According to Mukharjee (1959) the powder pattern of the 
so called * psilomelane* corresponds to that of crytomelane. The 
present worker had no opportunity to differentiate between 
psilomelane and cryptomelane by X-ray diffraction or by chemical 
analysis. The gmeral term * psilomelane* is, therefore, used 
in this text, 
Psilomelane is generally maesive or colloform. Colour * 
dark steel grey | streak • brownish black ; lustre - submetalllc$ 
hardness - 6 - 6.8. 
Pslloaelane is of rare ooourrence in the ores examined 
under reflected light aad often aeeociated with pyroluaite* 
Coloiu* • bluiah grey to grecnieh white, Hellectivity - higher 
than pyrolneit©! MniBOtropic In BimAB& of grey. 
Btch Reaotion t 
PoBitlve <• SnClg(sat), blaclcene instantaneously. 
HCa, Btains brown. 
HUOg, stains light brown. 
Begetive - Aqua regia, KOH, HCl^, FeCl^. 
IIIHIEALOOICAI. ASSiaaLASE 
On the basis of their ore-mierosoopic studiest the iron end 
associated m^ganese ores of Bicholim and Sanquelim haire been 
classified into the following four laineralogical asseiablages ; 
Martite-Magnetite-C^ oethite 
Iron Ore t 
lla^ etite-^ eiQatite-ISartite*(}oethite 
Manganiferous 
iron Ore ! Martlte-Jdagnetite-Pyroluoite-Psilonelane 
Manganese Ore : fyrolusite-Psilomelane 
llartlte«l£asnetite-&oethite Ore 
The ore belonging to this assemblage is loassive and hard 
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laffiln&tGd. It Is hj far the oosuaoneet of all the Iron ore 
deiK>slts of th« area m& composed largely of granular aartite 
eurroundea by goethit®, wMoh actually oocuplee latergranular 
spaeee In the ores. Frequently» martite have innumorahle 
anreplaced fraipoionts of magnetite whose grain houndariee are 
are 
very irregular. However, there/also some unaltered to slightly 
altered aagnetlte h&ving well-defined crystal boundaries* fhe 
ore is generally of high grade containing about per eent Fe. 
Magnetite-Hematite-JSartite-&oethite Ore 
fhe orea of the above mineral aeserablage are character-
iatically schistose and oocur reatrictedly In the deposits. 
Hematite is specular, the flakes of which due to their preferred 
orientation make the ore somewhat sohistoae. Magnetite and its 
paeudomorph, sartite are granular end largely confined to the 
granulose bande which alternate with the schistose bends 
consiating easentic^ ly of apecular hematite. Oolloform or 
maeeive goethite which Invededthese ores later, is insignificant 
in quantity and oocuro only aa intergranular space filling material. 
Marti te -Magne ti te-i^roluaite-Psilomelane Ore 
This variety of ore is rather uncoismon and generally 
ooraposes the manganiferous iron ores which are hard and laiainated. 
Xrocally, it la known as ferro-manganeae ore, characterised by 
the presence of medium to coarse-grained martite with Irregular 
fragments of magnetite. Interstitial spaces of these martite -
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aagnetlte are flXXed with colloforra pyrolusite and psllomelane. 
On tile average this ore-asaerablage oontalm about SO per cent 
of muaganese dioxide aa determined by chemical e^ alyala* 
l!yroXu0lte*Fslloiael0n© Ore 
lilts oanganese ore occurs scattered in irregular siaall 
pockete aeaooiated with the latorltlc caprocic over the hard 
laminated iron ores. Syrolxislte Is aore frequent then pallomelane, 
The ores are generally botryoldal Indicating their colloform 
nature. Some crystalline pyrolualte occur either in vugs within 
or on the free surface of the colloform or#s. 
TBXfoaEs uiomBmvQtm^ 
fhe iron and mmgmme ores of Bicholim and San^elim have 
several interesting and oharacterietlc textural features. Banded 
structure and granular texture are very characteristic in most 
ores having aiartite and goethlte as their essential constituents. 
In addition, colloform and replacement textures of various types 
are evidences of secondary ore deposits (see schwartat» 1961). 
In a few cases due'to preferred orientation of specular hematite, 
some magnetite and gangue, the ores appear scliistose. 
Banded Structure 
^he banded structure, which was the depositlonal feature 
of the protore is ideally retained by the hard and laminated 
iron ores consisting essentially of euhedral grains of martite 
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with some aagnetlte md massive goethlte. fhe banding in theae 
ores la quite oonspiououa under the islcroscope (Hate XIX,fig.i). 
Xhln trains of goathlte in sosie ores also serve to distinguish 
banding (Hat© XH,flg.2), Soiaetlmee the hands are slightly 
defostaed. Veins of gangues or goethite oecaselonally cut across 
these bands. 
Granular feature 
Granular texture is typically displayed by the ores which 
are largely made up of subhedral or euhedral saagnetite and 
fflartlte oi^stals with some goethite occupying the intergranular 
spaces (Hate lXX,flg.3). V^ h^en the iron ore is manganlferous* 
pyrolusite occurs in the interspaces of martite and magnetite# 
instead of goethite (^ate XII,fig.4), and in the case of 
protore» silica Is the chief Intergranular material (Hate XIII, 
fig.l). Generally magnetite or martlte is equigranular. 
2he graniilar pyrolusite in the manganese ores exhibits 
mosaic texture in which the individual subhedral grains are 
Interlocked with one another (Hate XI,fig. 4). 
Schistose Structure 
fhe schistose structure is developed in a few of the hard 
iron ores which are composed of magnetite-aartlte and specular 
hematite with some gangue. Specular hematite shows preferred 
orientation of its grains (Hate XIII»fig.e). Imperfect preferred 
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orientation of the essooiated gaague stinerala aXao ocoaaionally 
serves to reeognise crude eohietoeity. SiislXarly« magaetite 
or Joartite crystale aXso eliow preferred orleatatloa of their 
grains^ Plate Xlll.fig.g). 
Oollofora Texture 
ColXofoOT texture wee cosaiaonly observed in the lateritic 
aanganeee ores and rarely in the iron ores, fhe ores showing 
thi® structure are composed of a series of concentric bfindo of 
pyrolmsite and psilomeXane (Hate XXXI«fig* 4). fhe curvature 
of the hands are towards the younger free surface (see Edwardt 
Xf60, Soae of the ores deveXoped vejcy smooth concentric 
bands whiXe in others they are irreguXar, In a few cases there 
is smaXl nuoleus of ore or gangue around which concentric bands 
of pyroXusite and psiXomeXane occur (Hate XI?,fig,X)# OccasionalXy, 
weXX-developed needXes of accicuXar ^ roXusite has a rediating 
pattern in the vugs (Plate these coXXoform bands 
have also some radiaX shrinlcage cracks. CoXXoform texture is» 
howevert not comiaon in the iron ores, fhe texture was onXy 
shown by the coXXoform variety of goethite having rare association 
of Xepidocrocite (Plate XI,fig.2). 
Heplacement fexture 
BepXaoeaent textures are very frequentXy deveXoped in the 
hard Xaninated iron ore and Xess oCHBraonXy* in the manganese ores. 
Among them pseudomorphic repXacement of magnetite by martite 
(Hate XIV, fig. 3), eaid oceasionally, by goethite (Hat® XI?, 
fig.4) l6 moat prevalent, fhe texture Is of speolel slipilfloanoe 
since It gives direct clue to the paragenetlo sequence of the 
ore minerals or group of minerals. 
In general Initial pseudomorphlc replaoement starts along 
grain boundaries (Hate xy,flg,l)> cleavage parting (Hate XV, 
fig*S), fracture planes, etc.. fhe various types of replacement 
textures observed In the ores are : pseudomorphlc replacement, 
relict and vein textures. 
mfUBAL RKLAflOHS AHB fHBlH IBTERPRfitPAflOH 
Various textural features,observed in the iron ores and some 
asGOclated manganese ores.furnished valuable information regarding 
the textural relations of the ore laiaerals which ultimately 
helped to establish their sequence of formation and processes 
involved therein, ^he iron ores are predominantly composed of 
hematite and goethlte. jia^ctlte is a subordinate constituent. 
Lepldocrocite In these ores Is still very Insignificant and rare. 
Among the manganese minerals pyroluslte is more common than 
psilomelane. 
The rare schistose variety is often oharacteriscid by the 
presence of distinctly schistose bands of flaky hematite alterfaatlng 
with those of granular martlte. the iron minerals ocoupying 
intergranular spaces In this variety of ore is goethlte. Kost 
of the martlte crystals have minute relicts of magnetite which 
indicate incomplete chemical alteration of magnetite into martlte 
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(Plate XlV.fig.S and Plate XV,fig,3). Specular hematite Is 
somewhat oriented In the direction of schlstoslty of the 
ore (Hate XIII,fig.8). There la no evidence to believe that 
martlte Is earlier or later than specular hematite In their 
relative time of appearonos. The segregation of martlte and 
specular hematite In alternate hands indicates that the two 
iron minerals are contemporaneous. Further* occasional 
presence of straight boundary relation between magnetite and 
specular hematite (Plate XV,fig,4) Is also an additional 
support In favour of the above view. 
!Z^he hard laminated ore also consists of magnetite, martlte 
and goethlte. Careful observation often shows crude lamination 
In these ores. Occasionally pseudo-^ lamlnatlon Is Indicated by 
thin trains of goothlte following laminae of the ore (Plate XII, 
fig.2). Individual laminae of the ore Is composed of martlte 
grains which vary In size from 0,1 mm to 0.3 mm and embeded In 
a groundmass of goethlte (Hate XIII,flg.l) or gangue (Plate XII, 
the 
fig.3). Granular texture is/characteristic of these ores, 
Pseudomorphlc replacement of magnetite by martlte was most 
prevalent. Initial mattltlzatlon generally starts from the 
grain boundaries of magnetite forming an Irregular rim of hematite 
which gradually advances Inward In the form of thin lamellae 
following the octahedral cleavage partings of magnetite (Hate 
XV,fig. 1 and Hate XV,fig.2) due to which such nartltes show 
well-developed wldmanstetten like texture. 
Gruner (I92fe, p.378,386) has experimentally shovm that a 
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Poliehed surface of magnetite does not oxidize unless the 
surface is parallel to the octahedral plane. He advocates 
that for oxidation of msgnetlte Into hematite,oxygen atom 
must eater into the crystal lattice of the fojnaer so that 
ferrouB atom may convert into ferric atom. 
VJith prolonged oxidation hematite lamellae in magnetite 
become wider thus decreasing the magnetite area between them. 
In en advanced stage of oxidation there remain only a few 
relicte of magnetite (Hate XIV,fig. 3). In certain cases the 
replacement Is so complete that hardly ajny relict of magnetite 
Is left in martite (Hate X,fig,3). 
Qoethlte, which occurs as an Intergranular space mineralt 
is either massive or colloform, fo some extent this goethite 
also replaces martltes (Hate XVI.fig.l), Oceaslonallyt the 
colloform variety of goethite is encircled by rings of 
lepidoorocite showing an *atoll* like texture (Plate XI,fig.3). 
IThe rate of oxidation of magnetite also Is not uniform 
as could be seen from the fact that in certain cases oxidation 
is more complete than in others, fhe rate of oxidation, however, 
depends upon several factors like grain size, degree of 
perfection of crystal lattice and the origin of magnetite. It 
seems in the case of smaller grains that oxidation is faster 
probably due to the fact that smaller grains have larger surface 
energy than the larger grains ( see Srunert 1926a,p.379-380 | 
Leepi 1957, p.679), Oruner {l9S6a)further stated that magnetites 
of sedimentary origin are more susceptible to oxidation than 
those of magfliatlc segregation and contact metamorphic origin, 
A very rare case of pseudomorphlc alteration of magnetite in-
to goethite In preference to direct martlte formatlcm was 
noted In a few ores. Although usually relicts of magnetite Is 
absent yet the characteristic crystal shape of isegnetlte has 
been beautifully preserved (Plate XVI,fig.2), Ocasolonallyt 
however* goethite is seen replacing magnetite Irregularly 
having some relicts of the latter In the former (Hate XIV,fig.4), 
The greater tendency of ma^etlte to alteration into goethite 
than that of hematite provides an explanation for the above fact 
( Girbert, 1926, p.595). Subsequently, these goethltes are 
also replaced by martite following octahedral cleavage planes 
of the original mae?aetlte, resulting wedmanstetten like texture 
(Plate xn,flg.3). 
Various stages of oxidation of pseudomorphlc goethite into 
martlte were recognised in these ores. At the Initial stage 
only a few thin streams of hematite along the margin of goethite 
serve to recognise the feature but with gradual advancement of 
oxidation an Irregular rim of martlte with goethite in the core 
is often distinct (Plate XVI,fig,4), SSaseive or colloform 
goethite, which occurs mostly within the intergranular spaces 
of martlte, is distinguishable from pseudomorphlc goethite by 
Its lighter grey colour and distinctly red Internal reflection. 
Moreover, In a few cases,colloform goethite also replaces the 
goethite pseudomorphs after magnetite (Plate XVII,fig,l). 
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It may be pointed out here that the pseudoaorphic 
alteration of magaetlG into goethite was commonl3r observed 
in the sllca-rioh iron ores or in protore. 
She EBng^ iiferoys Iron ores« which have a cocuaon assembl^e 
of martite, pyrolusite and psllomelane also resemble texturally 
the hard laminated iron ores* £Iartitination in these ores ie 
generally incoiaplete and ae a result of which martite have laany 
irregular relicts of magnetite. Colloforra pyrolusite and 
psilomelane usually occupy intergranular spaces (Hate XVII, 
fig.S)* fhese manganese mineralst in certain cases, also 
replace martite grains but marginally (Plate XVII,fig,3X In 
a few cases there are regular colloform bands of pyrolusite, 
psilomelane and goethite (Hate XVII,fig,4). In some other 
cases goethite is either veined by pyrolusite or irregular 
patches of goethite occur in pyrolusite indicating replacement 
of.the former by the latter mineral. 
The lateritic manganese ores have an assemblage of colloform 
pyrolusite and psilomelane occurring In the form of concentric 
or linear bands (Hate Xlll,fig.4 and Hate XIV,fig.l). The 
prismatic and subhedral variety of'pyrolusite generally occupies 
the vug walls and oriented perpendicular to the free surface of 
the colloform ores (Hate XI,fig.4). Occasionally, the crystalline 
variety of pyrolusite shows mosaic texture (Hate XI,fig,4). 
DISCUSSIOM 
The discussion is concerned with the following two Important 
topics : (l) Origin of martlte and (g) laartite-goethit® relation. 
Origin of Martlte 
Pse»i<!omorphic alteration of magnetite Into oartlte was 
reported from many iron ore districts of the world but fre<iuently 
it waa questioned as to whether the ascending hydrothermal or 
descending aeteorlc water was responsible for suoh an alteration, 
l^ ewland was probably the first person to express doubt on 
the supergene origin of martlte* 6runer (1930, p.679, 837-867) 
has shoim experimentally that magnetito oatldleed to hematite in 
the presence of steiaa or water at about 258®C, this ultimately 
led him to conclude that martitlzation was related to hydrothermal 
oxidation and thus considered martlte to be a hypogene mineral. 
On the other hand Broderick (1919), Getter (1931), Spencer and 
Perclval (195S), Kalliokoski (1968), Teodorvioh (1961) and several 
others-cited examples of maipaetite altering to hematite under 
supergene conditions, fherefore, according to the above mentioned 
workers martltiaatlon of magnetite is possible under hypogene as 
well as supergene conaitions, though there Is a greater tendency 
of opinion in favour of supergene origin of martlte particularly, 
in the case of metasedlmentary iron ores. 
Besides the textural features, as observed under ore 
microscope, depth relation of the ore is another important criterion 
which must be talcen into consideration (see Bastin 1980, p. 53). 
So far as the depth relation Is concerned it has already been pointed 
out by the author that there is a gradual increase of magnetite 
downwards which obviously indicates that the alteration of magnetite 
into martlte is more complete on the surface than at depth. 
She martlte in the present case has heen considered m a 
&up«rgenie Iron mineral not only beeause of Its more frequent 
oocurrence near the surface than at depth but also on account 
of Its intimate association with goethlte of secondary origin. 
Martite • floethite Helatlon 
Although* a conaiderable amount of escperimental work haa 
been done so far by Posnjak and Merwln (19S2)c <>runer (1930) , 
Smith and Kldd (1949) and others to establleh the relation 
between goethlte and hematite, yet their exact natural relatlon* 
0hip is still uncertain* &runer (1930, p*715) on the basis of 
his e^erimental finding inferred that, 
limonite is stable in the presence of water 
and under corresponding pressure at temperatures 
which approach 300<>C. 
But on the basis of results obtained earlier by Posnjak and 
Merwin (l9gg), Ihinell and Posn^ak (1931a) oritloised the work 
of Sruner (1930), On the contrary, they (1931a) concluded that 
the transition temperature between goebhite and hematite in a 
binary system ^ agOg • Hg^ is apprbximately ISO^O, By another 
experiment they further found that goethlte in a very weak HCl 
solution (H/lO) decomposed to hematite at 100®C, 
Oruner (1931, 
P*443), in his later experimental work, observed 
that goethlte is unstable at SBO^O, 300®C as well as at 800®0. 
Tunell and Posnjak (1931b, p.898), however, admitted that this 
observation of Oruner is nearly in accordance with their findings. 
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Smith and Kidd (1949) also Investigated the stability 
relation of hematite and goethite in a neutral and aUcaline 
solution under pressure. Hhelr observations show that the 
deeompositlGn temperature of goethite in allcaline solutitm ie 
ahout also eoncluded that the temperature 
at which goethite decomposes is insensitive to pressure as 
high aa those found in the earth where the deoomposltion 
temperature prevails# 
Prom the above <liscu8Qlon it may now be etf^ ted that 
deoompoBltlon temperature of goethite in acidle solution is 
nearly 100°0 , in alkaline solution it is about 150**C and in 
neutral solutiona nearly 130®C irrespective of the pressure, 
fhua* it appears tlmt only the qualitative effect of pH may 
play some role in the alteration of goethite into hematitet in 
other wordsf with increasing pH dehydration temperature of 
goethite also increases end vice-versa. 
She possibility of alteration of goethite into hematite 
under supergene condition was reported by Sruneri 1928a| fiose* 
1958 I HuolcmiGk, 1963 | and Chatterjee« 1964. But, the peculiar 
alteration of the pseudomorpho of goethite after magnetite into 
martlte showing well H^eveloped wldmanstetten like texture has 
not yet been reported so far by any of the earlier workers. 
Under the supergene condition of enriclunent of iron ores 
it is difficult to account for a temperature of the order of 
130^0 required for dehydration of goethite in a neutral solution. 
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X}ierefor«t the author thinka that some reaction of orgealo 
acids derived from decaying vegetation on the Iron ores (see 
Park Jr., 1969, p»582) as well as long exposure of the near 
surface ore to the atrooephere might hare been the cause of 
dehydration of goethlte Into hematite under supergene condition 
(see Ruckmlekt 1963, p,g31). In support of the ahove remark 
It laay be stated here that all such cases of dehyfiratlon of 
goethlte Into mrtlte are restricted to the near*surfaee or 
crusted Iron ore. 
MASEHISIS 
It la evident from the foregoing discussion on textural 
relation of iron i&inerals in the schistose ores that the specular 
heoatlte and those associated aagnetltes which show preferred 
orientation and straight boundary relation with specular hematite 
are primair Minerals and hence, earliest to appear. In absence 
of any replacement relation between the two minerals they have 
been considered as contemporaneous, ^ong these primary minerals, 
magnetites have suffered extensive chemical alteration into 
hematites, which are included in the second generation of hematite 
(martite)^  To a limited extent magnetite has also altered 
pseudomorphlcally into goethlte. From their textural relations 
this stage of development of goethlte was deduced to be first 
generation and almost contemporaneous with the second generation 
of hematite in the time sequence. However, unlike martitlsiation, 
goethltieatlon appears to be a very uncommon process since 
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goethlte of the first generation occurs very restrictedly. 
Thus* an overlapping age relation between hematite of the 
second generation and goethite of the first generation is 
envisaged* The first generation of goethite further shows 
evidence of pseudomorpMc replacement hy hematite. She age 
relation between two type© of martite vie.t one derived from 
magnetite ©nd the other, from goethite* is not very clear. 
However, the martite ae^ ociated with goethite should be later 
than the martite pseudomorph after magnetite if gcethitiisetion 
and martitiaation of magnetite are taken to be paragenitically 
overlapping or even contemporaneous. Gonse(|uentlyt then this 
later martite becomes the third generation of hematite. 
The second generaticm of massive or colloform goethite was 
not only found to occur in the intergranular spaces of martite 
but also to replace the latter to a limited extent. Rings or 
bends of lepidocrocite always occur in association with colloform 
goethite, suggesting that both of them are contemporaneous. 
Also, i^rolusite to some extent has replaced and even 
veined martite and goethite of later generations but in some 
other cases colloform bands of goethite are juxtaposed in 
pyrolusite and psilomelane. It Is, therefore, evident that 
their age relation is overlapping. 
!l?he paragenetic mineral-time sequence of the iron and 
manganese minerals is presented in Table V, 
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TA.BL& y 
Paragenetio sequence of the 
Iron imd associated aangpanese minerals of 
Blcholim and Sanquelim 
UinersS. sequence tine 
t^ agnetite 
Hematite 
Goethlte 
iepldocrocit© 
fyrolttslte 
PsiXomelane 
Friinary Supergene 
Chapter VII 
QENESIS 
J^ie genesis of the l^eeanbrlan iro» ores is suoh a topic 
of aisGuseios th&t it warrants first en understanding of the 
origin of iron fonaationsp or the so-oalled protores of iron, 
imn FOHSATIOHS 
The l^ reeaiBhrian iron fomations of the area, which are 
eharaeteristically laaiaated, have been reeognised from other 
parts of India as well as from many other eountriee of the 
world, the thick-bedded iron formation of Precasbrian age was 
also reported from soae ooimtries (see Whitet Sunderson» 
1960). 
Tewainology 
So far as the tenainology of the iron fonaatione ie 
oonoerned there is no general agreement among the geologists. 
Most of them generally prefer to follow the regional nomenclature 
for the various iron ore formations of the world such as 
jaspilitei taoonite, calioo-rockt itabirite* banded hematite* 
quartsitei etc.* An International Oommittee, set up by the 
United Nations to survey the world"^ s iron ore resources .proposed 
that all iron ore formations of the ^ reoambrian age and the ores 
derived from them may be termed as 'X»ake Superior type*, while 
those of younger age may be designated as *minette type* 
resembling the minette ore of Lorraine, France (see Blondelt 
1955). However* the Indian Geologists still prefer to use the 
- l i e -
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regional ten&t l>anded tematlte-queirtslte or banded hematite-
jasper for the I^ ecaiabrlan Iron Jtoniatioils of Zndio.* Femor 
(1909, p*80d) waa probably the first among the geologists of 
the ©eologieal Survey of India to propose the term banded 
heaatlte-quartalte or banded hematite-jasper while describing 
the iron ore bearing rocks of Jabbulpore district in the ladhya 
Pr&deeh state of today. Since then* both the terms are in 
vogue in Indian literature . Percival (I931,p.l90) used the 
term bended hematite-jaeper for the iron bearing formations of 
Bihar state, ^ones (l934tP*196) preferred to redesignate them 
I 
as banded hematite-^artzite because finely crystalline quarts 
or cherty quarts; is interbanded i»ith iron oxides mostly, in the 
form of hematite. 
In spite of some controversy over using the terminology 
there la a general agreement that banded iron formations of 
Bihar and Orissa state© resemble closely the *jaspillites* of 
Iialce Superior region, •itabirite* of Brazil and •calico-rock* 
of South Africa, etc.. (see Dunn, 1941 ; Spencer and Percival, 
195E I Krlshnan, 1955). 
Problem of the Iron Formations 
fhe typical Precambrian iron formations are widely recognised 
from many countries of the world including India. Remarkable 
similarity in their structures, primary mineralogy and modes of 
occurrence convinced many geologists to believe that some 
specif condition must have been prevailing at a remote period 
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whlcii ney«r repeated exactly to the saxae extent later In 
earth*e history* Iron foraatlons eimllar to those of the 
Precaahrlan however* were Indeed either absent or rarely 
reported from any other suhsequent geological periods as 
for exaiaple 0*rourke (1961) reported Iron fonesiatlons from 
early Paleoeoie of Hepal* Moor and Maynard (1929,p.5g6) 
wrote : 
fhe conditions of formation of these handed 
formations must be peculiar to the pre-
CaMbrian era* since no deposits exactly siisilar 
have been formed in later eras although they 
were deposited on every continent in that era. 
Most of the authorities» who have deeper knowledge of 
the geolo^ of Precaabrian iron formations» considered tham 
as chemically precipifat&fmarine «ediments. But, the subjects 
on which they differed were the source of iron and silica, 
their mode of transportation, origin of banding, frecambrian 
atmosphere end the physico-chemical changes that occurred 
during end after their deposition. 
ITolunes of literature on the subject and its problems 
have accumulated to date. It is apparent from many of these 
works that two different views were expressed as regards the 
source of iron and silica in iron formations and which may be 
stated as follows : 
1. Submarine magmatic or volcanic sources poured their 
iron and silica conteaats which were deposited on the sea floor 
as banded iron formation. 
2, Iron and silica were disintegrated from the volcanic 
land masses neighbouring a sea due to various weathering 
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processee. Subsequently^  Ijrought do«a In solution, they have 
been deposited rhythmically on, the ©ea floor either directly 
ae a oheiaical precipitate or through organic agencies. 
Acceptance of any one of the above view in preference to 
the other obviously depends on the approach to the problem 
and also on the geological evidences available from a study of 
the iron formation in question* fhere are, however* still 
important arguments for and against the two views* Accordingly, 
there is no reason to believe that a single theory of origin 
should explain or be applicable to all such foxmations the 
world-over. 
According to Hogg (1961), iron formation of volcanic source 
was accumulated first in early Freoambrian times and true 
sedimentary types were derived from it later by processes of 
weathering. In spite of oversimplification of the problem of 
origin by Hogg, the subject continues to be enigmatic as there 
are masgr intricate geological and geochemical problems which 
must be solved before accepting his view. 
A Review of liiterature 
There is a large number of literature deling with the 
problems of iron formation, especially relating to the source 
of iron and silica» in addition to the origin of banding and 
other related problems. Some of the important works are briefly 
reviewed as follows t 
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Xn their discussion. Van Hige and Leith (1911) advocated 
Volcanogenic origin for the Lake £>u|»erior iron ore deposits* 
fhey were of the opinion that to a large steastire iron and 
silica were contributed by napiatic water from the contemporan-
eou© igneous rocks and to a lesser extent, by the reaction of 
the sea «at#r with submarine hot lava floiis* 
According to Oruner (19S^ )» the greater part of iron and 
silica wae derived from baealtic and greenstone land masses 
by normeO, process of weathering* He alao postulated that 
climate of the period waa huraid and tropical or eub»tropical 
with abundant lower forms of tregetation which aided rapid decay 
of rocke. 0nder sueh favourable oonditiona iron and silica 
went into solution and being stabilised by organic colloids, they 
were carried to the eea by river© rich in organic matter. 
Precipitation wa® caused chiefly by eO-gae and bacteria in the 
baein of accumulation. 
Gill <19E7) believed thai at least in part, the origin of 
Qunflint iron fomation is ei»ilar to modem gluconite deposits. 
He suggested the decomposition of iiron bearing silicates from 
a landiiass of moderate relief with temperate or tropical climate 
was chiefly responsible for supplying iron and silica* 'S^hese 
decomposed products were carried to the sea by rivers as colloids 
and stabilized by protective agents, ^he clastic sediments 
were deposited near the river mouth but the sols, xistaining 
their stability, were carried far off to the site of deposition 
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by off-shore currents, Mliigliag of solution from different 
eouroes was considered to be the cMef factor for the 
precipitation of iron and sllloa. During or shortly after 
the precipitation, bulk of the precipitates consisting of 
gelatinous iron and silica were chemically rearranged. Thus, 
hydrated ferrous silicate end silica, iQrdrated ferric oxide 
and ailieat and in some places islxtures of all these aubstanees 
formed the flns^ product. Ferrous carbonate vrm fonaed locally 
by a reaction between hydroxide or greenalite end some organic 
matter* 
Koor and Maynard (1929), assuming abundance of organic 
matter in the ^ ecambrian times suggested that extraction and 
transportation of iron end silica from igenous rocks might be 
possible in cold water. tJnder such condition iron will be 
dissolved and carried as ferric oxide hydrosol end the silica 
as colloids, and both, being stabilised by organic matter, 
would be precipitated by the electrolytes of the sea. Ihe 
banding in these deposits mi^ht be due to differential rate of 
precipitation of Iron and silica on account of varying 
proportion of the material brought into the basia of deposition 
during seasonal changes. 
JDunn (1935, 1941) expressed the view that the banded iron 
formations were originally deposited as fine-grained ferruginous 
tuffs and iron-rich sediments. More or less contemporaneously, 
they were oxidised and siliclfied under the action of solutions 
which were partly magmatlo. She eilificatlon gave rise to the 
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bended ohcrtes and jaspers that alternate with iron-rich 
layers, Percival (1931) also expressed a similar view. 
Woolnough (1941) escpreaaed the opinion that the world's 
handed iron formation of the Preeambrlen period repreaente'l 
©picontinental sedioents formed as cheaioal precipitates. 
Peneplanation of continental areas provided numerous isolated 
depressions as well as optimum environment for the production 
of cold natural solution which dissolved the rock forming 
minerals* la this condition the dissolved materlale were 
carried by streams in isolated closed basins within which 
precipitation of colloids proceeded undisturbed by water 
currents and without the admixture of appreciable quantity of 
clastic sediments. Banding, as he explained, was du© to the 
seasonal and successive aoceesion of silica and iron solutions. 
According to Alexandrov (1958), the banding in the 
Precambrian iron foxTsations was due to selective weathering 
of some Precambrian basic rock rich in iron bearing silicates. 
The chief factors facilitating such selective weathering were 
seasonal changes In temperature, amount of precipitation and 
alternately high and low pH of the leaching solution. He also 
suggested that the solution entering into the basin of deposition 
were exclusively charged with iron in the cool and chiefly 
with silica in the warm season. i>uch seasonal variation in the 
quantities of iron and silica brought Into solution was also 
suggested by Sakamoto (1950). 
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JsmeB (1954) euggeeted that the Iron Itearing solutions 
were derived from tJbe deep cbezaicol weathering of the continents. 
The mssnjor environmental requiresient for the Aepoaitlon of iron 
formation in such a solution is a close or restricted basin. 
The reqairad baein was foxised during the development of a 
geosynoline. He further expressed that relationship between 
volcanism and sedimentary iron fomatlon is stjrueturel and not 
chemical i.e., both are associated with the geosynclinal develop-
ment. According to ^ Tames (1954) these close aseociations were 
rather accidentca and hence* iron formations could not be 
connected genetically with volcaftisia. 
Ooodwln (li>86) held the view that the sourse of iron and 
silica of 0unfllnt Iron formation was related to volcanic 
exhalation and that they were deposited in a marginal basin 
bordering open sea. Volcanlsra in one hand steadily supplied 
iron and silica bearing solution and on other hand induced 
cyclical fluctuation of the basin of deposition. Consequently, 
the develoi^ rnt of iron formation was due to cyclic sedimentation. 
Huber (1959) considered the iron formation of Michigan as 
a product of chemically precipitated marine sediments. According 
to him iron and aillca bearing solution were derived from 
continental land masses. 
Hough (1958) postulated that the iron and silica In the 
banded iron formation of Lake Superior district were principally 
derived from deep weathering of continents under sub-tropical 
to warm temperate climate with moderate to high rainfall. Iron 
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ana sllloa deposited alternately during the cooler and wanaer 
seaoone of the year. The basla of depooltlon was large, 
sufficiently deep and a fresh water lake pemitted density 
stratification of the water during the euxotner. The lower 
water layer in susuner vibb isolated froa the atmosphere having 
a slightly reducing and aeid condition in which iron was kept 
in solution, while silica was precipitated. During the winter 
when the ojeidisiing end alkaline water was in complete 
circulation, iron was precipitated in the ferric state. Sorett 
(1966) also expressed a similar view to account for the origin 
of banded iron formations. 
Xieep and aoldich (1964) advocated that during the early 
Frecamhrian period there was a marked deficiency or absence of 
free oxygen in the atmosphere* Weathering under such a 
condition permitted transportation of iron, silica and manganese. 
They were also of the opinion that a critical level of free 
oxygen was attained permitting acceleration of plant growth and 
accretion of oxygen. This unique condition effectively 
curtailed the development of characteristic Frecambrian iron 
formation in later geological periods. 
Prevailing oxidising condition and absence of continental 
flora during early Precaabrian period was considered by 
Schweigart (1965) to be unfavourable for normal lateritic 
weathering and transportation of solution in the basin* Therefore, 
he expressed the opinion that the iron and silica were 
contributed by acid submarine volcanic exhalations from time 
to time into the basin of deposition. 
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Btgar^lng the origin of th« Auetraliaa ^espilites, Llddy, 
(1068) belleT0d that the iron and elllca Jiydrosols were 
depoaited cyollealljr within th« carbonate water of etill and 
shallow sarlne basin* X^ aiter the deposit was lithified. He, 
however, held the eoure® of iron and silica as debatable 
although related the aneient landiaass to them. 
Melieroy (l^ '^ 'O) discussed the genesis of the iron ore 
deposits of lew Mexico end held the rim that the iron deposits 
of Cleveland i«loh and Iron Mountain differed genetically from 
the other banded iron deposits of the world. On the baeie of 
field and laboratory evidence he concluded that the deposits 
were fomed fro® hydrotheraal solution by selective replaoeiaent 
of the pre-existing banded roetaisorphie rocks. 
Sources of Iron and Silica 
It is evident frora the previous references reviewed in 
the foregoing paragraphs that the source of iron and silica in 
the Precaiabrien iron formation is still questionable* Generally, 
the source has been attributed either to direct volcanic 
contribution or to weathering of contemporaneous basic igeneous 
terrain. It was generally agreed by Gruner, 192Sb| Sillf 
Moor and Meynard 19g0| Safeamoto, 1950| Iteep and ^ oldich, 1964| 
Alexandrov, 1965| Hubert 19S9| that the iron and silica in the 
iron formations have been leached and derived from igenous 
terrain of low relief that was approaching almost peneplanation* 
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UoBt Of them were of the opinion that the tropical or 
subtropical cllnate was responsible for such a chemical 
decay. Woolnough (1941), however, advocated weathering 
in arid climate. tTames (1934,p.^ 76) pointed out that 
under certain tropical or eubtropical conditions 
the iron and Dlllca contents of stream water may 
he very high and entirely adequate to account for 
iron-foimation deposition. 
All the above workers also have unequivocally attributed 
weathering of pre-existing lauodmass to the source of iron 
and silica. 
On the other hand among those who proposed that iron 
and silica were contributed by submarine volcanic source , 
meant ion may be made of Van flise and Lelth (1911), Percival 
(1931), Dunn <1936, 1941), Goodwin (1986) and Schweigart(l965). 
A perusal of the field evidence relating to the iron 
formations of the area under study reveals that there is no 
such occurrence of contemporaneous volcanic rocks which may 
be related genetically to the deposits. There are only some 
sporadic basic dykes which indicate milder volcanic activity. 
In the absence of any evidence of volcanogenic source the 
author Is Inclined to support the view in which the ancient 
landmase was held responsible for the supply of iron and silica 
through weathering in a humid and tropical climate. 
Iron.» Van Bise and Lelth (1911) pointed out that the 
weathering processes could not account for the Frecambrian 
iron formation because of relative iBsolubllity of iron in the 
ferric state under the present day condition of lateritisation. 
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Snmer (l9S?tri ataong many other proponents of weathering as 
a source of iron, also realised this fact and suggested that 
iron might have been transported either in a ferric or ferrous 
state under an * abnormal* Precaisbrian enirironiisent. Moor and 
Maynard (19Sd) considered that iron was transported as a hydrosol 
stabiliaed by organic matter. According to Cooper (1937), iron 
under reducing condition and having a pH value of 6 is 100,000 
tiaes more soluble than under oxidising condition at a pH of 
As regards the transportation and preceipitatlon of iron 
concerned with the present case the author c ^ only say that 
due to preponderence of ferrous over ferric oxide© in the iron 
fozmationsf the stnte* in which iron was transported and 
precipitated was probably ferrous-ferric ( see Smest 1954, 
P.84S) or aight be ferrous (see Goodwin, 1956, p*690), 
gjgjfia.- Silica, mostly in the fown of chert or fine-
grained quarte, is the other principal constituent of the iron 
formation in question as well as in most Freoaabrian Iron 
formation of the world. As regards its origin, Barnes (19S4), 
\^ hlte (1964) and fiuber (1959) expressed the view that cherts 
were primary becausd such sedimentary features as slump structure, 
intraformatlonal conglomerate, stylolites, etc., are sometimes 
found in them indicating that they were contemporaneous with 
sedimentation. 
On the contrary Dunn (1941), Leep and Soldlch (1964) 
favoured replacement origin of chert. $he former author cited 
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eoac evidence of slliflcation of tuffo in support of M e 
Tlew ivhile according to the latter authors large scale 
eillficatioi of o&rbonates in the earlier sediments provided 
the evidence of replacement. 
Silica in natural water can exist cither in true solution 
as or in a colloidal state (see Erauskopf, 1937, 
p,166). Works of Alexander and Krauskopf (1986) 
Indicate that the sollhility character of silica in the pH 
range between 0 and 9 has no effect but the soli bill ty Increases 
sharply as the pH rises above 9 because of the Ionization of 
H^SiO^. Besides the pH, other controlling factors of the 
solibllity of silica In a natural system are the type of ionic 
and , bonding, else./pressure-temperature relationship (see Begens, 
1966, p. 76). 
As regards the precipitation of silica, Oruner (19S8), 
a m (1987), fyler and fwenhofel (1958) held the view that 
organisms like diatoms, radioLarla, etc., of the depositlonal 
basin played an Important part. Their conclusion is based 
mainly on the discovery of algal structure In some Frecambrlan 
banded chert. It may be pointed out here that Speno6t:'and 
Peroival (19B8, p.380) also recognised some mlcro-atruotures from 
the banded Jaspers of Slnghbhcua district of Bihar, India, which 
are akin to Gruner's algal structure, buit they considered them 
as Inorganic spherulltlc structures. 
Krauskopf (1956) on the other hand suggested that due to 
absence of silica secreting organisms, silica content in the 
Preo&Bbrlan aea was Biach Mghft? than in the modezn eea. 
tnoTgmlo precipitation of eilica in the ^ ecambrian 
sediments was therefore enyiseged* Siever (X957) also 
expressed a sisdXar view regarding inorganic precipitation 
of silica in ancient aea* Huber (1959, p. 113) stiggested 
that iron and ailioa in solution could be transported well 
into the depositional basin where they would precipitate 
inorganically after attaining saturationt whereas the clastic 
materials would be discharged near the shore* 
In the light of abOTe diaouseiont an atteispt is laade 
heretmder to account for the silica in the iron formations 
under review : 
1« Ae on one hand a olear-cut evidence of the primary 
origin of chert like slt^ struoturet stylolite^ etc* t is lacking 
so, on the other hand, any carbonate mineral or of its 
pseudOBorph,which could be an index for replacement phenomenon, 
is also absent. As such, there is no positive evidence to 
believe that cherts are of replacement origin. 
2, Such a primary Sedimentary structure as altemete 
banding of cherty quartsite and iron oxide minerals and their 
remarkable parallelism suggested that both iron and silica 
were deposited together rhythmically. 
3, Apparent constancy of the amount of chert in the iron 
formations over a wide area like Sirigao-Bicholim deposit is 
also consistent with the above arguments* 
Restriction of Oocupreace ana Banding 
In Iron Formatlone 
As a solution to th© problem of restriction of the Iron 
formations to Preoambrlan period many workers held the rlew 
that the Preoanbrlcm atmosphere was deflolent In oxj^ gen and 
rich In carbon dioxide. tJttder such atmospheric condition 
more iron was likely to be taken into solution in a ferrous 
state than under normal condition, fhey also thought that 
this special atmospheric condition never repeated la later 
geological periods thus, restricting the iron formation to 
th© Frecambrlan period. {.MacOregon» 1927| Sakamoto* 1950| 
I<eep ant! Ooldlch, 19S9). On the contrary some other workers 
believed that no such special condition m s necessary to account 
for the deposition of iron foimatlon during the Precambrlaa 
particularly because there are also some instances of iron 
formations belonging to the Palaeozoic (see Hubey, 10S1| 
Jamest 1954| Schwelgart, 1964| Govett, 1966). According to 
Sakalov (1959) end Urey (1954) the primitive atmosphere was 
composed of OH^, Hg» CO, H^ ©ad Hg, CH^, HHg respectively. 
Woolnough (1937) and Jaisea (1964), without calling upon the 
primitive atmosphere to explain for the restriction of iron 
formation, suggested that a combination of the longer period 
of crustaO. stability, exceptionally deep peneplanatlon of the 
ancient land mass facllltlng higher degree of chemical weathering 
and a closed and restricted basin of deposition provided aa 
ideal environmental condition during the Preoambrlan period 
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and which never repeated except for a short tlioe during the 
early Faleoisolc. fhey thought that the above condltiboiis 
restricted the iron formation to the Preeaahrion period. 
There is also a diversity of opinion with regard to the 
banded nature of i^eoambrian iron formations. Moor and Mayaard 
(19S9) attributed banding to the differential rate of 
preoelpitation. Banding due to alternate deposition of irm 
and silica correspondl2^ to seasonal changes was advocated by 
Sakamoto (1950) who further postulated that ferrous iron was 
transported in acidic solution during wet seasons and precipitated 
when it was neutralised. Sllicat on the otl:^ r handt was 
transported in an alkaline mediuia and precipitated under acidic 
environment, h^e idea of seasonal variation as a factor 
controlling the supply of iron and silica in different proportions 
was also put forward by Woolnough (1941). Huber (1959) believed 
that a cyclical variation in the activity of organiso ©ay 
provide a reasonable explanation for the banding. Tyler and 
Iwenhofel (l96g) accounted for the general absence of stratifica-
tion in the present day lake deposits due to the activity of 
mud-eating or mud-dwelling organisms. Accordingly, they felt 
that the deposits during the Huronian time could possibly have 
retained their laminations because of the absence of any such 
organisos* 
The lithological character of the iron formations of the 
area under review, shows that they generally consist of very 
thin, regular and nore or less persistent bands of iron and 
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ailloa in eltemate positions. Inaividuallyt the banfls vary 
In thickness tram 0.5 sua to 3 mm or slightly more.; Sinosi 
the lithology of this iron fonaation eiiaulates many ©uoh 
deposits <Sesorlbed froa other parts of the worl<l, the present 
worker is inclined to accept the belief that seasonal variation 
in the quantities of iron end silica in solution, probably 
coupled with the absence of organists in the depositional basin, 
was responsible for the Ismiaations in the iron forisations. 
Environment of deposition 
It has generally been accepted that iron fonsations are 
epicontinental sediments deposited in a restricted mrim basin. 
According to severe investigators (Krumbein and 0arrels, 1952| 
Huber ana Garrels, 1953| James, 1954| Huber 1058) the nature of 
primary iron minerals which are present in the sediments 
reflects the environmental condition of deposition, ana the 
formation of a particular iron mineral or group of minerals 
depends on a particular set of physio-chemical condition. 
Phvaical Factors.- Ihe physical parameters are shape and 
stability of the basin, depth of water, closeness to the shore, 
degree of circulation, etc. (see Huber, 1959). As an example 
of relationehip between physical parameters and the type of Iron 
minerals precipitated, a statement of Botchkiss (1019, p.446) 
is quoted as follows t 
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it 10 believed that the wavy-^ bedded aeiabers of 
the iron formation are relatively shallow water 
deposit8 in which the bottom was within reach of 
the action of waves that disturbed the bottom end 
produced the wavy-bedded structure, and the water 
contained abundant o^ qrgen to oxidiee the iron as 
was deposited. Ihs even-bedded portions of the 
formation are believed to have been deposited In 
deeper water where the bottom was below the reaoh 
of wave action and contained so little oacygen that 
the iron could persist as et^ bonate* 
<faiaes (1954, p. 842, Fig* 3) illustrated diagramaatioally 
that on a wave and current-sitept shelf, iron must precipitate 
in a ferric state because of the abundance of ostygen. Xn the 
deeper parts of the basin, H^B would be formed by the bacterial 
action leading to the precipitation of iron as sulphide, kt 
intermediate depth, lying between the two, there would be 
enough oxygen to prevent the formation of H^S. He, therefore, 
suggested that iron would have a greater ohance to precipitate 
in this intermediate zone either as ferrous carbonate or as 
magnetite. 
Iron formation developed under low oxidation potential 
suggests restricted condition and lack of aeration of the basin. 
An elongated basin marginal to an eroded lend mass or a shallow 
and relatively tideless epicontinental sea would probably be 
the best environment to fit the above requirements (see J'ames, 
1964, p.S79| White, 1954, p«&8). fhe same two authors as above, 
have also pointed out that chemical as well as olastlo sediments 
may be deposited simultaneously In a single basin or shelf area. 
The type of contemporaneous deposits at any locality would 
depend on various factors but the most important one is probably 
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the Increasing dietanee from the shore line with which ther« 
is e gradual change in the depth of waterf aeration an^ 
transportation of clastio meterials* 
Several other worker® believed that iron fomatio&s 
were deposited under fresh water lacustrine or cloeed-basin 
environment rather than starine (see fyler and fwenhofelt 195S| 
Hough, 1958| 6oyett» 1966). Hough (1958, p.419) stated that 
fiw itnd ^ B values re^ juired for deposition of all of theee iron minerals are withlJi the ranges which occur in fresh water lakes. 
Their chief argument against marine origin based upon the 
paucity of caleium carbonate and abundance of ferrous carbonate 
in the carbonate Iron formations. 
Based largely on the views e^ressed by the previous workers 
and also on the nature of the sediments in his own area* the 
author favours a marine origin for the iron deposits of Bicholim 
and Sanqiuelim, and presents his chief arguments as follows t 
1. Sphere is no carbonate of iron in the iron formation 
itself or associated rooks. 
2. Coarse olastics and poor sorting, which are assignable 
to continental deposits, are remarkably absent in the iron 
formation as well as in associated rocks* 
3.. ^he iron formations are often interbedded with typical 
pelitic sediments of geosynclinal phase like those of the 
Dharwars of Mysore, described by Pichawuthu (1967). 
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Cliyn^fftfr ^t U now a well-established fact 
that different prlm&ry minerals reflect different depositlonal 
enTironfflents (see Oastano and Oarrele, 1960| Krumbein and 
Sarrels, 105S| Huber and Qerrel®, 19©3i James, 19§4t Suber, 
19B8| Oarrele, 1960). Some of the above mentioned woricers 
euggested that the two chief controlling factors Involved In 
the formation of iron minerals are oxidation potential {£h) 
and the l^drogen ion concentration (pH), According to Krumbein 
and Grarrele (1962)» in a restricted geoepiclinal environment 
like the present ca6e» Ih may range from positive i.e., oxidising, 
at the surface to stron^y negative i.e., reducing at depthf 
the pH may show variation from mildly alkaline at or near the 
surface to neutral or slightly acidic at depth. 
Gastano and barrels (1950), Krumbein and Oarrels (l9Sg) 
and Huber and Oarrels (1963) eonstmcted stability diagrams 
for pyrite, slderlte and oxide (hematite) fades in a nowial sea . 
water system, fhe works of Krumbein and barrels (1952,p.IS 
Fig.l) show that there is no overlapping of the stability field 
among those minerals* I'ater James (1954) established the 
silicate fades and magnetite subfaoies within oxide fades. 
Huber (1968, p.l33. Pig.4) also prepared stability diagram for 
hematite, magnetite* slderlte* pyrite and Iron sulphide showing 
their stability fields in a normal sea water system and concluded 
that magnetite and hematite might coexist when thermodynamic 
eqtulllbrlum Is attained at SS^ Q^. 
In the present case, however, Iron formations are composed 
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of only two primary iron minerals vis. f hematite and iQagnetite« 
Hematite ie ratlier infrequent while magnetite occurs in great 
abundance, fhe primary nature of hematite has been well-
understood by ore-mioroaoepic studies. But* m regards 
magnetite* some diaouesion ie necessary here to determinedts ' 
true nature although it is closely associated with primary 
hematite wherever the two minerals coexist. In the light of 
above facts end following the works of 4ames (1954) and Huber 
(1058)» it may be suggested that both the ferric and ferrous-
ferric oxides were deposited simultaneously in such a deep water 
environm^t which was mildly oid-dising to mildly reducing, 
fheir deposition in quiet and deep water condition is further 
corroborated by the fine and more or less even lamination of 
the iron formation (see Hotchlciss* 1919). ITnder such circumstances 
magnetite shoijld also be a primary mineral and should have 
intimate association with primary hematite. 
Origin of Ma@ietite 
In general, there are two different views on the origin of 
magnetite in the iron formations, fhey are as follows : 
1. Magnetite is either a primary precipitate or formed by 
diagenetic reduction of ferric hydroxide (see Bdward* 1936| 
Brown* 1943} «faBee, 1954| White, 1964| Friedman, 1954} Ruber, 
1958, 1989| Chaudhuri, 196gj Chatterjee, 1964), 
S. Magnetite is the product of metamorphism and oxidation 
of earlier ferrous iron minerals viz., siderite and greenalite 
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C8e« Dumit X937| Tylert 1949| S«im» 1953| Goodwin* 1956$ Iieberge, 
19fi4| Tui, I96e), 
Before discussing the problem of magnetite» some of the 
relevant features noted during the minerc^raphle etudy of or<f?s 
and petrographlo study of iron foriaetiott of Bichollm and Sanquellia 
6oa, are reviewed hereunder ! 
1. Among the two prlaary minerals via., magnetite (mostly 
altered to martlte) and specular hematite^  the former is the 
dominant mineral In the Iron ores* 
2* ^he pseudomorphe of hematite after magnetite (martlte) 
and the soMialled primary specular hematite bear no suoh 
textural relation from which their relative age or paragenetlc 
relation could be ascertained. Straight boundary line seperates 
the two minerals wherever they are in contact. 
3. fhe laminated ores are made up of elteimatlng thin bands 
of magnetite and specular hematite with clearly defined boundaries 
between the adjacent bands or occasionally the contacts of the 
bands appear graditional due to intermiiclng of one with the 
other mineral. 
4, fhe crystal aggregates of magnetite are fairly uniform 
in their shape and grain size* and are not generally complexly 
intergrown. 
I. fhe iron formation Is conspicuously free from any iron 
silicate or carbonate mineral. 
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Di^misaion. * Higb tentpepftture aagaetites were so eomonly 
reported tbat it leads one to ))elieve that all of them are of 
high temperature origin. Hevertheless t some low temperature 
magnetites are alao not rare. 
Brown (1943» p«137) showed possible ehemtcal reactions 
Involved in the formation of low temperature magnetite under 
neutral and supergene condition. He alao suggested that 
magnetite csai form only below the wat€r tahl© where a delicate 
and usually unstable balance eiKiats between oxidising and 
reducing condition in the presence of a suitable precipitant* 
mite (1954) observed that much of the megnetite of the Biwwbik 
iron formation of - the Meaabi range wae either primary or 
diagenetic. (Tames (1954). alec arrived at the eame conolueion 
as above and considered magnetite as a primary minereOL belonging 
to the ojEide faoies. Friedman (1954) pointed out that low 
temperature authigenic magnetite may be more common in occurrence 
than it was earlier believed. Spiroff (1936) demonstrated 
experimentally that magnetite could be formed at a low temperature 
and pressure* He observed that if alkali was added to a solution 
hfving equivalent amounts of ferrous and ferric saltsf a brownish-
black magnetic precipitate was obtained, fhe X-ray diffroction 
pattern of this precipitate was identical to that of magnetite 
from other sources. According to feiser (1953* p«88) 
hydrous rather than hydrous ^ e^P^ 
can be obtained by oxidation of ferrous 
hydroxide in an alkaline medium« provided 
the rate of supply of oxygen is slow. 
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Hul>#r (1958, p.lSS, Fig,4) prepared a itabiUty diagram for 
the oxides* sulphides and carbonate of Iron In which a magnetite 
field wae aleo Included. The position of magnetite In the 
stability diagram euggests that It le aa much an Important 
dlagenetlc mineral as hematltet elderlte, pyrlte etc.. In 
sedliaentary rocks. 
flme, It I© obvious that magnetite may be formed In a low 
temperature and pressuret end under a particular set of physico-
chemical environment. I^ herefore, the principal lines of reasoning 
In support of primary origin of the magnetite In the present case 
may be summarized as follows { 
1. Evidence of transformation of magnetite Into hematite 
was available directly from the lalneraloglcal study* the reverse 
case was seen not even In a single Instance. 
2,. fhe existence of distinctly separate laminations of 
magnetite and specular hematite arranged alternately In the same 
ore. Indicates that their development Is related to dlagenesls 
and not to metamorphlam. A reasonable explanation for the co -
existence of the two primal^ minerals at the deposltlonal stage 
may be due to lack of comi^ete equilibrium at the time of their 
formation (see Huber» 1958, p.lSS). Moreover, It may also be 
assumed that the condition under which magnetite and specular 
heisatlte were formed was limiting. As a result, a slight 
fluctuation of chemical environment may cause sequential and 
alternate precipitation of magnetite and hematite. 
3. Even If It be presumed that magnetites were metamorphlc 
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then th«r© ehouia toe some Index lalneral from whlofe the grad® of 
metaaorpblsm of the magnietite-quartzite rock could be known, 
Petrologlool etudiies* however, failed to recognise any auch index 
mineral• As such the actual grade of aetaaiorphlsm of the Iron 
foittatioaa were difficult to ascertain. But from the study of 
aaeooifited country roc^ cs It was concluded that tiie area did not 
undergo laetamorphlsm beyond the chlrorlte-blotite zone of the 
greenechiet faclesf and most likely aame was the case with the 
banded magaetlte-quartsite rock* Accordingly* there Is no 
justification to presume that the bulk of magnetite in the iron 
formation le a product of low grade metaiaorphiem of the original 
iron sediments, 
Thue, following the above discussion* the magnetites under 
Inveatigatlon, were conaidered to be largely of primary origin 
although their association with an insignificant amount of 
magnetite of metamorphic origin was not ruled out. 
OHE J3EP0SIIS 
It was generally admitted that the Frecambrlan iron ore 
deposits of India and their many equivalents in other parts of 
the world were originally marine sedimentary ftepoaite usually 
known as iron formations. Widespread enrichment by replacement 
of these ferruginous parent rocks considered to be the major 
factor for the later development of various types of ore» ®he 
mechanism of enrichment in some cases was simply the removal 
of silica and in others, addition of ferric hydroxide after the 
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leaching of allica* The process ejad rate of enrichment on 
the other imnd depended on several faotors, vie., composition 
of the rock© and their textures, favourable structurej climate, 
temperature, nature and rate of flow of the tolvent, etc., 
3?he principal varieties of the iron ore® recognieedi in th© 
area under reference, are hard laminated, friable, and powdery 
ore. Jhelr mode of occurrence, pi^slcal, chemical and mlneralo-
gioal compoaition have already been det^t with in detail in the 
previous chapters. 
source of So3rvent 
3?her® is a major controversy regarding the source and nature 
of the solvent which was mainly responsible for leaching of 
Bllica from the iron foiraationa. Many believe that the source 
of the solvent was raeteorio water which played a major role in 
leaching of silica and also in enriching the parent rock 
supergeneticallyt while others consider that the ascending hydro-
thermal solution caused enrichment of the iron formations and 
still others believe that both hydrothearraal and meteoric waters 
were equally responsiible for the concentration of ores In the 
iron formations. 
Vm Else and Leith (1911), In their report on Lake Superior 
iron ore deposits, concluded that the Iron ores were formed as 
• result of the enrichment of iron formation by the downward 
moving meteoric water which leached vast quantities of silica 
end oxidijced ferrous iron to ferric state. Oruner (l9e6b)on 
the other hand challenged Van Hlse and Leith* a weathering theory 
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mn sug^este^ that the aolution whlob oicidie«di the iron oros 
an^ leaehetf silica mna ot hydrothenaAl origin. In & later paper 
Oruner (19^ 8) called «ittentiQii to the association of einerals 
like epeoular hemtlte, iBartlte» otolorltfei, ©erloltet tidct etc., 
in th© o^es a© inaioatiro of hydirothenaal activity. Among 
/ 
many others who ©upported the hydrotheraial theory are tfubert 
(196B), Maaa (1903), Jolllff (1956), Baily and Tyler (1980). 
Leith (1931) eaa Hoyce (l93g), howevert favoured weathering 
theory tor Superior deposlte. Uorr II (1964) oleo eKpr^esea 
@ifflll©r 'Views for the iron ore deposits of Mlaas SeraiOt Braail. 
^ost of the Inaian geologloto, who have eloeely studied some 
of the iron or© Seposlta of the country, fovoureeS the weathering 
theory (ace ^ om&t 1934^ Irlehnaa, 1@S2| spencer and JPerelval* 
19SS| <Jho®h , 1903). Stem (1937, 1941), hoisever, was of 
the opinion that early enrichment of the ore© w e brought about 
hy hot water hut later the colt laeteorio water played o similar 
role to enrich the ore©. 
Based on several eiddences available frora the area under 
review the present worker is in favour of aoceptli^ the weathering 
theory in preference to the hydrotherraal theory and hold© the 
descending lacteorio water largely roepon&ible for changing the 
nature of the iron formation® end leading to the concentration 
of the iron oree. The following are the isaia reaaone la oupport 
of the above mentioned view of the author t 
1. The abaenoe of any l^ge body of intrusive or extrusive 
rooks in the neighbourhood of the ore bodies failed to aooount 
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tor any connection between the eolv«nt and the lgn<soua source* 
8. The deposit© are aear-stirfec© and no good deposit was 
so far reported from tjelow the present groimd water level, 
3. Oceasloaal eaiS0nli»tl0i3 of scattered and partially 
leached fragments of Iron formation within the iron ores at 
depths. 
4. Iron @llicat# mlnex^a are completely absent and the 
mlner^ogy of the ores la simple. 41ao, the Increasing 
proportion of ferroua oxldee and correspondingly decreaalng 
proportion of hydrated ferric OKlde and alumlnla from surface 
to depths Indicate their formation under normal oxldlalng or 
laterltlc weathering condition, rather than due to any ascending 
aolrent. 
8. Textural evidence indicates partial replacement of the 
earlier ma^etlte-martlte ores as well as filling of their 
Intergranular spaces by supergenlc goethite. 
Heslduel Concentration and Enrichment 
Moot of the workers dealing with the genesis of iron ores 
agree that residual concentration and secondary enrichment of 
the iron formation are the most effective processes of ore 
formation. Widespread leaching of silica may oause complete 
disaggregation of the iron formation resulting residual 
concentration while the process of secondary enrichment enriches 
further the residually concentrated ores by the addition of Iron 
mostly in the form of ferric hydroxide, Slllcat which occur 
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generally In the for» of aedlum to flne-gralneS guartz. Is much 
more soluble than iron in meteorio water • Siever has 
ahovm that solubility oit oilica in water at a temperature of 
88®C was shout 10 parte per million, leed ^  qI.* (1963) also 
helieved that coneiderable amount of quartjs might be taken into 
solution from the quartaite in a eool climate. This faot is in 
close agreement with the observation© made by Ruekaai^ (1963) in 
the iron ore aietrict of Cerro Bolivart Veneauela. Sia analysis 
of the spring waters from iron formation ahoweci that the ayorage 
mobility of quarts in spring water was 10, 5 ppm» Unfortunatelyf 
no such data is available from any iron ore province of India. 
Physiography, eliraate ana grain aize are a few Important 
factors which facilitate leaching of silica. A shield area which 
attained a crustal stability over a long time Ib supposed to be a 
favourable condition for the development of mature topography and 
deep we@therin@. Under such a condition and specially, in a humid 
and tropical climate with high seasonal rainfall, silica f 
particularly* fine to medium»grained, may be removed in solution 
frcMS a great depth of about 100 meters or even more when the 
structure, grain-siee and texture of the parent rock: are 
favourable. James (1955, p.l460) has emphasized the role of 
grftln»sise in the development of soft iron ores in Borthem 
Michigen. He observed that in the lower aone of metemorphism 
(ohloriteobiotite),where grain-sise of qpiarte was relatively small, 
silica have been leached and thus the principal soft ore deposit 
was restricted to the lower eone of meteanorphlsm. the low-grade 
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ot lattaiaorpliiaia of the oountiry rock and aaallcr sla© of the 
quarts grains in the Iron formations of the investigated area 
la perfectly coneiatent with the foregoing concXuelon drawn 
hy {1955). 
Slllca» onee dtssolted by supergene solution, ie ineensltive 
to Eh and pH changes and therefore» it will not precipitate 
easily. Instead• it will he carried out of the system hy the 
surface and groimd waters, this process ie the paramount factor 
responsible for leaching of silica from the iron fonaations. 
During the leaching of silica some iron, though far ©mailer 
In q^ uantity than silica* may also be dissolved by the circulating 
meteoric water. Some suggested tl^ t organic acids facilitated 
the increasing solubility of iron (see Guild» 1§87| Farkf Jr., 
1089), She role of carbon dioxide in increasing the solubility 
of iron was advocated by Hem {I960), Obum and Hem (1961). fhey 
thought that various microrganisms played some KOie in the 
solution and tre^ dsportatlon of iron since their presence in the 
soil reduces Bh and s^ of the solvent. 
Whatever may be the actue^ cause* iron Is generally leached 
as ferrous ion (Pe*^ ) or ferrous hydroxide aided by 
acidic solution, with a good supply of oxygen iron readily 
03tidls;es and precipitates as ferric ion (Fe"*"*"*") or ferric 
hydroxide »e(OH)g under alkaline condition at a pH value of above 
7.0 (see IHitta and Sandy, 1964, p.l07). Obviously, such a 
favourable condition prevailed more near the surface than at 
depth. Thus, iron taken into solution may either be redeposited 
at least partly bb llmonlte or entirely renoved from the system 
since It oould be transported by the solution so long its Bh 
and pH remain unchanged. In auch a system the net loss of iron 
should be much lees than silica (see Dorr II, 1964, p.1225-1226), 
!fhe aboye-aentloned mechanlem seems to be the primary cause 
of secondary enrichment of reoldualXy concentrated ores. The 
source of iron In the solution reepoxmlble for secondary enrich-
ment was thus the iron formation It&elf. Ihe solution containing 
iron mores to the surface by the capillary action or ephemeral 
springs and seeps and tluis comes In greater contact with ulr. 
As a result, Bh of the solution Increases and the ferrous Iron 
oxidises to m Insoluble ferric hydroxide or llmonlte. Hem: and 
Cropper (1959, p.16) described the process as follows : 
Water below the lend surface and not In contact 
with air probably has Bh values of O.gO volts 
or less and a relatively low pH (less than 6) 
If enough excess carbon dioxide Is present. Under 
these conditions, ferrous solution as high as 
50 ppn are pcfmonently stable. As the water 
approaches the surface of the ground and 
dissolves oxygen from the air, (a) nonequilllrliim ^^ 
situation.... sets in. Water low in Bh end high in Fe 
is continually supplied. Ferrous-ir<m o^genation 
and ferricohydroxide precipitation both continue. 
fhe other prsoess, which is likely to promote deposition 
of llmonlte, is the evaporation of iron»rlch solution brought 
to the surface by ephemeral springs and seeps. Between showers 
In the rainy season end early part of the dry season, solless 
slopes are moistened locally and continuously remain wet by 
water seeping from the surface. Iron, transported in a colloidal 
state or In solution in a ferric state may be deposited through 
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evaporation of the solution (aee Dorr II, 1964, p.lfi34). 
Tims oxygtttatlon of ferrous iron and evaporation of ferric 
iron are the most ©ffeotive processes which may cause deposition 
of llooaite in the hard larainated iron ores as well as in the 
true laterites. 
type of Ore® 
It may h© recslledi here that the near»surface hard and 
loialnated iron ores of flicholim and Sanquelia grade downward 
into a «oae of powdery ore through an intenaediate zone of 
friable ore. Although these ore zones are graditional and fairly 
persistent throughout the area yet they do not have unlfom 
thickness and continuity dovmwards due to occasional intervention 
of the countjy rocks or lean ore mixed with ocisore or clay. 
The developaent of these three types of ore is not only 
interseting but also have great economic significance. As has 
already been mentioned earlier that the iron ore deposits were 
formed by the process of weathering, leaching, oxidation and 
enrichment of the iron fomations by the circulation of meteoric 
water through them under a favourable climatic condition. 
The probable processes responsible for oxidation and 
supergene enrichment of the iron formation and its conversion 
into three major types are presented below. 
Hard Laalnated Ore.» The hard laminated ore, which commonly 
occurs near the surface and usually under a capping of ferruginous 
laterite of variable thickness, often preserved the bedding 
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laninatton of the original iron formation. Irregular masses 
of iron ore laterlte occurring between tlie overlying ferruginous 
laterite and underlying hard laminated ore, also have aomc 
fragments of partially lateritized laminated hard ore. All 
these Intergradltional features from ferruginous laterlte, 
through iron ore laterlte to hard laminated ore stron^y suggest 
that the same eupergene process was responsible for the large -
scale laterltlzatlon of the protore m well as oxidation and 
residual concentration of Iron ores along certain gones. The 
prime cause of laterltiisation and ©upergene enrichment of the 
ores was, therefore, the leeching of silica from the parent rock 
followed hy the precipitation of ferric hydroxide In the rold 
spaces from meteoric water circulating through the rock. 
fhe extent of desillclficatlon and enrichment on the other 
hand was controlled by several factors like structure, texture, 
grain-size, etc., of the protore and the nature of attacking 
solvent. Under the Influence of humid and tropical climate with 
a high- seasonal rainfall, as In the territory of Goa, the fine--
grained silica In the protore concerned has a greater chance of 
being taken Into solution by meteoric water. Since the precipi-
tation of dissolved silica as well as Its rate of sollblllty 
does not Apend much on Eh and pH changes, silica of the protore, 
once dissolved by meteoric water, will not precipitate In the 
system, tether. In addition to the graln-slee of silica, such 
favourable structural features as bedding lamination, high angle 
of dip, etc., facilitated flow of this meteoric water out from 
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the iiron fonaatlon* ^his long andi continued process of 
solution ana reaovol of silica from tHe protore hy ground water 
on an extenelt^ e ecale was held responsible for the residual 
concentration of ores in the iron formation, concurrently, with 
the leaching of silica also some iron ere likely to be leached 
out from the protore as ferrous hydroxide because of the acidic 
property of the meteoric water. Ihus iront once disB0lved» is 
not likely to precipitate so long as the Ih and pH of the iron 
solution remain unchanged. But it may be redeposited as ferric 
hydroxide either due to oxidation or evaporation of the solvent. 
Both oxidation and evaporation are obviously ideal at the near-
surface atmospheric condition than at depths* Accordingly, 
iron hydroxide in the form of goethite is likely to be deposited 
in greater quantities in the residual ores occurring close to the 
surface. 
Mineralogical and textural study of the hard and laminated 
ores shows that they have goethite in abundance. Polished 
sections of the ores further show that goethite occupies most of 
the intergranidar spaces in the magnetite-martlte ore, which 
were once occupied by silica, ^his gives a clear indication that 
goethite was introduced in the system from without subsequent 
to the removal of silica. I»argely, due to infiltration of 
colloidal ti^ droxide of iron in the available pore spaces and 
other structural planes the residual ores near the surface were 
not only enriched but also made hard and compact. 
Formation of manganiferous iron ores is akin to that of 
hard Iron orea except that pyrolusite and psllomelane* Instead 
of goethltc, were intiroduoed in a similar maimer in these ores. 
Froa the aho^ re oonsldtratlona it in evident that the herd 
or©s had originated essentially ae a result of residual concentration 
and supergeae enrichment of the near-surface protore. ^he former 
process was laainly responsible for cO-iaost thorough leaching of 
silica and residual concentration of iron in the protores and 
the latter* for ©nriching; the protore with the addition of goethlte. 
It is, therefore, expected that the concentration of iron in the 
hard ores should be highest, since in the friable ore secondary 
enriohaont is only partis and in the powdery ore, it is rainimuia, 
as will be discussed later. But the results of chemical analyses 
of all these ores show iron concentration in the reverse order. 
A plausible explanation for the los?er value of iron in the hard 
ore is due to ^the fact that it has the highest concentration of 
goethite which is about 60 ^ /o of the total iron minerals. It 
is, therefore, obvious that with increasing proportion of goethite, 
the grade of the ore should go down considerably under supergene 
condition of enrichment. On similar grounds greater values of 
iron in the friable and powdery orea may be attributed to decreasing 
proportion of goethite from the friable to the powdery orea with 
corresponding increase in magnetite, and hematite. 
Pflnble Ore.o A gradual passage of the near surface hard 
laminated ore into a lower friable and porous ore eone was 
characteriotlcally observed in several mine sections, formation 
of these friable ores wa® at least partly similar to that of hard 
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laalnated ores la a aenee that the protoree have also been 
relieved o£ eillca by the leaching action of meteoric water 
below the upper hard ore aone. But ualllc© the hard ores, 
there was little infiltration of goethlte in the Intcrgranular 
spaoea of the residually concentrated protore due to which they 
reiaained friable and porous since their deeilidficatlon, fhe 
porosity of the ores was largely due to the micro-voids created 
as a result of removal of silica in solution from the system. 
During it downward Journeyt the iron-laden isaterorlo water 
after depositing bulfe of its iron hydroxide in the uper hard 
ore £one» is likely to lose much of its acidic property. When 
such a weakly acidic solvent moves further down its capacity 
to remove silica fros the system* however* continues to reoain 
unchanged although the solvent loses stuch of its capacity to 
dissolve lrc« on a large scale. As such* the solution will 
continue to remain undereaturated in iron hydroxides with 
increasing depth from the surface. Therefore, as compared to 
the overlying hard ore aone, the deposition of iron hydroxide 
in the friable or in the lower powdery aone will be gradually 
restricted. 
fhe above facts may reasonably account not only for the 
restricted concentration of goethlte but also for the porosity 
and deficiency of silica in the friable ores. 
Powdery Ore.- With Increasing depth, the friable ore grades 
Into an unconsolidated powdery ore or *blue dust*. The 
nlneralized raeteroic water, while moving down from the surface 
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would dlsehorgt bulk of Its iron eontent la tbe liard and tlie 
remednlsg In friable ore eones. She solvent which Boves 
further down below the two sones would beeone neutral and 
^^oet free froA iron on aooount of wMeh neither m f more 
iron will be dissolred from the protore nor precipitated 
from the aolventt but it would still be capable ofdissolving 
and removing silica from the iron formations* fhe solvent 
would thus completely leaoh silica from the protore without 
depositing much hydroxide of Iron in this powedery sone. 
fhe insignificant presence of goethite in the magnetite-
martite rich powdery ore is a strong evidence in support of 
the procsss of leaching and residual concentration described 
above. 
Prom the nature of the daposit and its mode of fonaationt 
discussed above, it is apparent that the iron formati<m of 
the area have contributed much of the iron ores through their 
residual concentration and supergene enrichment influenced 
by such congenial climatic condition which favoured chemical 
decay of the protores since their formation in the 3?reeambrian 
times. 
SOIiliARY AHJD OOHCjIiUSIOirs 
About a couple of years after the liberation of Ooa fro» 
I'ortugese oecupatioa in 1061, the author started a ^ yateniatic 
geological investigation of one of its largeet iron ore deposits 
at Bicholiia taluka. in the northern part of Ooa» in which 
Sirigao«Bicholi2B and Senq^elis are the two i&portant localities 
having rich deposite of iron ores* Although it was chiefly 
aimed at the structural and genetic studies of the ore deposits 
yet considerable attention was paid to deal with their strati-
graphy* stineralogy and soise important economic aspects* A 
auimaary of this study as well as several interesting conclusions 
arrived at, are given in the following paragraphs. 
1. Ihe iron ore deposits of Bicholia are confined to the 
Preoaobrian phyllites of Worth Goa, which are in many respects 
similar to the well-known ^ ecaabrian Dharwar schists of Mysore. 
Phyllites and banded ferruginous quartsite are the two ma^or 
rook types in the area under investigation. These banded 
ferruginous rocks are believed to be the source rook of iron 
ore deposits and hence, they are treated here as iron formations. 
The phyllites have also some small lenses of massive quarteites 
which crop out sporadically in the area, fhere are a number of 
basic dykes intruding into the schistose formations of the area, 
fhey have a general Mw..SS£ to SfW-SB trend. Widespread 
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Xaterltlention have greatly obliteratedl the true nature of 
all the rock outcrops except 9t the baalc dylces, which can 
toe easily recognieea in the field. On the basis of field 
survey and mapping, an attempt was made to build up the 
stratlgraphlc sequence of the area as folloim s 
^recambrian 
Hecent ........ Alluviuia 
Sub-recent »..»••*• Iiaterite 
Deccan frapt Bolerite 
Intrusive Metadolerite 
Schistose JPhyllites with banded 
fowBation ferruginous quartaites 
and some massive 
tuartzites* 
fhe lithological characters and some primary sedimentary 
structures of the phyllites and banded ferruginous quarteltes 
show that they are low grade metasedlmentary rooks* 
She strike of the schistose rooks Is H*-SE, wMoh is more 
or less the «ame as that of the Dharwars of the type area in 
Mysore. ®hey generally dip northeastwards, Struotur8J.ly, the 
area occupies a part of the western limb of a northwesterly 
plunging regional sjmclinet the axis of which passes through 
Zomen» Querim, eto.f which fall beyond the area investigated. 
Both Sirigao-Bicholim and Sanquelim outcrops of the banded 
ferruginous quartzites represent two northwesterly plunging 
and northeasterly dipping isoclinal antlolines. the former 
antlollne WAS furthtr oroQs»folded due to a drag, th» 
Gtrueture and relative position of two anticlines indicate 
that they are left-lianded m eciielon folds. 
On the basis of their lithology* comparable grade of 
metamorphismt structural similarity and association of iron 
oresy the schistose rocks of the area have been correlated 
with the Middle Dharwars of northern Mysore. 
S. The petro«4&ineralogical studies of the phyllites 
confirm the fact that their grade of metaaorphisis is 
considerably low and equiv^ent to th^ chlorite zone of the 
green schist facies. In the absence of iron or any other 
the 
silicate minajreX/metamorphio grade of the ferruginous quarteite 
also appears to be low. Sone of the basic dykes in which 
the mineral assenblagee are somewhat metanorphosed and show 
preferred orientation, are identified as metadolerltes and 
considered as the older ^ recambrian intrusives. She younger 
ones having unalterid pyroxenet plagioclase felspars and 
olivine may be of the Beocan trap age. 
3. fhe iron ore deposits of Blcholia are mainly confined 
to the two well*defined ridges* one of which extends from 
Sirlgao to Bicholim and the other occurs near Sanquelim. She 
iron ores are usually capped by ferruginous laterlte and iron 
ore lattfrite which more or less grade downwards into the former 
imperceptibly, fhe lateritesy however* have no economic 
importance. The bulk of the commercial grade of ores are mined 
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tnm the ore lying below the laterlte OTerhurden. the ore 
horlsoxi he0 been divided into three zones vis.i hard* friable 
and powder^ t which can be easily recognised by their nature 
and phyeioal oharaeters* the hard ore eone« which occurs in 
the upper part of the depoeits gradually passes downwards 
into a zone of friable ore which in turn beoomes powdery 
further down. Oeoasionally the hard ores are associated with 
some oanganese ores such as pyrolusite e^ d psiloaelane and 
this variety of iron ore is toiown locally as ferro-4sanganese* 
There are also sent small but rich pockets of manganese ores 
which are occasionally found in the overlying ferruginous 
laterites. 
Malytical results of the iron ores show that the average 
iron contents in the hard» friable and powdery ores are 
6S V o • 64 aad 65 ^ /o respectively. It is very interesting 
to note that , FeO and gradUE^ly increase 
from the hard to powdery ore while AlgOg and combined water 
go on decreasing, tfineralogical composition of these ores 
also show that the quantity of goethite decreases significantly 
from the hard through friable to powdery ore with a corresponding 
increase of hematite and magnetite. All these facts regarding 
\\ 
the nati2re and composition of the different typss of ore and 
their field relations indicate that they were largely influenced 
by several complex supergenic processes in which meteoric water 
played a dominant role. 
An attempt was also nade to olassify the or« deposits 
Into four types * hard* friable, powdery and lateritieed 
ores on the basis of their physical charaoterst mineralogy 
and ohemieaL composition. 
EoonomioG^ ly« the iron ore deposits of 6oa and particularly 
of its northern part» which contribute approximately 75 ®/o 
of the territory's total annual production of iron ores» have a 
great promise. According to a recent estimate« made by the 
Geological Survey of India, 6oa has a reserve of about 405 million 
towjasof iron ores, which include about 94 million tonnes of 
hard ( 58 V© Fe ) and about 311 million tonnes of friable and 
powdery ores (fiS V® According to the same source, the 
combined reserves of Bicholira and Sanquelim deposits are about 
98 million tons* On account of the locations of most of the 
importemt deposits of Ooa within a radius of about 30 km from 
the nearest ports ana ale© excellent waterways for easy inland 
transportation, the f.o.b of its iron ores is cheap and this 
may be the main reason as to why the ores are in great demand 
in several foreign steel ^producing countries such as (Tapan, 
west Germany, Italy, etc.. Since the iron ores of Oca have 
been fast attracting the international interest, it is now 
very necessary to have a stricter quality control than before 
and also to install another agglomeration plant somewhere near 
Bicholim town. Moreover, because of the rapid depletion of 
limpy ore and the problem of marketing the blue dust and iron 
ore fines, some important su^estions are given for controlling 
"•X 54"" 
the quality of the or«s and also for Improving the econoiay 
of this Important Iron^ rioh territory of India through 
modemlelng mining operations ana proper utilization of Its 
iron resouroes. 
4, Structurally, the Slrigao-Blchollin deposit form 
a northwesterly plunging and somet^t overturned isoclinal 
anticline whose axl^ trend Is 7he northwestern part 
of this anticline near Slrlgao has been orossofolded into 
a smeller syncllne and! a correspcmdlng anticline, ^he trend 
of the m m of the orosa-folds la iWf* SSE, which makes an 
angle of about 16^ north of the general asdal trend of the 
Sirlgao-Blchollra anticline. 
fhe smaller Bedeval deposlt« which occurs ahout 400 meters 
northeast of the southeastern part of the Sirigao-Blcholim 
deposit also have a general northeasterly dip end IJW-SB strike. 
On the basis of its structure» absence of any fault valley 
between this and the adjacent Blchollm deposit« and also of 
its great physical and mineralogical resemblences with the 
- other ores of Blchollm It is logiceO. to believe that the 
Bedeval outcrop represents the northeastern limb of the much 
eroded anticline whose other limb form the Slrlgao-Blchollm 
deposit. 
The Sanquelin deposit revecas that it is also a case of 
isocllnally folded anticline plunging northwestwards and that 
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Its limbs Alp northeastwards. axial trend of the antlellne 
l6 HW-SE, l?ue to removal of a greater part tof the anticline 
by erosion Its outcrop pattern became ^ -shaped. 
afhere are also several Important evldenoee to believe that 
both the prlmax^ and secondary structures of the Iron 
formations have made the flow and circulation of the 
metorle water through them easier and due to which the procesaes 
of residual concentration and aupergano enrlohment of the Iron 
ores were very auoh effective# 
5. Mlnaragraphlc study of the Iron and the associated 
manganese ores led to the Identification of specular heiB&tlte» 
magnetite* martits and goethlte among the Iron minerals» end 
pyroluslte and pellomelane among the manganese minerals. Some 
of the iron ores developed sehlstostty due to preferred 
orientation of the specular variety of hematite end some 
raagmetlte, which are generally segregated In alternate bands* 
The primal^ nature of the two minerals has been amply ^ justified 
by their straight boundary relation and the complete absenca 
of any replacement relation and hence, both magnetite and 
specular hematite are considered to be the earliest of all the 
iron minerals to appear and contemporaneous In time sequence* 
Among the oupergene Iron minerals, the time range of the second 
generation of hematite, which Is actually a pseudomorph of 
martlte after magnetite, is more or less overlapping with that 
of the goethlte, which occurs as pseudomorph after magnetite. 
l?here is also another generation of supergene hematite, which 
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is actually a pseudoaorpb after goethlte. It has orerlapplng 
time relation with the second generation of oolloforiQ or 
Bassiire goethite* which is usually a aomino^t mineral in the 
hard ores. 
Iiepidoeroeite occurs rather insignificantly in close 
association with the eolloforet goethite with which it has an 
overlapping time relation. Both pyrolusite and psiloraelane, 
associated with the iron ore8< are late supergene minerals. 
6. Largely guided by the different Tiewe regarding the 
origin of iron formations and the types of ore associated 
with them and based on the author's own field and laboratory 
investigations, the genesis of the iron ores of Bicholim is 
sumitiarised as follows : 
i) Weathering and erosion of ancient land masses supplied 
so much of iron and sllioa that they served as the primary 
source of iron forwatlone. Probably iron was transported 
in solution and precipitated in a ferrous-ferric or ferrous 
state while silica was deposited in a colloidal state. 
ii) Banding in iron formations was due to rhythmic chemical 
precipation of iron and silica in the ^ recambrion basin of 
deposition under a particular set of physioo»cheiKical 
condition which never repeated in later geological periods. 
iii)Probably a restricted marine environment like that of 
the Dharwar geosynclinal phase was ideally suitable for the 
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d«pooltloa of iron formations during the period concerned. 
iir) As ffiost of the aa^etitee and specular hematites in 
the iron formations are primaryt they should he considered 
as belonging to th© ojcid© faeiee of Sanies (19B4)* A mildly 
oxidising to mildly reducing deep water environment was 
envisaged for the deposition of these primary iron minerals* 
v) fhe solvent responsible for the mass leaching of silica 
from the protorest vas meteoric end subsurface water end not 
derived from any hydrothermal source. 
vi) Mass residual leaching of silica* oxidation of magnetite 
to hematite end deposition of some iron hydroxide under 
certain favourable physiographic, structural and physico-
chemical conditions were the most important processes 
involved in the transformation of the iron formations into 
hardI friable and powdery iron ores. 
vii) She hard ores owe their origin to almost complete 
removal of silica by leaching from the near-surface 
protores and the subsequent deposition of goethite in it 
from the solutions circulating through the intergranular 
void spaces. On the other band the protores, occurring 
at some depth below the surface, were much disaggregated 
and rendered powdexy because of certain physico-chemical 
conditions under which the meteoric water continued to 
leach silica but without being able to deposit any mor
•158. 
goethlte at such a depth. In the case of friable ore, 
which occur between the hard and powder^ r ore eone there 
was a complete leaching of Gllica hut due to inadeq[uate 
suppler of goethlte, many of the void intergrenular apacea 
in the leached Iron formatloae could not be filled up. 
This in the oauae of the protores remaining porous and 
friable J|«st below the hard ore and above the powdery 
ore 8one. 
It may now be concluded that at an earlier stage the 
residual concentration of magnetites oooured at all levels in 
the ircsa formations due to complete leaching of allica* But the 
subsequent or even contemporaneous supergene osddation of 
miagnetite into hematite and their secondary enrichment with 
the addition of oolloform or massive goethite were most effective 
in the upper part of the deposit and m a result of which it 
gave rise to an upper isonf of hard and enriched ores consisting 
dominantly of hematite end goethlte. 
On the contrary, there was practically no secondary 
enrichment and a very reetricted oxidation of the underlying 
sone of powdery ores due to which they were left completely loose 
and thus retained their original state as well as mineral 
composition. Between the upper hard and the lower powdery ore 
sonea, obviously there should be a transition sone in which 
the ores would be neither hard nor powdery but friable, and also 
have small amounts of magnetite and goethite on account of 
restricted oxidation and enrichment. 
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^he concentration and enrlchaeat 
of tbe pr9tore0» l»eing: slow supergenie processes 
tfid largely dependent upon tiie past topographic and climatic 
conditions of the are&t ^d more likely continued tHrougb 
serer^ geologicGl periods rather than remaining confined to 
a single one^  
SmAHAflOH ^  H.AfBS 
fig* X A thinly laminated banded fewcuginowi i|iuirtelte 
usually aeeoclated with Iron ore deceits of 
Blehollm, Ooa. 1/2 Hat^slse. 
fig* 2 A rare variety of thickly bended ferruginous 
miartslte oonsletlng of ^ temate bands of sllloa 
Urhlte) and Iron oxldea (dax^  grey). 1/2 Hat.alze. 
fig* 3 A haadspeelmen of medium grained end umaetao 
morphosed basic dyke* 1/8 Hat.slee* 
fig* 4 3?l0ollteG In aluffilnouo leterlte derived from 
phyllltes* S/8 Hat.else* 
HiAfSaX 
fig. 1 Sehlstoslty In chlorite phylllte developed due 
to preferred orientation of quarts and felaper 
grains (white) and flaky micas* X3S jiPlane polarised 
light* 
fig. 2 Fractured end 3»>unded to subrounded porphyroblaats 
of quarts» micas and chlorite being bendaround 
them. X90 crossed Hlcol. 
fig* 3 Xtocal occurrence of Interlocking aggregates of 
quarts In chlorite phylllte* Also note the twinning 
in the porphyroblast of alblte In the centre of the 
photomicrograph* X90 crossed Hlcol, 
fig* 4 Untwlnned sieved felspar containing Innumerable 
minute Inclusions of flaky minerals. X90 crossed 
Hlcol* 
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HiASB III 
fig. 1 Segregated band formed hy flaky minerals (white). IS2 erossed 9lcol. 
fig. 2 Coaree-graiaed calclte in ealQareous phyllite iMiYing eorae felspar caid quartie porpfayroblasts. 
X90 Grossed Hicol. 
fig, 3 torpbyroblaats of twinned ePLbite in ealeareous 
pliyllite riddled with minute inclusions of apatite, 
c^orite, serieite, ete. X90 crossed Hicol. 
fig* 4 Well-developed sehiatosity in caloareous phyllite, hiotite flakes (dark) stretched along sehistosity direction. X140 Plane polarized light. 
HtATE Z7 
fig. 1 iltemate dark ferruginous and light silioeous 
hands in handed ferruginous quartsite. K32 ^ ane 
polarised light. 
fig, 8 Siliceous hands in ferruginous quartcite having 
little iron oxides, the proportion of which 
gradually increases as the ferruginous hand approaohes* 
X90 Plane polarised light. 
fig. 3 Cherty quarts in siliceous hand of ferruginous 
quarts. X32 crossed Hicol. 
fig. 4 Quarts showing mosaic texture. X90 Hane polarised 
light* 
HiAlE V 
fig. 1 Partial rei^aoement of quarts crystals hy iron 
oxide (black) mostly along their grain boundaries. 
X60 Plane polarised light. 
fig. 2 Subhedral to enhedral crystals of magnetite (black) 
in the ferruginous band with subordinate amount of 
quarts (white). Note also the fairly uniform size of 
the mai^etite er^atals. XZ2 Plane polarised light. 
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fig. 3 Grade soMstosity navked by the orientation of epecular hen&titt (bXaek), 190 Plane polarised light. 
fig* 4 Granoblaatie texture in xetadolerite. erossed Hiool* 
H»AfB ?I 
fig* 1 ^astophitio texture in metadoleritof plagioclase 
laths are enclosed in altered pyroxene. X90 crossed 
fiicol. 
fig« e Altered i^agioolase having inclusions of epidote 
and »oisite. %90 crossed licol. 
fig* 3 ilotinolitet ux^ite and chlorite along the crystal 
boundary of hornblende Cleft hand oomer). Kote 
clusturs of epidote grains in the upper part of 
the photomicrograph. crossed Hiool, 
fig, 4 Characteristic opMtio texture in dolerite. X3S 
crossed l^ iool. 
HiAfE 
fig. 1 Clouding of plagioclase due to its partial alteration. 
X3S crossed Hied. 
fig. 2 OliYine altering into sepentine along grain boundaries 
and fracture planes lieaving relicts of former. X38 
Hane polarised light. 
fig. 3 A portion of the 35 meter level face of hard ore 
(right hand side) workings at Sirigao nines. I^ eft 
hand side of the photograph is a ferruginous laterite 
capping orer hard ores. 
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H.AfE VIII 
fig. I A close-up 7lew of the steeply dipping» and thinly laminated friahle ore ait Sanquelim mines. 
fig. 2 Highly dipping transitional aone of friable ore 
(left hand side) and powdery ore (right hand side) 
in the SsnqueliH nines. Note the thin laminations 
and minor folds in the undisturhed face of powdery 
or^. 
H.AfE II 
fig. 1 A general view of a part of the Coplegaiohem 
eonoessions at Sirigao showing mining of powdery 
ore in progress at IS meter level. 
fig. e A handspeeimen of hard ore showing fine laminations. 
3/2 Hat.sijse. 
fig. 3 A handspeeimen of folded hard ore. Indiiridual 
laminae are more distinctly shown by roids left 
after leaehing of silica. 1/g Hat.aise. 
m»km X 
fig. 1 Oround surface of a handspeeimen of ferro-manganese 
ore with fine laminations parallel to the given 
scale. 1/S Hat.sise. 
fig. 2 A handspeeimen of iron ore laterite showing pisolites 
in the upper part and crude lamination in the lower 
part. 4/3 Kftt.siee. 
fig. 3 Subhedral to enhedral crystals of martite without 
any relict of magnetite. XI60 Oil immersion. 
fig. 4 Specular hematite with intervening goethite or gangue. 
X73C Cil immersion. 
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HiAtE XI 
fig. X SubhedraX exystals of laagnAtlte. Slxe lnt«r^anular 
dark 8pao«s ar* oeoupied gmigaee* X160 Oil inmersion. 
tig* 8 iepldoorocite (white, around the dark vug) surrounded by gmgae (derJc grey), ?h® light grey goethlte la around the gangue. X160 Oil inmeraion, 
fig. 3 Atoll structure fonaed due to ooaplete enclosure of 
goethtte (grey) hy lepidocrooite vgreyleh white). X160 11 Inmersion. 
fig. 4 Suhhedral grain© of pyroluslte In the upper part of 
the figure eichlbit moaaio texture and below are the 
aeelcular crystals of pyroluslte. X38. 
H I A T E X I I 
fig. 1 Banded structure shown by raagnetlte*iiiartite (white) 
and gmigue (dark) occurring In alternate bends. X35. 
fig. S S?hln trains of goethlte (grey) and gangue (dark) along 
the bedding planes ejchibit banded structure. X36. 
fig. S Granular texture in a hard Iron ore, goethlte (dark 
grey) occupying the intergrenular spaces of sartlte 
Tgrey white). X160 Oil Imsersion. 
fig. 4 (Granular tesrture In nanganlferrous iron ore. (drains 
of nartite and xagnetite are surrounded by pyroluslte 
(grey white). X160 Oil iaaersion. 
H»A7E nil 
fig. 1 arantaar texture shown by aartite in a protore in 
which silica (dark) occupies the intergranular spaces. 
xieo. 
fig. 2 Preferred orientation shown by specular hematite In a 
schistose ore. Z90. 
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flg. 9 Cmad* 8obdl0to8ity Is deveXopea due to Inperfeet preferred oristation of aagnetite or aartite crystals. X60. 
fig. 4 Colloform texture with alternate ooaoentrle banda of pyrolttsite (grey) end gaagae (darlc). X80. 
H.A3S XI? 
fig* 1 0oiioeiitrie ringa of psllomelaae (white) and pyroluait© (dark grey). Ore or gangue is present at the centre of the colloform rings. £35. 
fig. e Suhhedral radiating pyrolusite ozsrst^s occur in 
a imge of senganese ore. Note ^ so shrinkage cracks 
perpendicular to the surface of colloform ore in the 
upper left and lower right side of the figure. 136. 
fig. 3 Incomplete pseudomorphio rei^acement of magnetite by 
martite is indicated by the presence of some relicts 
of magnetite (slaty grey). Oil immersion. 
fig. 4 Peeudomorphic replacement of magnetite by goethite 
(dark grey) leaving acme relicts of the former(light 
grey). $here is also an indication of later replacement 
of goethite by hematite (white) along the margin of 
the pseudomorphs. X160. 
HiAfE Xf 
fig. 1 Initial replacement of magnetite(pal.e grey) by martite (white) along grain boundaries of the former, X160 Oil immersion. 
fig. S fedmanstetten like texture due to pseudomorphio 
replacement of magnetite by martite following octahedral 
clearage partings of the fomer. X730 Oil immersion. 
fig. 3 Partial replacement of a cubic magnetite crystal (white) 
by martite along its grain boundaries, fhe other crystals 
show complete alteration into martite. X160 Oil 
immersion. 
.166. 
fig. 4 Straight boimdary relation between a euhearal cryateO. of »agii«tit« (dailE girey) and several specular oryatale of htoatita (white) aurroundind the fonter* X730 Oil iMnersion. 
HiATM XVI 
fif. 1 Parts of the graia boundary of a aartite eryatal 
(wMte) ie being irregularly replaced by goethite (grey). K?sO Oil iBaaeraion, 
fig. 2 Goethite paeiidonorphs after magnetite* It was 
subsequently replaeed by henatite (white) leaTing 
eome relicts of the former (light grey). Intergronular 
)aoe material (darker grey) is also goethite. XI60 immersion. 8f! ' 
fig. 3 Wedmanatetten like replacement texture ehovsi by 
hairing innumerable hematite plates (white) along the 
ootahedral cleavage of the original magnetite. XfdO 
Oil immersion. 
fig. 4 Irregular rim replaeement of goethite (dark grey) by 
martite (white) showing that the replacement is in 
progress. CL60 Oil immersion. 
JPUTE xni 
fig. 1 The biggest pseudomorph of martite (white) after 
goethite is sometimes being marginally replaoed by 
goethite (dark grey) encroaohing from the intergranular 
spaoes. Note also some email relicts of goethite 
(light grey) in the martite. X160 Oil immersion. 
fig. e Oollofoxtt psilomelane (white) and pyrolusite (light grey) in the intergranular spaoes of jsartite daxk 
grey) in manganiferrous iron ores. JC160 Oil immersion. 
fig. 3 Irregular marginal replacement of largely martitised 
magnetite oxystal by oolloform psilomelane and 
pyrolusite. Hote the advencement of two different 
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prooeeeee of r«idao«aent du« to whleh the crystal 
hovaA&rlea of BAgnetlte (light gr«y) and a&rtit* (dark grey) iSo not match. 1730 Oil iBmersioa. 
fig.4 Ooncentric b^da of aolloform go«thit© (dark grey), 
psilomelase (white) and ipyrolueite (light grey) in 
oangeniferouo iron ore f X160 Oil imsiersion. 
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